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Westinghouse Energy Systems Q3hy,33y.g33
Electric Corporation

ET-NRC-93-3795
NSRA-APSI 93-0006
Dpcket No.: STN-52-003
(4c) 6 74
January 14,1993

Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

A'ITENTION: DR. THOMAS MURLEY

SUBJECT: WESTINGHOUSE RESPONSES TO NRC REQUESTS FOR ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION ON THE AP600

Dear Dr. Murley:

Enclosed are three cepics of the Westinghouse responses to NRC requests for additional information
on the AP600 from your letters of September 23,1992, October 1,1992 and October 9,1992. This
transmittal is a partial response to those letters. A listing of the NRC requests for additional
information responded to in this letter is contained in Attachment A. The Westinghouse resp (mses to
the remainder of the requests for additional information contained in your letters of September 23,
1992 and October 1,1992 will be provided prior to January 23,1993.

If you have any questions on this material, please contact Mr. Brian A. McIntyre at 412-374-4334.
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ET-NRC-93-3795
A1TACIIMENT A

AP600 RAI RESPONSES
JANUARY 14,1993

RAI Subject

Number

210.3 Seismic Piping Analyses

210.6 Pipe Break Analyses

210.7 Earthquake Fatigue Analyses

210.16 Reactor Vessel Internals Integration (

210.18 Reactor Vessel Internals Testing

210.23 Reactor VesselInternals Dynamic Analyses

220.10 Containment Level C Factor of Safety

220.11 Containment Head Buckling

220.12 Containment Head Buckling

230.1 Non-Category I Facilities (UBC)

230.3 Seismic Design Basis

230.4 Vibratory Ground Motion

230.5 Cumulative Absolute Velocity

230.23 Triaxial Acceleration Sensors

250.10 Steam Generator Tube ISI

250.16 Steam Generator Tube Fabrication Inspections

250.21 Steam Generator Tube ISI Provisions

251.2 RCP Flywheel Materials

251.3 RCP Flywheel Fracture Toughness

251.4 RCP Flywheel Fabrication

251.5 Regulatory Guide 1.14 Requirements for RCP Flywheel

251.6 RCP Flywheel ISI

251.7 Regulatory Guide 1.14 Requirements for RCP Flywheel

251.8 RCP Flywheel Overspeed

251.9 Regulatory Guide 1.14 Exception

251.10 RCP Flywheel Alternate Isis
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ATTACllMENT A
AP600 RAI RI'SPONSES

JANUARY 14,1993

RAI Subject

Number

251.11 Containment of RCP Flywheel Rupture

251.12 RCP Flywheel Rupture / Leak

251.13 Ultrasonic Uranium Inspection

251.14 RCP Flywheel Enclosure Inspection

251.15 RCP Flywheel Overspeed ._

251.16 RCP Flywheel Stresses

251.17 RCP Flywheel Enclosure and Weld Limits

251.18 RCP Flywheel Stresses

251.19 RCP Flywheel Enclosure and Weld Limits

251.20 RCP Shaft and Bearings

251.21 RCP Flywheel Stress Corrosion Resistance

251.22 RCP Flywheel Stress Corrosion Resistance
_

251.23 RCP Flywheel Material Speci0 cations

252.2 LBB Application

252.12 Part Through-Wall Flaws in LBB Analysis

252.13 LBB for Feedwater and Steam Piping
-

252.14 Pressurizer Surge Line Stratification

252.19 Material Fatigue Resistance

252.21 Containment Vessel Coating

252.22 Containment Cathodic Protection

252.23 Containment Corrosion

252.24 Containment Vessel Access

252.25 Containment Vessel Exterior Surface

252.26 Containment Middle Annu'us Corrosion

252.27 Containment Corrosion from PCS Leakage

252.39 CRDM Conformance with Regulatory Guide 1.85

252.41 Use of ASME NQA-2
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A'ITACIIMENT A

' AP600 RAI RESPONSFS
.IANUARY I4,1993

RAI Subject
Number

252.44 Reactor Internals Materials

252.50 Use of ASME NQA-2 alternatives

-252.51 RCPB Material Specifications

( 252.52 Table 5.2-1 Material Specifications

252.56 Environmental Impact on Fatigue Resistance

252.58 Fracture Toughness of Low-Alloy Materials

252.67 Grinding of ASS Materials

| 252.73 RCPB Conformance with Regulatory Guide 1.37
|

252.74 RCPE Conformance with Regulatory Guide 1.43

252.75 RCPB Exceptions to Regulatory Guide 1.44

252.82 RV Beltline Forging and Welds

252.83 RV Beltline Material Copper Content

| 252.85 RV Material Heat-Treating
;

252.86 PTS Fracture Toughness Requirements'

252.87 Embrittlement Prediction Uncertainties

252.89 RV Conformance with Regulatory Guide 1.37
i

t
'

252.92 RV Material Surveillance Program Reference Temp

252.93 Capsule Withdrawal Schedule

252.94 Surveillance Capsule Standard Reference Materials

t 252.96 Surveillance Capsule Lead Factors

252.101 Environmental Effects on RV Material Fatigue

252.102 In-Place RV Thermal Annealing

252.104 Embrittlement Prediction Ur.4 inties

252.105 Pressure-Temperature Limit Luculations
,

252.106 Pressure-Temperature Limit Verification

252.110 Steam Generator Flow-induced Vibration

252.120 Control of Preheat Temperature for Welding of Low-Allow Steel

3
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ATTACIIMENT A

I AP600 RAI RISPONSIS
JANUARY 14,1993

_-_

RAI Subject
Number

252.122 Conformance with Regulatory Guides 1.7 and 1.54

252.125 ESF hiaterials Corrosion Allowance

252.127 QA for Cleaning of Fluid Systems

252.132 ESF hiaterials

252.133 ESF hiaterials Fatigue Test Data

252.142 Fatigue Analysis of hiaterials used in the Steam and Feedwater System

281.2 Prim 2.ry Water Chemistry

281.4 Coatings

281.7 Protective Coatings

281.8 ANSI Standard N101.2

410.42 Same as Q410.101RWST lines

420.2 PhtS Failure Modes and Effects Analysis

435.8 Diesel Generator Control

435.26 Class IE de System Control Room Alarms and Indications

435.27 de Interrupting Rating of hiolded Case Breakers

435.28 Regulatory Guide 1.47 Indication for de System
-

435.29 Battery Charger Capacity

435.38 Battery Condition htonitor

435.51 Electrical and Physical Separation when Using Spare Battery and
Charger

435.61 Containment Electrical Penetration Protection (RG 1.63)

435.70 Failure of the Normal Lighting System During an Earthquake

435.71 Emergency Lighting Basis
_

440.2 WCAP 13345 (Ch1T Testing)

440.16 WCAP 13342 (ADS Testing)

440.28 Technical Specifications for Nonsafety Systems

460.5 Solid Radwaste Systems

4
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\

RAI Subject i

Number |
|

460.6 Seismic Design of Radwaste Management Systems

620.2 Locker Room Layout

I
720.1 PRA WCAPS

|
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
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Question 210.3

Section 3.2.1.1.2 of the SSAR references Section 3.7 for the criteria u. sed for the design of seismic Category 11
structures, systems, and components, in Section 3.7.3.13.3, " Interaction of Other Piping with Seismic Category
1 Piping," one of the analysis options for seismic Category 11 piping systems is " envelop 2g methods that limit
stresses to the level D limits of Equation (9), ND-3653 of the ASME Code, Section Ill.'

Provide a brief description of " enveloping methods.*a.

b. It is the staff's understanding that, to be consistent with the definition of seismic Catey ' in Subsection
3.2.1.1.2, the loads resulting from an SSE will be used in the Equation (9) calculation , wh will then be
compared to the ASME Service Level D limits in ND-3655 of ASME Section III If this interpretation is not
correct, provide a description of how this criteria will be implemented.

*
Response:

Enveloping methods use the concept of enveloping a series of bounding analyses. This method will not be usedn.

for the AP600 piping systems.

b. The staff's understanding of SSE pipe stress limits in seismic Category 11 systems is correct. See the response

to Q210.7 for additionalinformation.

SSAR Revision:

SSAR Subsection 3.7.3.13.3 will be revised as follows:

m = .! C& gory 4-piping ey:2e:m uhre failure ! at necept W-te4he edjaeent+ewmi+Ceteg* Wring ere
analyalM.e r ograph n&d, e%*-e. emf 4ified dynan:! ann!p :netheh : en" Wag-twhede,-tha44ient
c:x= ' ie !=! D !imit*-of4kpeatier (9), ND-3653 efah; ' F"E Ced; Sec4 ion 41!, in pr" ide + eturel
integrity and help p:=n* :ny unaceptale phy =! interwtir :'h Qaeen' ::a . Categcry I 4 4ng-endff

'e-- :pe :

T' : ag:*ph-method rowk++.eismie-re,4*ainupae ng h =d-on-the-natwal-fmp:ency of :he+upp3rted i 4*2't tf
Thinupport+paeien c.idr .unfale+thabthe-femt-natwal-frequenoy-of-the rc:re: niie Categorj ! piping-is.

beyond-the: v !ue " %h-i+4wiee-the :, - unt frequeney-of-the-4nput-re : pan = cpectra,
Nonseismic Category I piping systems whose failure is not acceptable to the adjacent seismic Category I piping are
analyzed and designed in accordance with the requirements of the ASME/ ANSI B31.1 Code. The structural integrity
of the piping and supports during an SSE event is demonstrated as follows. Seismic analysis is performed as
discussed in Subsection 3.7.3.8 for ASME Class 3 piping. Pipe supparts are evaluated to the ASME Class 3 loading
combinations with the SSE shown in Table 3.9-8. Piping components are evaluated to the ASME Class 3 loading
combinations with the SSE shown in Tables 3.9-7 and 3.9-11.
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL. INFORMATION
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Question 210.6

Section 3.6.2.1.1 of the SSAR states that * Breaks are na, postulated in these sevtions of pipe, including the reactor
coolant loop and pressurizer surge line, that meet the requirements for mechanistic break as described in Subsection
3.6.3.* If the pipe cannot meet the limitations and acceptance criteria for the leak-before-break methodology as

; discussed in Paragraph II.D of Enclosure 1 to the draft Conunission paper, ' Issues Pertaining to Evolutionary and
| Passive Light Water Reactors and Their Relationship to Current Regulatory Requirements,* Febmary 27, 1992,

excluding high- and moderate-energy piping from the guidance of Section 3.6.2 and Branch Technical Position MEB
3-1 of the SRP is not acceptable. Identify the high- and moderate-energy pipe that will not meet this acceptance
criteria and evaluate it in accordance with the guidance of Section 3.6.2 and Branch Technical Position MEB 3-1

of the SRP (see Q252.2-Q252.14).

Response:

The leak-before-break methodology is not applied to moderate-energy piping systems. This methodology is applied
to the candidate high-energy lines in the nuclear island identified in Appendix 3E (see below). This appendix also

; identifies other high-energy lines in the nuclear island with diameters larger than 1 inch, for which pipe breaks are
| postulated as described in Subsection 3.6.2, The evaluation criteria for lines that do not satisfy the leak-before-break

criteria are deacribed in Subsection 3.6.2.

SSAR Subsection 3.6.2.1.1 will be revised and Appendix 3E added as follows:

SSAR Revision:
|

(Added to end of Subsection 3.6.2.1.1)

The leak-before-break methodology is applied to the candidate high-energy lines in the nuclear island identified in
Appendix 3E. This appendix also identifies other high-energy lines in the nuclear island with diameters larger than

| 1 inch. The evaluaticn criteria for lines that do not satisfy the leak-before-break criteria are described in Subsection

|
3.6.2.

(Added as Appendix 3E)

| Appendix 3E
High-Energy Piping in the Nuclear Island

This appendix identifies high-energy piping in the nuclear island with a diameter larger than 1 inch.
Candidate leak-before-break piping is identified in Figure 3E-1 along with other piping for which high-energy pipe
failures are postulated. The selection of the failure type is based on whether the system is high or moderate energy
during normal operating conditions of the system. High. energy piping includes those systems or portions of systems
in which the maximum normal operating temperature exceeds 200 F or the maximum normal operating pressure
exceeds 275 psig. Piping systems or portions of systems pressurized above atmospheric pressure during normal

i
,
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W Westinghousei
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plant conditiosa and not identified as high energy are considered nxxlerate energy, Piping systems that exceed |
200'F or 275 psig for 2 percent or less of the time during which the system is in operation or that experience high- i

energy pressures or temperatures for less than 1 percent of the plant operation time are considered moderate energy, !

|In piping whose nominal diameter is greater Gan 1 inch but less than 4 inches, only circumferential breaks are
postulated at each selected location. No breaks are postulated for piping whose nominal diameter is 1 inch or less.

1
1

1

210,6-2
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High Energy Piping - Steam Generator System
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Figure 3E-1 (Sicet 2 of 10)

High Energy Piping - Steam Generator System
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Figure 3E-1 (Sheet 3 of 10)

High Energy Piping - Normal Residual Heat Removal System
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Question 210.7

Section 3.7.3.2 of the SSAR, ' Determination of Numtwr of Earthquake Cycles,' 6tates that for cyclic motion due
to carthquakes 6maller than the SSE, subsystems sensitive to fatigue are evaluated by assuming two seismic events,
each resulting in 10 full stress cycles with nungnitude ciqual to 50% of the calculated SSE reaponse for structures
and components. Dir, cuss the technical juntification for the e, election of these values for the AP600 design.

Responso:

The number of earthquake cycles will be increased in response to this question. The fatigue criterion for ASME
components on recent plants with OBE events is five events with 10 high-stress cycles per event. For the AP600
plant there is no OBE event, and systems sensitive to fatigue are evaluated for seismic events with an amplitude not
less than one-third of the SSE amplitude. De number of cycles is calculated based on IEEE 344-1987 to provide
the equivalent fatigue danuge of two SSE events with 10 high stress cycles per event. This approach provides the
equivale.~.t fatigue damage of five OllE events with 10 cycles per event when the ODE amplitude is equal to 0.693
times the SSE. Therefore, the AP600 fatigue criterion is similar to the design criterion for recently licensed plants.

The relation between amplitude and cycles is shown below.

AMPLITUDE /SSE EQUlVALENT CYCLES TO 1.0 SSE TOTAL CYCLES

1.0 1.0 10
0.693 2.5 25
0.5 5.66 57
0.333 15.59 156

For ASME components, the fatigue damage car .*ed by the equivalent of two SSEs is used:

for example,5 events,1/3 SSE,63 cycles per event

For non-ASME components, two SSEs are used for consistency:

for example,5 events,1/2 SSE, plus 1 event,1.0 SSE

ne earthquale design requirements for ASME components are sunmurized below.

The effect on the ASME design for Class 1,2, and 3 components and cose support structures is descrilwd below:

WO5tiflgt100S8
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Option A: Not more than 25 total seismic cycles.

If there are not more than 25 seismic 6 tress cycles, then there is no seismic contribution to the cumulative usage
factor ( CUF) provided that:

1. The Ixvel C stress limits are satisfied for the SSE stresses combined with normal 109 percent power loads.
2. The total number of 1.evel C cycles from all events is not more than 25.

This could be applicable to portions of the component where the seismie load is defird as two SSE events with 10
high-stress cycles for each event.

Option B: More than 25 total seismic cycles.

If there are more thun 25 seismic stress cycles, then there is a seismic contributivi to the CUF. For this case the
following apply:

1. The level D stress limits are satisfied for the SSE stresses combined with normal 100 per cent power loads.

2. The level B stress limits are satisfied for one-third of the SSE stresses combined with nonnal 100 percent
power loads.

3. 'lle CUF calculation is based on five carthquake events with a magnitude of one-third of the SSE and with 63
cycles per earthquake.

The effect on the ASME design for NF<omponent supports is dewribed below:

Component supports shall satisfy the following:

1. level D stress limits for the SSE stresses combined with normal 100 percent power loads.. _

_

The effect on the ASME design for piping is described below.

Class 1 Piping:

1. There are no earthquake loads for Level D primary stress service limits.

2. The Ixvel B Equations 10,11, and 14 calculations are based on five earthquake events with a magnitude of
one-third of the SSE (including seismic anchor motions) and with 63 cycles per carthquake.

3. When Equation 10 cannot be satisfied, the following is met (in addition to Equations 11 and 12):

.

S(sam) = C2*DO/2/l*(Mi + M2) less than or equal to 6.0 Sm

M1 = range of thermal moments per Equation 12

._.

210.7-2
3 Westinghouse
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M1 + M2 - larger of Mi plus one-half the range of SSE r.eismic anchor motion moments, or full range
of SSE seisnde anchor motion moments

Class 2 and 3 piping:

1. There are no carthquake loads for Level A, Level B, or Design Service Lindts.

2. The following 6 hall be met:

P*DG/t*0.25 + 0.75*i+MA/Z + i/Z* (MC + M2)less than or equal to SA + 4.0 Sh

M A, MC, SA, Sh. P. DO, t, i, and Z per Equation 11

MC + M2 = larger of MC plus one-half the range of SSE seismic anchor motion moments, or full range
of SSE seismic anchor motion moments

The SSAR will be revised as follows:

SOAR Revision:

3.7.3.2 Determination of Number of Earthquake Cycles

5,i*mic C wry 4-*trwture*r+y44eneremi-compemenuare ded;;nd foe +nuwunewe+f-theaf*+huldewn
einethquake-(SSE), In adJitionreul*yetenseewilive4o-fatigue :: :=luteJ-foe +yeli+nudica de: != =athtpakw
smaller-than4he+af*+hutdown++rthquake,-U*ing4 incas 4waiunethal*rthee+,f4*.-et,+e.idwed-by ine!ud:m
of-two-*eismiewen4+*4*-resulting4n40-full-*te*,*-ey*4esvilk-negnitud+eqwl4*40-pween444-the =!=!:ted
sufshutdown arthquake-reforw -foe-44ruesmes-**wi+mipmentwThe-+e**mie4np*t4o4h; +yaten44aken-aa
60-ferwat-of-the+afe-+hutdown+erthpake. input-6.e-*ubayeten+qualificJ4y-con 4inear-enalyeia-methmlu+e-by
testingr.

When+eismiepalification i- had r: dyewmie : n;;:=!:n* :.!: tie 44*al4eeding-fee-+6ruetufe*reydtefMr fe
componenbestaining-nwhani*nw4 hat-ce4+ hang + position 4n-order-to-funeth*n eperability-testing 4+ performedr

fee 4h: =f: : hu!Jc7.withipake p:=dd by-tw+mnall*-carthquakee (4*ptud*+ pal 4o40-percenW44he+afe
chutdown-carthquake,

Seismic Category I structures, systems, and components are evaluated for one occurrence of the safe shutdown
earthquake (SSE). In addition, subsystems sensitive to fatigue are evaluated for cyclie motion due to earthquakes
smaller than the safe shutdown earthquake. Using analysis methods, these effects are considered by inclusion of
seismic events with an amplitude not less than one-third of the SSE amplitude. The number of cycles is calculated
based on IEEE-3441987 to provide the equivalent fatigue damage of two SSE events with 10 high-stress cyc ea per
event. Typically, there are five seismic events with an amplitude equal to one-third of the SSE response.1 Each
event has 63 high-stress cycles.

When seismic qualification is based on dynamic testing for structures, systems, or components containing
mechanisms that must change position in order to function, operability testing is performed for the safe shutdown
earthquake preceded by one or more earthquakes, ne number of preceding carthquakes -is calculated based on

W Westinehousea-
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IEEE-3441987 to provide the equivalent fatigue damage of one SSE event. Typically, the preceding earthquake is
onc SSE event or five one-half SSE events.

(Prtragraphs 18 and 19 of Subsection 3.9.3.1.2)

ne+ffeetwf :2:: -i . ." = miler-thane-nfe hutdowneanhquk#ernon,hbreJ4oew,n:penenta :hmt-ne.t i

L uak: even: 5 tr=hd = = L:n iIo wa6ateJ 4or-fatigue-A*4hmu p+++ef4atiguemiuathm*r4h++nellerwer i
C-event-and4he-eumber-44+trwa+yt4 . : n. :: J+genwa-alie4otal44-25+yelehi+h-nwy-1: : :!eded in+m
**n=Jerethe4n4k4atigu+ermlyos -Th+ number-of+yebu444 tong-n*4kww.pors,#4oe4he+nmi'- -~ " "
hep.mtuktcJe*404= =3 ef4+c : . )'

ne**g*m sugnitude+f-the+nelice-eert6 uake-i*-estual-4o4mlf-the-seleulated-twfemse-slue 4o4hese4 It
rl:uuem. : rthquker

The effects of seismic events on the design of components other than piping are considered in one of the
following ways. When the SSE event is evaluated as a Level C event, there is no seismic contribution to the fatigue
evaluation. In this cate the SSE accounts for 20 cycles, corresponding to two SSE events with 10 stress cycles per .

'

event, of the 25 Level C stress cycles. Alternatively, a seisnde event with an amplitude equal to one-third of the
SSE is evaluated as a Level D event. In this case, the seismic contribution to the fatigue evaluation is based on five
s,eismic events with an amplitude of one-third the SSE and with 63 cycles per event. The seismic evaluation of
piping components is discussed in Subsection 3.9.3.1.5.

(paragraph 9 of Subsection 3,9.3.2.2)

Whe :c:-d: :;ualifnethm-4*-husedwe-slynamkwor-equivalent-e4*ti+-hw+44eeding-4 5-etrw4ur: , ::y:: n= at
mA*yotom+4ha6+mtain4ncelmni*nw46teu*t+1mnge ,Jihminenlee4*4ur*4 ion +per*hility4maing4+perfornwJr
for46-safe-shui m eart6 uakgreweJed-by-two+maller-carthquake+ef-e-nwgnitud: n;u ! S 50 ;vreen6444het
safe +hutJe =:thquaker

When seismic qualification is based on dynamic or equivalent static testing for structures, systems or
subsystems that contain mechanisms that must change position in order to function, operability testing is performed
for the safe shutdown earthquake preceded by one or more earthquakes. The number of preceding certhquakes is
calculated based on IEEE-3441987 to provide the equivalent fatigue damage of one SSE event. Typically, the
preceding earthquake is one SSE event or five one-half SSE events.

(Paragraph 2 of Subsection 3.9.4.3)

Fer =ch bading+on44nathe4h*eppropriate+ := du: 'a prw+ur+r+**f* = " !ghtrhydmulie-foree*r
thornwl-gad: " ' ~ niedynamie4orce -are-evaluated-eral-dewe+,trateJ4o-b !:a Sn th;:pphh! dices
limit *c--Th: cyJ!: : =.;a er -emnhin,J-with-con * tant-e4me.es-4o+valuat+4h*4*tigue-u,,ag+-due4o :ye!!: !a=be
n e4ran .nu =cJ !- F: caluatke-of p!! '=& e d=:ibed !; Sube*4km 3.9.! "":: w ult + e f4 h+ etr w a
eva6ation-are-doen:nen ed irve-component +4rc+*4eportree-eequired-by4he-A& Mis-Coder

For each loading combination the appropriate stresses due to pressure, component weight, external loads,
hydraulic forces, thermal gradients, and seismic dynamic forces are evaluated and demonstrated to be less than the
applicable stress limits. The cyclic stresses are combined with constant stresses to eva unte the fatigue usage due
to cyclic loads. ne transients used in the evaluation of cyclic loads are described in St.bsection 3.9.1. The effect

210.7-4
W Westinghouse
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l of seismic events is considered in one of the following ways. When the SSE cvent is evaluated as a Level C event,
there is no seismic contribution to the fatigue evaluation. In this case the SSE accounts for 20 cycles, corresponding
to two SSE events with 10 stres.s cycles per event. of the 25 Level C stress cycles. Alternatively, a seismic event
with an kmplitude equal to one-third of the SSE is evaluated as a Level B event. In this case, the seismic
contribution to the fatigue evaluation is based on five seismic events with an amplitude of one-third the SSE and
with 63 cycles per event. The results of the stress evaluation ate documental in a component stress report, as
requinxl by the ASME Ctde.

(Tables 3.9 3, 3.9-4, 3.9 5, 3.9-6, 3.9 7, 3.9 8, and 3.9-11) ._
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Table 3.9-3

Loadings for ASME Class 1,2,3, CS and Supports
Primary Stress Producing Loads

Load Docription

P Internal design pressure

PMAX Peak pressure

DW Dead weight

XL Other specified external loads associated with the various service conditions (e.g., piping loads on

nonles)

SSE Safe shutdown earthquake (inertia portion)

E Earthquake smaller than SSE (inertia portion)

FV Fast valve closure

RVC Relief valve - closed system (transient)

RVOS Relief valve - open system (sustained)

RVOT Relief valve - open system (transient)

SRV Dynamic effects due to safety-relief valve discharge

DU Other transient dynamic event associated with Level B (Upset) servi:e conditions

DE Transient dynamic event associated with level C (Emergency) service conditions

DF Transient dynamic event associated with Level D (Faulted) service conditions during which, or
following which, the piping system being evaluated must remain intact. This includes postulated pipe
rupture events.

210.7-6
W Westinghouse
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Table 3.9-4

Additional Loadings for ASME Class 1,2,3, CS and Supports

nese loads are treated as loads producing secondary stress in the analysis of piping and as loads producing primary
stress in the analysis of components and supports.

Load Description

SSES Seismic anchor motion portion of SSE

ES Seismic anchor motion of earthquake smaller than SSE

Til Thermal loaJs for the various service conditions

TNU Service Level A and B (Nornal and Upset) plant condition thermal loads, including thermal
stri'ification and thermal cycling

TN Service Level A (Normal) plant condition thermal loads

TU Service Level B (llpset) plant condition thermal loads

TE Service Level C (Emergency) plant condition thermal loads

TF Service Level D (Faulted) plant condition thermal loads

Additional Loadings for ASME Class 1,2,3 Supports

Load Description

llTDW llydrostatic test dead weight

SWE Self weight excitation
(Effect of the acceleration of the support mass on the support)

OR
W Westinghouse
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Table 3,9-5

Minimum Design Loading Combinations for
ASME Class 1,2,3 and CS Systems and Components

Condition Design Loading Combinattom

Design P + DW + XL

Level A Service PMAX(I) + DW + XL

Level B Service PMAX + DW + RVC + XL
PMAX + DW + RVOS + XL
PMAX + DW + RVOT + XL
PMAX + DW + SRV(7) + XL
PMAX + DW + DU + XL
PMAX + DW + FV + XL
PMAX + DW + SRSS(E + ES)(2)(8) 4. xt

Level C Service PM AX + DW + DE + XL
PhtAA 4 UWT3R$$CU(f4
PMAX + DW + SRSS (SSE + SSES)(8) + XL

Level D Service (6) PMAX + DW + SRSS (SSE + SSES) + XL
PM AX + DW + SRSS (SSE + SSES + RVC) + XL
PMAX + DW + SRSS (SSE + SSES + SRV) + XL
PMAX + DW + DF + XL
PMAX + DW + SRSS (SSE + SSES + DF)(5) + XL
PMAX + DW + RVOS + SRSS (SSE + SSES) + XL
PMAX + DW + SRSS (SSE + SSES + RVOT) + XL

See following page far notes.

210.7-8
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N
Notts for Table 3.9-5

1. The values of PMAX in the load combinations may be different for different levels of service conditions as
provided in the design transients. For earthquake loadings PMAX is equal to normal operating pressure at
100 prrcent power.

2. SRSS equals the square root of the sum of the squares.

3. Design unhanical loads, such as the nonle reactions associated with thermal expansion of piping systems,
shall be combined with other loads in the loading combination expressions.

4. Appropriate loads due to static displacements of the steel containment vessel and building settlement should
be added to the loading combinations expressions for ASME Code, Section 111, Class 2 and 3 systems.

5. ASME Code, Section 111, Class 1 and Class CS components are designed to the Level D service limits for
this loading combination where DF represents a loss of coolant accident pipe rupture.

6. In combining earthquake loads and consequent plant transients, the tinting and causal relationships that exist
between DU, DE, DF, SSE, RVOS, RVOT, RVC, and SRV are considered for determination of the
appropriate load combinations.

7. The pressurizer safety valve discharge is a Level C service condition.

8. Either of these two loading combinations shall be used.

ORW Westinghouse
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Table 3.9-6

Minimum Design Loading Combinations for
ASME Class 1 Piping

Condition Design IAmding Combinations Other Loadings (6)
for Primary Stress

Design P + DW ~

Level A Service P, RVC, RVOS, RVOT, SRV, PV, TN--

Level B Service PMAX(1) + DW + RVC P, RVC, RVOS, RVOT, SRV, FV
PM AX + DW + RVOS DU, TU, E, ES(3)
PMAX + DW + SRV(2)
PM AX + DW + DU
PMAX + DW + FV
PMAX + DW + RVOT

Level C Service PM AX + DW + DE TE(3)
PMiG 4 DW t E ES(ll

Level D Service (4) PMAX + DW + SRS$(5)(SSE + RVC) TF(3)
PMAX + DW + DF SSES(3)

PMAX + DW + SRSS (SSE + SRV)
PMAX + DW + SSE + RVOS
PMAX + DW + SSE
PMAX + DW + SRSS (SSE + RVQT)
PMAX + DW + SRSS (SSE + DF)W

Notes:

1. The values of PM AX in the load combinations may be different for different levels of service conditions as
provided in the design transients. For earthquake loadings PMAX is equal to normal operating pressure at
100 percent power.

2. Pressurizer safety valve discharge is classified as a Level C event.
3. See Table 3.9-911 for stress criteria.
4. The timing and causal relatiot. ships between safe shutdown earthquake and RVOS, RVOT, RVC, and SRV

are considered.
5. SRSS equals the square root of the sum of the squares.
6. Other loadings are used in analyses that include secondary stresses, which include analysis of cyclic fatigue.
7. This load combination is for primary loop piping only.

210.7-10
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Table 3.9-7

Minimum Design Loading Combinations for
ASME Class 2 and 3 Piping

Condition Design lamding Combinations Other la,adings(6)
for Primary Stress

Design P + DW ---

level A Service PMAX(1) + DW + RVC PMAX + DW + TNU(2)
or Level B Service PMAX + DW + RVOS

PMAX + DW + SRV
PM AX + DW + DU
PMAX + DW + FV
PMAX + DW + RVOT

Level C Service PMAX + DW + DE TE(3)
t'NtAX+ UW +E E503

1.cVel D Service (4) PMAX + DW + SRSS(5)(SSE + RVC) TF(3)
PM AX + DW + DF SSES(3)

PMAX + DW + SRSS(SSE + SRV)
PMAX + DW + SSE
PMAX + DW + SSE + RVOS
PMAX + DW + SRSS(SSE + RVOT)

Notes:

1. 'Ile values of PMAX in the load combinations may be different for different levels of service conditions as
provided in the design transients. For earthquake loadings PMAX is equal to nornal operating pressure at
100 percent power.

2. Appropriate loads due to static displacements of the steel centainment vessel and building settlement should
be added to the loading combinations expressions for Class 2 and 3 systems.

3. See Table 3.9-911 for stress criteria.
4. In combining earthquake loads and consequential plant transients, the timing of the loads is appropriately

considered.
5. SRSS equals the square root of the sum of the squares.
6. Other loadings are used in analyses that include secondary stresser.

1
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Table 3.9-8

Minimum Design Loading Combinations for
Supports for ASME Class 1,2,3 Piping and Components

Condition Design leading Combinatiom(2)

Design DW

level A Service DW + Til

Level B Service DW + Tl! + SRSS(RVC + SWE)
DW + Til + SRSS(RVOT + SWE)
DW + Til + SRSS(DU + SWE)
DW + Til + SRSS(SRV + SWE)(6)
DW + Til + RVOS
DW + FV

level C Service DW + Tl! + SRSS(l)(DE + SWE)
DW-+-T11-4--SRSS(E ' 95 ' %2/5)

Level D Service (5) DW + Til + SRSS (SSE + SSES + SWE)
DW + Tli + SRSS (SSE + SSES + RVC + SWE)
DW + Til + SRSS (SSE + SSES + RVOT + SWE)
DW 4 T11 + RVOS + SRSS (SSE + SSES + SWE)
DW + Til + SRSS (DF + SWE)(4)
DW 4 Til + SRSS (SSE + SSES + SRV + SWF)
DW + Til + SRSS (SSE + SSES + DF)(3)

Ilydrostatic Test IITDW

Notes:
1. SRSS equals the square root of the sum of the squares.
2. Appropriate loads due to static displacement of the steel containment vessel and building settlement should be

added to the h>ading combinations expressions for Class 2 and 3 systems.
3. Class I component supports are designed for this condition, where DF represents a limiting pipe rupture.
4. For piping supports, an acceptable alternative is to permit suppori .'ailure and evahsate the umsequences on

piping system integrity and operability.
5. In combining earthquake loads and corwquential plant transi,mts, the timing of the loads is appropriately

onsidered.
6. 'Ihe pressurber safety valve discharge is a Level C service condition.

210.7-12
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Table 3.9-11

Interim Stress Criteria for ASME Class 1,2, and 3 Piping Loads
(Secondary Stress Producing Loads)

leading Stress Criteria

TE,TF Equation 10a, ASME 111, NC 3653.2(1)(Allowable is 3.0 S )c

ES c;Ers.Dc/21 < 4.5Jm and Pg3/A < 1_17'i Sm
SSf ' C; Esses.Dc/?I < fi 0 Smand_Esseslis 1.5 Sm

w here

CWGME-iltrNB-%00, ;;;m italen
hi55E5 R**II""I~"*H"l4"f-6SES
Es5g3 - '.wiel-fo,Meom4&ES

ES,SSES When E4ptation 10 cannot be satisfied, includirg ES loading, the following is met for
Class I piping:

S(sam) = C2*DO/2/l*(M1 + M2) less than or equal to 6.0 Sm

Where:
MI = range of thermal moments per Equation 12 (TN TU)
M1 + M2 = larger of Mi plus one half the range of SSE seismic anchor motion
moments (SSr'S) , or full range of SSE seismic anchor motion moments

For Class 2 and Class 3 piping:

P*DO!t*0.25 + 0.75*i+M A/Z + i/Z* (MC + M2) less than or equal to SA + 4.0
Sh

where:

M A, MC, S A, Sh, P, 00, t, i, and Z per Equation 11
MC +M2 = larger of MC plus one-half the range of SSE rasmic anchor motion
moments (SSES) , or full range of SSE seismic anchor motion moments

Notes:
1. Applicable to Level C and Level D plant events for which the piping rystem must maintain an adequate fluid

flow path.
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(Fourth paragraph of Appendix 3D, Subsection 3D.4.1.2)

Regulosory-Guid*441, *Dampiat-V*Iu*4*'-Sch.a0* D*d n44-Nucleer-Plant 4--%+-gukl+peweribeet
4agga. -. . . r . .. mg4 g_. . _ : 'm.tiam.dd-Jymmie.W4.ndeemlyds4 = as Categwy4-etrwture,

:pc , =.'++mpoem+t*c-The-AP600 equi; men 64pelifnethmpreyeom4 4.awd4m4tegulu4wyGwi.le441-ar44m
wlue9 m4JweJ4*4 #ewep4*lk hnJ en p.444RC :=;"=_ %nuf*+hutdownw.nk ua6 4&&E)41amgdagf
wi= =' brahegualifnethm444n.wlanial-enJ44matisel+quipmeed+,4iuml4n-Td4eEdw44ttadmwn-E,

Regulatory Guido I.cil, ' Damping Values for Seismic Design of Nuclear Plants' The guide prescribes
6.ccepta'ose values of damping used in clastic modal dynamic seismic analysis of seismic Category I structures,
systems, and components. The Ap600 equipment qualification program is based on Regulatory Guide 1.61 and on
values considered to be acceptable based on past NRC acceptances. De safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) damping
values usal for '' sualification of mechanical and electrical equipment are listed in Table 3.7.1 1 of Chapter 3.

(First paragraph of Subrection E.4.4 of Attachment E to Appendix 3D)

4he-A P600-n al. w.-uwwd-**. nadi-can hqua e-havine-46,4nivewilyw4-w+hal F44-the-e.a fe.huklown
ewe 4hquakwet-thu fe4y-wlata!*tuipawitemmediat mathe4a+imulate4he4*sigunfra4ud+naller-madequaba4

that-may-eww4 fow-the-gwaulanc4-4*f,4.huklown-w.sthquakw---4*.e-r. mall-wat6pek*-eovewponJ4o-4he
ogwating4m4eenhqud**-(OBE' )4efeecewel-in-IREE-344-19&A--Tww44-4lm -*nmil-er46pmkw*-ere-w.ed4u+

v4W*nonelly-ege4h**tuipmen44* fore 4he+af*+1mlibwnwirth uabr- When4pealifnethm4 y-analy4edew.wir**4it
eenhquae@2EEr*14SE) h m nmL4++*mtain44 peak +4r**wy*4*.--The +4e w ey*4ca-er,-m.ed4o-wrify
4644he+guipmen64uw4+ubja44*4*ilure-di+4o4ow-ey*4 4atigw,

The AP600 makes use of a small carthquake having the intensity of one-half of the safe shutdown
earthquake at the safety related equipment mounting location to simulate the fatigue effects of smaller earthquakes
that may occur != fore the postulated safe shutdown earthquake. Rese small carthquakes correspond to the
operating basis earthquakes (ODES) referenced in IEEE 344+1987. When qualification by testing is ur.ed, five of
these small earthquaken are uwd to vibrationally age the equipment before the safe shutdown earthquake. When
qualification by analysis is used, two safe shutdown earthquake events are used to simulate the fatigue aging effects.
Each event contains 10 peak cycles. These etress cycles are used to verify that the equipment la not subject to

failure due to low-cycle fatigue.

(Second, third, and fourth paingraphs of Subsection E.5.1 of Attachtnent E to Appendix 3D)

Ferdwnere 4h*4*t4ngm4+inmi*tw41+#4wl6dirweiomdem4*re# wn6 uaker-Th+preferralwellmJr t
n+r- 4;ngakiueq ;*nwnt4 4o4hnwaaeiniataeaaahle+q.blu4-pr. g-threeaanaiwalyande:ww d,
womroemlanput whm*,-4eshim 4he+4.mdeaw.ii,v w44wo44- 4 -amtaown nhqua.a.tema
eme+J -4mede r46pmke-4 44n4me-orient *tkm-

Wing-+-4.iniel-4*4-tal^ eptal4,-if-44-i*-je sifeed-4 hat-4he-b+riumtal-end-wriial-4*t-4nputa
com.erweiwly+imuks+4he4hree-elinwwi. mal-ruauru44he*chmie#wde-On++ecep444##ppews4 4*4mmmed4he
9aipmua+44+w4.blewith444.4n woa a-niwrient.hd-4s-degro.4 4hamriumtata,ivuainmh ale

th*4mria.mtabeompoemd-of-4h,4nput-by-*-f*aor444he+ quae,-m4-of-4wo,--Statisivally4mlegwnl.*d-intmt*we
peefembemir-4f-w. ale-4h*4*4-am4 -twfornal-in-4we.tage*r-willHheqtspnwed-colatwl40-degreea-44wmHhe
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vertwalesin-4n-4hiHw.e,-4he4we4&afe+ hut.6wewwthquak+4npuimeeJ4*heapf ed4mly4n4h*4in44nie*6+ l4i
6km,

{
if : dep=d;=1 bianial4w44alL * 'r4h 61 b peffattnc44n4our-<4 age *,-The4ie*444*r: ! d 4*e j

4&afw*hutdown a,4hquak#tw.tM4me**fohut.h ww.aetk uake4 44n4h (m44wiwetalk:.- He :==d. thirJ '

t i

anJ4oueth +rientaskm*+,u44ained by :=.. dvely4otating4he-equirme%e**+kwkwe4*wn44*1uevh.us
p 444=. S: :=f: duids . our66 uak*4c44+petformcJ4: sea-of4he4autahrenwientathmst

Furthermore, the test input simulates the multidirectional nature of the carthquake. The preferrod method
for rneeting this requirement is to use a triaxial test tabk capable of producing three statistically independent.
orthogonalinput motions. In this case the f.eismic testing consists of five 1/2 safe shutdown earthquake tests and
one safe shutdown earthquake test in one orientation.

Using a biasial test table is acceptable if it is justified that the horimatal and vertical test inputs
conservatively simulate the three-dinwnsional nature of the seismic event. One acceptalde approach is to mount the
equipment (m the test table with its front-to-back axis oriented at 45 degrees tu the horimntal drive axis and to scale
the horimntal component of the input by a factor of the rquare root of two. Statistically independent inputa are
preferred and, if used, the test can be performed in two stages, with the equipment rotated 90 degreca about the
vertical axis. In this case, the five 1/2 rafe shutdown earthquake inputs need to be applied only in the first orienta-
tion.

If a dependent biaxist test table is used, the test is perfortned in four stages. He first stage involves five
1/2 safe shutdown earthquake tests and one safe shutdown earthquake test in the first orientation. The second, third,
and fourth orientations are obtained by successively rotating the equipment 90 degrees chickwise from its previous
position. One safe shutdown earthquake test is performed in each of the last three orientations.

(First r.en'ence of the first paragraph of Subsection E.5.2.4 of Attachment 13 to Appendix 3D):

Thueginf+ffeel-of-th*4wo-44w.fe-+.hutsk+wwwut6pake-eart6pake+an4+4.imulated by-sponing4he
equipmer44+4wa*imw4Jal .q::t an*4+alf444hewefehutdownwnthquake-requirwl4nput4nothm4evt44recaA
orthogeneel-ank+,

The aging effect of the five 1/2 safe shutdown earthquske carthquakes con be simulated by exposing the
equipment to two sinusoidal sweeps at one half of the safe shutdown earthquake required input motion level in each
orthogonal axis.
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Question 210.16

As indicated in Section 3.9.2.3 of the SSAR, the reactor vessel intemals in the AP600 are similar in size and
configuration to the 3-kiop reactor at the li.B. Robinson plant with additional design changes from several reference
reactors. Ilowever, the AP600 is not a 3-loop reactor, and effects of those design changen, although their
acceptability were individually verified by separate tests in different reactors or lab conditions, may interact and
result in unacceptable Jynamic resp (mse. Since flow induced excitations are complex and sensitive to a simultaneous
effect of several parameters, such as configuration of flow path, pressure, temperature, flow velocity, etc., provide
details of the evaluation to show how a combination of analysis, testing, and comparison to the results in several
reference plants was used to verify the acceptability of flow-induced vibrations of the internals under operational
transients and steady-state conditions. In addition, describe acceptance criteria and verify that the above stated
evaluation, including detail drawings and calculations, was properly documented.

Response:

11. B. Robinson is the original three-hop plant prototype. As indicated in the RAI, the three-hiop plant internals
are similar in size and configuration to the AP600 internals. Therefore, the long, successful operation of these
internals provides one part of the basis for verification of the ade 3uacy of the AP600 intemals, llowever, vibration
assenments have been performed on numerous internals configurations, including those shown in Subsection 3.9.2.3
of the SSAR, providing a broad data base for prediction of the AP600 internals flow-induced vibration behavior,
nese data and analytical models of the AP600 intemals configurations will be used to demonstrate the adequacy
of the AP600 internals.

The approaches to be used for this program are summarized in the following. Turbulence and reactor coolant pump
excitations are discussed.

Turbulence Excitation*

Lower Internals Response To inlet Noule And Downcomer Turbulence

ne dominant excitation of the lower internals is flow turbulence generated at the reactor vessel inlet
nozzles and in the downcomer annulus.

Data from plant preoperational vibration measurement data and scale model flow test data for lower
internals designs having neither a circular thermal shield nor neutron pads in the core barrel-reactor vessel
downcomer annulus characterire the forcing functions due to inlet nozzle and downcomer annulus
turbulence. Dese data, which are for four inlet nor.zles as in the AP600 design, will be used to establish
a forcing function for four kmp-size internals and will be scaled to the lower vehxity, small size of the
AP600 internals. Known behavior of response variation with flow from scale model tests will assist in the
scaling esaluation. The resulting forcing function will be applied to a model of the AP600 reactor vessel
core barrel, reflector, and core. The resulting responses will be compared to allowable high-cycle fatigue
limits at key areas on the lower internals and to design interface loads at the reactor vessel / core barrel

21o.1sa
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lower restraints. The small variation of the excitation with temperature during heatup and cooldown will
also be evaluated in the analyses,

he vibration of the core barrel due to inlet nozzje and downcomer turbulence is proportional to flow
velocity raisod to a power greater than 2. Since the velocities are significantly lower than those of previous
plants, the vibration levels of the AP600 are expected to be lower, providing a basis for the expectation that
the analyses will show that the high-cycle fatigue stresses will te acceptable for the AP600.

The nflector will be modeled in the analysis so that vibration of the lower internals in modes that include
motion of the reflector and reflector core barrel interface loads can be calculated. Hese results will be used
to demonstrate that the lower intemals design with the reflector will have adequate margins against flow-
induced vibration. The preoperational vibration measurement program for the first AP500 will include
translucers to confirm the vibrating response and adaluacy of the reflector for flow-induced vibration.

The vortex suppression ring has been designed and tested so that fluctuations in the flow patterns in the lower
reactor vessel head plenum that have been observed in some previous plant designs will not be significant
in the AP600. Analytical estimates of the response of the vortex suppression ring and its supporting structure
will consider turbulence excitation, bee excitation due to vibration of the core barrel, and the potential for
vortex shedding.

Upper Internals Components

Coolant flow exiting the core outlet converges on the reactor vessel outlet nozzles so that the highest
velocities and flow turbulence excitation levels occur on the guide tubes and support columns located near
the outlet nozzles. The UPPLEN code is used to calculate the velocities and flow forces due to the coolant
flowing across these components. The integrated effects of these crossflows pnxluce beam deflections and
end reactions that will be compared to similar results for upper internals components for which vibration
measurements have been made. Since the guide tube and support column designs for the AP600 plant are
identical to previous designs, the adequacy of the AP600 components can be verified.

As noted in the initial submittal, the outlet nozzle veksities in the AP600 design are lower than the
corresponding velocities in previously tested plants. Additionally, the outermost components of the AP600
design are more distant from the outlet nozzles than in previously tested designs. This provides a high
confidence that the AP600 upper internals. nponents will have adequate margins.

Reactor Coolant Pump-Related Excitation*

Plant data shows that internals vibration responses include contributions at reactor coolant pump rotating
speed and impeller blade-passing-related frequencies. Laboratory and plant test data have been used to
develop an analytical computer model (ACSTIC) to estimate the pump-related excitation forces on the reactor
vessel internals. The calculated vibratory loads are added to turbulence-induced loads to determine the net
vibration levels and high<ycle fatigue margins,

210.16-2
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Suminary

in sununary, e.n extensive assessment of the adequacy of the AP600 reactor vemi internals against flow-induced
vibration is planned to be finalized in the first quarter of 1994. This analysis will utilize plant and scale nulel
vibrations measurement results to verify the adequacy of the internals for high cycle faiigue. As discussed in the
resp (mse to Q210.18, the lower internals of the first plant will be instrumented so that preoperational vibration
measurements can be obtained to confirm the adequacy of the core barrel with the reflector, Acceptance criteria for
the analysis are the ASM E Code albwable high<ycle fatigue stresses and designloads at interfaces calculated directly
or inferred by comparison of the AP600 results to previously analyzed / tested designs. __.

SSAR Revision: NONE

_
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Ouestion 210.18

Since the AP600 Jesign has different coolant h>op configuration from the design of II.B. Robinson plant (see
Q210.16), and it n',o has incorported addit;onal design changes from several reference plants, it is difficult to
visualize !b mentions that the reactor internale of the 11.11. Robinmn design is the valid representative for the
AP600 interob. A vibration measureny nt p"ptm should be implemented per RO 1.20 during the preoperational
test for either Gy first AP600 iatercals or tne internals sindlar to be AP600 but with some design modifications
(the Nontrototyp Cate( ory 11). Provide detailed information regarding the vibration measurement program,
including numbers, typec d k>ce' ion of semus, the basis of sensor selection and analyr.es for predicting levels
of response of individud wuns. "a eddui.m. acceptance criteria of vibralian measurements should also be
described (Section 3.9.2.4).

Response:

As indicated in the respmse to Q210.16, data for internals responses in addition to the 11. B. Robinu n experience
are available for geometries similar to the AP600 geometry for verification of the adequacy of the AP600 internals.

Consistent with the saidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.20, a preoperational vibration measurement program will be
conducted on the first AP600 plant to confirm the adequacy of the core barrel-reflector configuration used in this
design.

Wes.tinghouse has successfully completed preoperational vibration measurement programs on seven plants. These
programs included strain pagca and accelerometers mounted on the internals to measure structural responses during
hot functional test heatup, steady operation of several combinations of reactor coolant pumps, and startup and
shutdown of reactor coolevit pumps.

A preoperational measurement program is intended for the initial Ap600 plant. %e test plans mil be developed
in conjunction with the analysis described under Response 210.16. These plans will include-

The kications aryl types of transducers to be installed*

The bases used to establish espected and acceptable vibration levels and expected ns. ural frequencies*

The conditions as which data are to be acquired*

SSAft Revision: NONE
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Ouestion 210.23
i

Section 3.9.2.6 of the SS AR indicates that the results of dynamic analysis of reactor internals have been compared
to the results of preoperational testing in reference plants. Describe the analytical nodel used and provide details
of the coraparison.

Response:

The documentation of the comparison of predicted vibration levels to measured responses will be in two parts:

1. Comparison of results expected based on scale model data, previous plant vibration measerement data, and
analysis to subsequent plant measurement data. The plan for this documentation is discussed in the response
to Q210.16,

2. Comparison of predicted and actual AP600 plant mnsurement. The first Ap600 plant will report on these
comparisons.

SSAR Revision: NONE
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Question 220.10 i
|

The argurnent for a reduced level C factor of safety of 1.5 in the first two bullets of Paragraph 6 of Section
3.8.2.4.2.2 of the SSAR is not clear, based on the conunent in Q220.9 and the following definitions:

1

The theoretical buckling load is calculated from an analytical model which does not include imperfections.s.

b. The predicted buckling load represents the load at which buckling is actually expected. It includes |

imperfection effects. The predicted buckling load may be found as the theoretical buckling load times the |

capacity reduction factor,

c. The allowable buckling loaJ is the predicted load divided by the factor of safety. The capacity reduction
factor (tel the factor of safety) is intended to include imperfection effects.

'ihe last bullet indicates that a reduced factor of safety is perrnissible because of the low probability of level C
loading. Ilowever, this has already been recognized by ASME when it permits a 20 percent increase in allowable
stresses for Level C over level A (paragraph 6). Justify the use of a factor of safety of 1.5 for Level C loading.

Response:

Subsection 3.8.2.4.2.2 of the SSAR will be revised as shown in the response to Q220.9 to clarify the factor of
safety used in establishing an appropriate capacity for evaluation of certain severe accidents. The factor of safety
of 1.5 is not intended to be applied for loadings for which ASME Service Level C is appropriate.

SSAR Revision: NONE

|
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Ouestion 220.11

In the case of the torispherical head, the theoretical buckling load is 176 psig With a capacity mluction factor of
0.79, the predicted buckling load is 137 psi. With a Level C buckling factor of safety of 2.5, the Level C allowable
buckling load would be 55 psig and not the 70 psig stated in Paragraph 6 of Section 3.o.2.4.'il of the SSAR.
Clarify why no capacity reduction factor was used in the 70 psig calculation.

Response: _

Subsection 3.8.2.4.2.2 of the SSAR will be revised as shown in the response to Q220.9 to clarify the discussion
of the capacity reduction factors and the safety factors. Capacity reduction factors are used in evaluating the
predicted capacity of the head. The proposed revision to the subsection explains why the capacity reduction factor
of 0.79 was not considered.

SSAR Revision: NONE

_
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Ouestion 220.12

Paragraph 4 of Section 3.8.2.4.2.2 of the SSAR states that buckling of the head is not a consideration in the ultimate
capacity of the containment because of post buckling considerations. This argument is used again in bullet three
of Paragraph 6 of the same section tojustify a reduced factor of safety of 1.5 for Level C buckling. The argument
is based upon the post-buckling behavior of only two tests. Provide evidence that the post-buckling strains for this
head do not exceed acceptable limits. For example, what strain levels exist in the head at 144 psig, which is above
the initial buckling load of 137 psig predicted in the SSAR7

Response:

Subsection 3.8.2.4.2.2 of the SSAR will be revised as shown in the response to Q220.9 to clarify the discussion
of the capacity reduction factors and the safety factors. Table 220.12-1 shows the maximum strains and
corresponding stresses in the knuckle region of the vessel head predicted by the DOSOR-5 analysis prior to buckling.
Table 220.12-2 shows the stresses at the location cf the maximum circumferential compressive stress. The DOSOR 5
analysis does not extend beyond the pressure of 174 psi predicted .4 the theoretical initiation of buckling. Post-
buckling behavior of the heads is based on a large number of tests of ellipsoidal and torispherical heads (See for
example reference 220.12 1.)

Reference

220.12-1: Bushnell, D., '' Elastic-Plastic Duckling of Internally Pressuriwd Ellipsoidal Pressure Vessel IIcads,'
Welding Research Council Bulletin 267, May 1981.

SSAR Revision: NONE
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Table 220.12-1: Stresses in Knuckle Region at the Locatioa of Maximum Effective (Von Mises) Membrane Stram,

ce

Sphi" SthttiPressure ce

psig % ksi ksi

140 0.175 34.40 -24.80
150 0.186 36.86 -26.10

160 0.197 39.37 -27.50 __

165 0.205 40.90 -27.98

170 0.219 41.81 -26.95

173e 0.235 43.45 -25.03

a. Meridional stress.
b. Circumferential stress,

c. 'BOSOR5' pressure =174 psig.

Table 220.12-2: Stresses in Knuckle Region at the Location of Maximum Circumferential Compression

tPressure Sphi" Stht'
psig ksi ksi

140 34.29 24.85
150 36.79 -26.18
160 39.37 -27.50
165 10.88 -28.00
170 41.60 -27.19
173C 42.21 -26.48

a. Meridional stress.
b. Circumferential stress.
c. *BOSOR5' pressure = 174 psig.

220.12-2 W Westinghouse
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Ouestion 230.1

Section 3.7 of the SS AR states that Non-Category I facilities are designed in accordance with the Uniform Building
Code (UBC), Zone 2A, requirements. Clarify the intent of this statement which implies that any sdes in Zones 2B,
3, and 4 with more severe seismic requirements are excluded from the standard design. Note that this requirement
will exclude a large part of the western United States from site selection.

Response:

Acceptability of the AP600 at a specific site with respect to seismic requirements is based on the magnitude of the
safe shutdown earthquake and the soil conditions as outlined in SSAR Section 2.5. Certain locations, including much
of Califomia are outside the seismic interface parameters.

The UBC, Lone 2A requirements are imposed only on items that are not safety-related. These UBC requirements
are imposed to protect the utility investment. They have been established by the utilities in developing the Utility
Requirements Document, and cover most of the locations where the safe shutdown earthquake would be equal to
or less than 0.3g.

In practice, many of the major structures of the AP600 have seismic capability exceeding the minimum UBC Zone
2A level since they are designed to seismic Category I or 11 criteria. Applicability of the UBC criteria at a given
site is normally determined by the utility since the Uniform Building Code is not mandated at all locations in the
United States. Seismic adequacy of the non-seismic items can be addressed on a case-by-case basis at those sites
where the UBC would require a larger seismic input.

SSAR Revision: NONE

W Westinghouse
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONALINFORMATION

l

Question 230.3

Section 3.7 of the SSAR states that the operating basis carthqutie (OBE) has been climinated as a design
requirement for the AP600. Regulatory Guide 1.143 allows radwaste buildings to be designed to the OBE.
Regulatory Guide 1.27 allows certain parts of the ultimate beat sink to le utsigned for the OBE. What is the
AP600's scismic design basis for these facilities?

Responso:

The design of radwaste buildings and equipment is addressed in the response to question 460.6. The ultimate heat
sink for the AP600 is the atmosphere. Ileat is transferred to the atmosphere by the passive containment cooling
system, including the containment vessel and shicid building.These are seismic Category I and are designed for the
safe shutdown earthquake.

SSAR Revision: NONE

230.sa
W Westinghouse
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!

Question 230.4

Section 3.7 of the SSAR states that the operating basis earthquake (OBE) has been eliminated as a design
requirement for the AP600. Appendix A of 10 CFR Part 100 requires that if vibra. tory tround motion exceeding
the OBE occurs, shutdownof the plant will be required. State what the AP600 excitation level is specified for plant
shutdown purposes.

Response: _

The criterion for initiating a plant shutdown following a seismic event will be exceedance of a specified response
spectrum limit or a cumulative absolute velocity limit, as described in SSAR Subsection 3.7.4.4. Plant specific
procedures will be developed as described in the response to Q230.5.

SSAR Revision: NONE

.c

_
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9 230.4-1
3 Westinghouse
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

I Question 230.5

Section 3.7 of the SS AR states that the cumulative absolute velocity (CAV) approach according to EPRI Report NP-
5930 will be used for plant shutdown criteria following an earthquake. The CAV calculation discussed in EPRI NP-
5930 has been amended. He standardized CAV calculation is discussed in EPRI Report TR-100082. The
guidelines for nuclear plant response to an earthquake are discussed in EPRI Report NP-6695. State in greater detail
what the AP600 plant procedures are following an earthquake occurrence.

Response:

Plant procedures following an earthquake are the responsibility of the Combined License applicant. These
procedures will follow the guidance of the EPRI documents referenced in the ques * ion. The SSAR wi!! be revised
to clarify this responsibility.

3SAR Subsection 3.7.4.4, " Comparison of Measured and Predicted Responses," will be revised to read as follows

and indicated references added:

SSAR Revision:

The recorded seismic data is used by the combined license applicant operations and engineering
departments to evaluate the effects of the earthquake on the plant structures and equipment.

De combined license applicant will prepare plant-specific procedures covering response to' an earthquake.
These procedures will follow the guidance of EPRI Reports NP-5930 (Reference 1), TR 100082 (Reference 17),

and NP-6695 (Reference 18).
The criterion for initiating a plant shutdown following a seismic event will be exceedance of a specified

response spectrum limit or a cumulative absolute velocity limit. The seismic instrumentation system is capable of
computing the cumulative absolute velocity as described in EPRI Report NP-5930 (Reference 1) and EPRI Report

TR-100082 (Reference 17).

(References 17 and 18)

17. - EPRI Report TR-100082, " Standardization of the Cumulative Absolute Velocity " December'1991.

18. EPRI Report NP-6695 " Guidelines for Nuclear Plant Response to an Earthquake," December 1989.

,

230.5-1
,8 Westingtlouse
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__

Ouestion 230.23

Section 3.7,4.2 of the SSAR indicates that four triaxial acceleration sensors will be installed at an AP600 plant.
Regulatory Guide 1.12 " Instrumentation for Earthquakes * is presently being revised by the NRC staff. The draft
guide calls for 7 or 8 triaxial acceleration sensors at various locations within the plant site. Discuss in detail the
AP600 position with resped to amending the SSAR to comply with the RG 1.12 revision.

Response: ___

The AP600 conformance with the current version of Regulatory Guide 1.12 is discussed in Appendix 1 A of the
SSAR. The proposed locations of the triaxial acceleration sensors have been based on a review of the seismic
analyses of the nuclear island described in Subsection 3.7.2 of the SSAR. Table 230.23 1 shows the locations
proposed in the proposed revision to Regulatory Guide 1.12 (DG-1016) and identifies thu location of the equivalent
AP600 sensor or justifies why such a sensor is not proposed.

SSAR Revision: NONE

_

230.23a
W westinghouse
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i

Table 230.23-1 Comparison of AP600 Sensor Locations With DG-1016

DG-1016 Proposed Location AP600

Free field Free field location to be defined by combined license
applicant.

Containment foundation Nuclear Island basemat (elevation 66'6") near coluran lines
9 and L.

Two elevations (excluding the foundation) One sensor on the east wall of east steam generator

on a structure internal to the containment compartment at elevation 138'.
A second sensor is not proposed because access to a sensor
at a lower elevation is inconsistent with maintaining
occupational radiation exposures ALARA, and the seismic
analyses show such a location to be unnecessary. The
response of the CIS is well represented by the response at
elevation 138'. A possible location would be at elevation
107', but tlie analyses show that the response at this location
is similar to that of the basemat because the stiffness of the
containment structures at low elevations.

Two independent Category I structure .All Category I structures are part of the nuclear island and
foundations where the response is different have a common basemat. No additional sensors are

from that of the containment structure required.

An elevation (excluding the foundation) on One sensor is proposed at elevation 229' on the shield

each of the independent Category I building. This will measure response of the nuclear island _.

structures selected above structures (shield building and auxiliary building, which are
integrally connected).

230.23-2 W Westinehouse=
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Ouestion 250.10

Describe the steam generator tube inservice inspection program, such as the inspection technique, provisions for
the selection and sampling of tubes, the inspection intervals, the actions to be taken in the event defects are
identified, and reporting requirements (Section 5.4.2).

Response:

Technical Specification SR 3.4.4.2 requires verification of steam generator tube integrity in accordance with the
Steam Generator Tube Surveillance Program. The Steam Generator Tube Surveillance Program is the responsibility
of the combined license applicant and shall be managed and implemented using controls similar to those used for
the inservice inspection program. The initial Steam Generator Tube Surveillance Program shall be subject to a
review and approval process equivalent to that required for the inservice inspection program, and changes to the
surveillance program will be processed in the same manner as relief requests for the inservice inspection program.
The surveillance program specifies the details of the inspection including tube selection and sampling (as well as
sample expansion), inspection interval, inspection technique, the actions to be taken when defects are identified, and
reporting requirements. This program will be consistent with the recommendations of Regulatory Guides 1.83 and
1.121 and supplemented by the reccmmendations of the industry-prepared *PWR Steam Generator Examination
Guidelines, Resision 2' (EPRI Report NP6201, December 1988) and, where appropriate, technical support
documents for defect-specific repair limits (e.g., EPRI Report NP-6884-L, "PWR Steam Generator Tube Repair
Limits: Technical Support Document for Expansion Zone PWSCC in Roll Transitions," and EPRI Report TR-
100407, "PWR Steam Generator Tube Repair Limits: Technical Support Document for Outside Diameter Stress
Corrosion Cracking at Tube Support Plates").

SSAR Subsection 5.4.2 will be revised as follows:

SSAR Revision:

(Added to Table 1.8-1:

Item Interface Interface Type Matching Section
No. Interface or Sut>-

Item section

5.1 Steam Generator Tube Surveillance Requirement of Combined License 5.4.2
Requirements AP600 Applicant Pro-

gram

(Subsection 5.4.2.5, fifth paragraph)

W Westirighouse
*
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

The minimum requirements for in-service inspection of steam generators, including tube
plugging criteria, are c*tablished as part of the Technical Specifications. The steam generator tube
integrity is verified in au;ordance with a Steam Generator Tube Surveillance Progrun. The Steam
Generator Tube Surveillance Program is the responsibility of the Combined License applicant.
These requirements are consistent with the ASME Code, Section XI, and Regulatory Guide 1.121.
Section XI of the ASME Code provides general acceptance criteria for indications of tube
degradation in the steam generator. Specific conformance with Regulatory Guide 1.121 is
discussed in Section 1.9.

250.10-2
W Westinehouseu
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Question 250.16

When in the fabrication procedure will the shop examination of the tubing be performed? Describe the procedures
and precautions taken to ensure the integrity of the tubes during final assembly, shipment, and installation of the
steam generators (Section 5.4.2).

Response:

The baseline inspection is typically performed at the site. The Combined License holder has the option of specifying
a shop examination of the tubing. Should the Combined License holder specify a baseline examination at the
manufacturing facility, it is done after all fabrication operations on the tubes and tube to tubesheet welds are
completed.

The integrity of the tubes during fimal assembly, dipping and installation are ensured by the procedures and
processes which have proved themselves to be reliable over the years.

The following change will be made to SSAR Appendix 1 A, page I A 41:

SSAR Revision:

Reg. Guide 1.83, Rev.1,7/75 - Inservice inspection of Pressurized Water Reactor Steam Gencrator Tulws

General Conforms A program for inservice inspection of AP600 steam generator tubing is
established and performed in accordance with the guidelines of this regulatory
guide.

The baseline inspection will be performed at the site in accordance with
Regulatory Position C.3.a. Should the Combined License applicant request a
baseline examination at the manufacturing facility, it will be performed in
accordance with Regulatory Position C.3.a.

We4 int eux i-'=da te n= :he eptic c''he !=2 paragraph ^f Seet:^- E, ':;'h
perm!" '': -%p aaminatie- ^r tuFng ' =rc; . .- :Jeque:: 5:2!ine
uuteetioar.provuled-that-th: 2 =!=::nn . den; :, ::: rdene+-with *he ^
quire =nt: ^''he ASME Cede, See:r '!! Suht;tr- NBr Artid 2550. Shop
!= pee: " :: pl=ned ' =ppeet-th: * P'i"3 ce ~' =* =h:Ju!: He.

Ge:hined Lie == app!!e=t may a4-he ep: nn-perfornde in:.peekn peise-4e
operatioes4-the iPMC p! * i : ard=;; :th Regu! ry ' ,C. hn-

C.2 Exception The specification of equipment in Regulamry Position C.2.c does not represent
state of the art equipment for gathering and storing eddy current information.
When th: 5:=% an eddy current inspection of a h-the-AP600 steam

W WB5tillet10USBu-
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generator is done in the manufacturing facility, more capable equipment than
that specified in the regulatory guide is used. *lhe steam generator design is
compatible with robotic eddy current inspection equipment.

C.3 Exception .As noted in the comment on Criteria Section C.2, ab4w.eline-any eddy current
inspection may-b-done in the manufact:tring facility usag-uses equipment of
more current technology than that specified in Criteria Section C.2.

250.16-2
W Westinghouse
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Ouestion 250.21

Where will the provisions for inservice inspection of steam generator tubes be implemented, e.g., plant technical
specifications (Section 5.4.2)?

Response:

The provisions for inservice inspection of steam generator tubes are implemented through the Steam Generator Tube
Surveillance Program (see response to Q250.10).

SSAR Revision: NONE

,

250.21 1
[ Westinghouse
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!

Question 251.2

Westinghouse proposes to use a depleted uranium alloy casting in an Inconel alloy welded enclosure to construct
the pump flywheel. These materials are not addressed in Section 5.4.1.1 of the SRP and Regulatory Guide 1,14,
' Reactor Coolant Pump Flywheel Integrity." Provide technical justifications for the use of these materials

(Section 5.4.1).

Response:

As noted in Subsection 5.4.1 of the SSAR, the AP600 canned motor reactor coolant pump uses a fundamentally
different approach to demonstrate safe operation of the flywheel than the design approach for which Section 5.4.1.1
of the Standard Review Plan and Regulatory Guide 1.14 were developed. Of prime importance in the consideration
of flywheel integrity is minimizing the potential for generation of missiles from the flywheelin conformance with
the requirements of General Design Criteria 4. The AP600 approach is to demonstrate that fragments from a
postulated flywheel fracture do not penetrate the surrounding pressure boundary and thus do not become missiles, i

See the response to Q250.1i for additional information on the analysis of the retention of flywheel fragments. This
basis of containing postuleted fragments is the same as for the rotor and other rotating parts in previous shaft seal
pump designs. The approach behind the recommendations of Section 5.4.1.1 of the Standard Review Plan and
Regulatory Guide 1.14 is to minimize the potential for a flywheel fracture by extensive testing and inspection of
the flywheel.

Although conformance with the recommendations in the regulatory guide is not required to demonstrate safe
operation of the pump, mmy of the recommendations are followed in the design and fabrication of the flywheel
assembly for operational reliability. Since the AP600 design does not relj on flywheel material integrity to
minimire the potential for the generation of missiles, the quality assurance requirements inherent in the use of
ASME Code pressure boundary quality material es suggested by the Standard Review Plan are not required. The
design requirements for ;he flywheel assembly materials are selected to provide a high level of operational
reliability. The basis for the design requirements for the flywheel assembly materials is outlined below.

The flywheel assembly is a 'tranium-alloy casting or forging surrounded by a nickel-chromium-iron alloy (nclosure.
The material strength used far the analyses that demonstrate flywheel integrity is based on the material specification
outlined in Tabic 5.4-2. The material toughness is demonstrated by the yield strength and elongation. See the
response to Q251.3 for additmnal information on the fracture toughness properties of the uranium alloy. Since the
uranium alloys to be used in the flywheel were not developed for use as pressure boundary materials, ASME Code
material specifications do not exist. See the response to Q251.23 for additional information on the material
specification. Nevertheless, quality assurance practices can confirm that the minimum material requirements are
met. The nickel-chromium-iron Alloy 600 material used in the enclosure is a commonly used material with
established material specifications.

The uranium alloy does not come in contact with the reactor coolant. The Alloy 600 enclosure material has been
shown to be compatible with reactor coolant in other applications. The operating temperature of the coolant
surrounding the flywheel assembly is substantially less than the reactor coolant system operating temperature, so

251.2-1
.[ WeStitigl10Use
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL.INFORMATION

stress corrosion cracking of the Alloy 600 is not an issue. See the response to Q251.21 for additionalinformation
on the resistane to stress corrosion cracking of the flywheel enclosure.

SSAR Revision: NONE

251.2-2
W westinghouse
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Question 251.3

Westinghouse indicates that the fracture toughness guidelines in Section 5.4.1.1 of the SRP and Regulatory Guide
1.14 are not applicable to depleted uranium alloy castings. Provide information on the fracture toughness properties |

'

for this material and prepose fracture toughness requirement;, with technical justifications (Section 5.4.1).

Response:

The fracture toughness of the uranium alloy casting is approximately 50 ksiVin between 100'F and 200*F based
on available data. Over the same temperature range the minimum impact energy (Charpy V-notch) is 10 foot-
pounds. The material specification for the flywheel material includes a requirement for this minimum impact
energy. He material specification does not include a fracture toughness requirement, but the properties and
processing specified define a material that meets the 50 ksiVin. minimum.

Calculation of the critical flaw sizes is based on the 50 ksiVin. fracture toughness. For the case of an axial-radial
crack along the length of the bore at the flywheel design speed the critical flaw size is larger than 2 inches deep.
The critical flaw size for other flaw cases (such as semicircular and semieliptical along the bore with a axis less than
the length of the bore) is even deeper.

SSAR Subsection 5.4.1.3.6.3 will be revised as follows:

SSAR Revision

(Fifth paragraph of Subsection 5.4.1.3.6.3)

The key parameters for the uranium alloy specification are defined in Table 5.4-2. These parameters
include the minimum ultimate and yield tensile strength. Nil ductility transition and upper shelf energy are not
specified in the requirements for the uranium alloy. These are characteristics of steel not duplicated in the uranium
alloys. The material specification has appropriate testing to confirm that the fracture toughness used in the flywheel
evaluation is satisfied. A Charpy V-notch test is required 4ee-infomwien. A portion of the uranium is machined
off to obtain specimens for tensile and impact tests and to inspect the micro structure.

(Table 5.4-2)

Mechanical Requirements

Ultiinate Tensile Stress . I10 ksi Min.... .. ... . . . . .

Yield Stress . 55 ksi Min.. ...... . .. . .. . . .

Elongation . . . . 10 % Min.. . ... .. ... . . . . . . .

Reductica of Area . . . 25 % Min.. . . . . . . . .... ..

Chamf LVfoofeQc. , l' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ; . . ? t0Tt-1tihtir2
.
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Question 251.4
1

Provide informaHon ou the fabrication process and resulting quality for the depleted uranium alloy casting (Section

5.4.1).

Response:

The melting of the depleted uranium a!!oy for the flywheel casting or forging billet is done under vacuum or inert
atmosphere to provide a highquality product. The vacuum or inert atmosphere prevents reaction of the uranima
with air and minimirs the potential for the formation of voids Ncause of the density of the uranium alloy, slag
and other impurities tend to float to the top of the molten metal and porosity in the cast material is not a problem.
The molds for the casting are treated ic minimize the contamination of the uranium with carbon. The rest of the
manufacturing process is controlled to minimize the contamination of the uranium alloy with cubon and hydrogen.
Excessive carbon reduces the ductility of the uranium alloy. liydrogen contamination may induce delayed cracking.
Because of the thickness of the flywheel, the final heat treatment is a solution anneal in a vacuum furnace followed
by a slow cooling. Other hast treatments such as annealing followed by water quenching and aging hardening are
not appropriate for a thick uranium alloy flywheel. See the response to Q251.22 for additional discussion of the

I
heat treatment.

SSAR Revision: NONE

i
' 251.4-1
i W Westinahouse#
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Question 251.5 =|;.

Section IA of the SSAR indicates that the AP600 design meets the guidelines of Regulatory Position 1.d io -i'

Regulatory Guide 1.14. However, the flywheel, including the enclosure welds, will not be inspected. Discuss how
the flywheel design meets Regulatory Position 1.d.

,

-- Response:

The uranium alloy flywheel is not subject to welding operations, including repair wel' ding, or any other
finishing operations that use thermal methods. The component parts of the enclosure are connected together with
seal welds. These welds are not needed to provide the stmetural strength needed to resist the forces on a spinning :
flywheel ac.sembly. Nevertheless the seal welds that connect the parts of the enclosure are inspected following

|| fabrication by radiography and liquid penetrant. ASMB Code, Section 111 criteria for structural welds are used as
' - guidelines to establish welding and inspection requirements. See the response to RAL251.14 for additional -

-- information on the analysis and inspection of the enclosure seal . welds. The enclosure represents 'only ~a small
'

fraction of the energy in a rotsting flywheel assembly. The lon tion of the seal welds are such that there is minimal
effect on the fracture analysis.'

.

'

!= SSAR Revision: NONE
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$

Ouestion 251.6

Regulatory Positions 2.c, 2.d, and 2.e in Regulatory Guide 1.14 recommends that an analysis be submitted for staff
review. Provide the analysis with appropriate technical justifications. Further, because no inservice inspection for
the Cywheel is being pmposed, describe the flaw size assumed in its analysis (Section 5.4.1).

Response:

Regulatory Positions 2.c.,2.d., and 2.e. in Regulatory Guide 1.14 recommend that analyses be conducted to predict
the critical speed for ductile failure, nonductile failure, and excessive deformation of the reactor coolant pump
flywheel. As noted in Subsection 5.4.1 of the SSAR acd the response to Q251.2, the approach to demonstrate safe
operation of the AP600 canned motor reactor coolant pump flywheel differs from the design approach for which
Regulatory Guide 1.14 was developed. The AP600 design approach of demonstratmg that postulated flywheel
fragments are contained by the pump structure limits the significance of the analysis of critical flywheel failure
speeds.

The analysis completed for the flywheel structural evaluates the stress intensity levels at the normal speed and at
the design speed of 125 percent of normal. The calculated stress levels are evahiated against ASME Code, Section
Ill, Subsection NG stress limits and the recommended stress limits in Positions 4.a. and 4.c. of the Standard Review
Plan 5.4.1.1.of one-third and two-thirds of yield stress for normal speed and design speed respectively. See the
responses to Questions 251.16,251.17,251.18, and 251,19 for additional information on the evaluation of stress
in the flywheel assembly. The margin inherent in these limits provides an appropriate degree of margin to failure
at the normal and design speeds.

'llie flaw size assumed in the evaluation of fracture toughness is described in the response to Q251.3.

See the response to Q251.7 for the SSAR revision related to critical flywheel failure speed analysis.

SSAFL Revision: NONE

[ Westiligt10USB
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Ouestion 251.7

Section IA of the SSAR indicates conformance with Regulatory Position 2. fin Regulatory Guide 1.14. Provide
information to support this statement.

Response:

As noted in Subsection 5.4.1.3.6.3 of the SSAR and in the response to Q251.2, the design speed (125 per cent of
normal speed) envelopes all expected and postulated overspeed conditions including overspeeda due to postulated
pipe ruptures. See the response to Q251.8 for a diwussion of the size of postulated pipe ruptures. This limitation
on the potential overspeed along with the design approach of demonstrating that postulated flywheel fragments are
contained by the pump structure limits the significance of the analysis of critical flywheel failure speeds. The
analysis completed for the flywheel stress report evaluates the stress intensity levels at the normal speed and the
design speed of 125 percent of normal. The calculated stress levels satisfy the ASME Code, Section ill, Subsection
NG stress limits. The calculated primary stress levels are less than the recommended stress limits in Positions 4.a.
and 4.c. of the Standard Review Plan 5.4.1.1 of one-third and two-thirds of yield stress for normal speed and design
speed, respectively. See the responses to Questions 251.16,251.17,251.18, and 251.19 for additionalinformation
on the evaluation of stress in the flywheel assembly.

The flywheel structural analysis verifies that the failure modes outlined in Positions 2.c, 2.d, and 2.e of Regulatory
Guide 1.14 do not occur at the design speed. The flywheel stress evaluation noted above demonstrates an
appropriate margin against these failure modes. In addition, the design of the canned motor pump mitigates the
effecta of hypothetical failures by these modes, as outlined below.

The response to Q251.ll discusses the containment of fragments from a postulated flywheel fracture. The mode
of failure, ductile or nonductile, would not alter the capacity of the surrounding pump structure to absorb the energy
of the fragments and prevent the generation of missiles from the flywheel assembly.

| Regulatory Guide 1.14 defines excessive deformation as any deformation that could cause separation of the flywheel
| from the shaft. Because of the restriction of the lateral movement of the flywheel assembly by the surrowiding
; structure and axial movement by the thrust bearings, the loss of shrink fit would not be expected to result in

substantial movement of the flywheel assembly or significant separation of the assembly from the shaft. This
restriction in movement of the flywheel assembly and the adjacent location of the journal bearing to the flywheel
assembly minimize the potential for a structural failure of the shaft during a hypothetical overspeed transient
sufficient to result in excessive deformation.

Neither separation of the flywheel assembly from the shaft nor structural failure of the shaft would result in a loss
of safety-related function of the canned motor pump during an overspeed transient. That safety-related function is
the maintenance of the primary pressure boundary. Neither separation of the flywheel assembly nor structural

| failure of the shaft would degrade the pressure boundary of the pump. The safety-related function of providing flow
during coastdown of the pump is not germane during an overspeed transient.

| 251.7-1
'

3 Westinghouse
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| |

'A SSAR Subsection 5.4.1.3.6.3 and Appendix 1 A will be revised as follows:

SSAR Revision:
s

(Eighth paragraph of Subsection 5.4.1.3.6.3)

An analysis of the ee+4. eel-flywheel failure modes of g: ' '- 5:2 = ductile failure, nonductile failure'and '
excessive deformation of the flywheel is performed to evaluate the Dywheel design. The analysis'is performed to
determine that the? critical | flywheel failure speeds based on these failure modes are gieater than.the design' speed.
The critical flywheel failure speeds are not the same as the critical speed identified for the rotor. The '!:2 ef ',

the-critical flywheel failure speeds are valeutet d-i -greater than the design speed. - The overspeed condition for a ,
postulated pipe rupture accident is less than the onwil 444-the critical flywheel failure speeds.

(Appendix 1 A)

Criteria Referenced
'

AP600
Section Criteria- - Position Clarification / Summary Description of Exceptions

1

Reg. Guide 1.14, Rev.1, 8/75 - Reactor Coolant Pump flywheel Integrity -

The limits andi methodsiof"ASME Code?S6ctioni111,2.c-e - ASME Code, Section til Exception E

Paragraph Fil331.l(b),(replacement for Paragraph F-1323.1)'
are not directly. applicable to a uranium alloy _ casting.L

~

The' calculaied ~ stres's levels .in th'e flywheel fa;e evaluated
.

against the ASME-Code,'Section 111. Subsection NG stress
limits used as guidelines and the reconunended ' stress limits in -o

! Positions 4.s and '4,c of the Standard Review Plan'5.4.l.1;
.

h 2.f. Exception -- L The"c'alculated stress levels' in the flywheel satisfy the ASMB ' ,

Code, : Section' !!!O Subsection : NG ?: stress limits''used : as
guidelines and the recomnv nded str6ss limits in| Position'4.a

of the Standard Revievi Plan 5.4.1.10

.2.g 4 Conforms

,

|

f 251.7-2
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONALINFORMATION

'

Ouestion 251.8

Section I A of the SSAR indicates conformance with Regulatory Position 2.g in Regulatory Guide 1.14, relating to
the flywheel overspeed due to a postulated pipe rupture. Section 5.4.1.3.6.3 of the SSAR appears to assume the
application of leak-before-break (LBB) for all high-energy piping 10 cm (4 in) in diameter or larger. Since the
outcome of the staff's review of the application of LBB to the AP600 design is uncertain, the staff recommends tlat
Westinghouse discuss how the flywheel conforms with RG 1.14 if the criteria of Section 3.6.2 and BTP MEB 3-1
is used to determine pipe break size.

Response:

The criteria of Section 3.6.2 and Branch Technical Position (BTP) MEB 3-1 are used to determine pipe break size
and locations for those piping systems that do not satisfy the requirements for mechanistic pipe break criteria. See
the response for RAI 210.6 for the high energy lines to which leak-before-break methodology is applied. Based
on previous NRC decisions and the design practice for the AP600, the reactor coolant loop piping demonstrates leak-
before-break and satisfies the requirements for mechanistic pipe break. Appendix 3h of the SSAR outlines a sample
leak-before-break analysis of the reactor coolant loep. The success of application of mechanistic pipe break criteria
to branch lines connected to the reactor coolant loop is based on the results of the leak-before-break analysis and
NRC review.

He overspeed analysis of the AP600 reactor coolant pump flyv heel is based on the design speed of 125 per cent
of normal speed. The AP600 pipe rupture overspeed is expected to be enveloped by the design speed since the
reactor coolant main loops and most or all of the branch line piping with a nominal diameter of 4 inches and greater
are being qualified for LBB. The pipe rupture overspeed is expect.xl to be substantially less than any of the
calculated critical flywheel failure speeds.

As noted in the response to RAI 250.2, the approach used to demonstrate the safe operation of the flywheel is
containment of the fragments from a postulated fracture by the surrounding pump structure. For a postulated
flywheel fracture at the flywheel design speed there is a large amount of margin in the calculated capability of the
pump structure to contain flywheel fragments. Thus even in the event of a postulated failure of a flywheel during
a hypothetical break of a reacter coolant loop pipe, it is not expected that additional breuxs in the reactor coolant
pressure boundary would be created nor would missiles be generated by the flywheel.

The thirteenth paragraph of SSAR Subsection 5.4.1.3.6.3 will be revised as follows:

SSAR Revision:

Pipe rupture overspeed is based on a break of the largest branch line pipe connected to the reactor coolant
system piping that is not qualified for leak-before-break criteria. The exclusion of the reactor coolant loop piping
and branch line piping of 4 inches or larger size from the basis of the pump loss of coolant accident overspeed
condition is based on the provision in GDC 4 to exclude dynamic effects of pipe rupture when a leak-before-break
analysis demonstrates that appropriate criteria are satisfied. See Subsection 3.6.3 for a discussion of

251.8-1
,3 Westinghouse
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N
leak-before-break analyses. The criteria of Section 3.6.2 are used to determine pipe break size and Iccation for |

those piping systems that do not satisfy the requirements for mechanistic pipe break criteria.

251.8-2
W Westinghouse
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NRC REQUEST FOR A' DDITIONALINFORMATION '

|L '

'

'~
' OUestion 251.9 -

a
Section I A of the SSAR indicates that Westinghouse is taking exception to Regulatory Position 4| in Regulatory '-

Guide 1.14. Propose an alternative to this position with appropriate technicaljustifications.
'

.

Response: ,

-t

- A spin test is done on the flywtieel assembly after the enclosure is welded closed. Inspection of the f1y' wheel inside
the assembly is not practical. Because of the density of the uranium, radiographic examination is also not a practisal
option.

The uranium alloy flywheel is ultrasonically inspected following final machining and prior to assembly:of the :
enclosure around the flywheel. The ultrasonic inspection conforms with the requirements of the ASME Codo,1
Section 111, paragraph NB 2574, for ferritic steel castings, including the use of the procedures outlined in SA-609 '- .

(ASTM-A-609).' See the response to Q251.13. Machined surfaces of the uranium flywheel undergo liquid penetrant j ;

inspection prior to final assembly. The liquid penetrant insper' ; conforms with the requirements of the ASME -
.

'

Code, Section III, paragraph NB-2576, including the use of the procedures outlined in SA-165 (ASTM A-165).-

In-process controls during the assembly of the enclosure onto the flywheel are used to provide for the quality of the ; ;

completed assembly. The spin test of the completed assembly confirms the quality.of the flywheel assembly.
Since the basis for safe operation of the flywheel assembly' is the retention of the fragments from a postulated ;
fracture by the structure of the pump,' inspection subsequent to the spin test is not required.

SSAR Subsection 5.4.1.3.6.3 will be revised as follows:
..

w
"

SSAR Revision:

(Sixth paragraph of Subsection 5.4.1.3.6.3) -
,

The uranium is ultrarcaically' inspected following final machining. The acceptance critesia.for the ultra- J
sonic inspection are based on criteria in the; ASME. Code, Secdon III/and.ani dons in confoimance1williithe..
procedures outlined in; ASTM A-609 2ST" ^. 3S8 (Reference 3). with modifications as required for use on a ,

uranium alloy. Thermal methods are not umi for finishing operations on the uranium. Following'any-finishing -
operations on the casting, the outside surface and the inside bore are subject to liquid penetrant inspections in j

. conformance en- 2=: with the requirements of ASTM-E-165 (Reference 4) " modif ::ic= = =f=d f= = q
win : ==i = chy. In-process controls used during the constructionfor the; flywheel assembly also provide'for
-the quality %f the completed assembly.

s

a

.*

2
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.

(Reference 3. of Subsection 5.4.15)

3. ASTM-A409-78,38846r tandard Specification for lecgitudinal Beam Ultrasonic' Inspections
of Caxbon and Low alloy Steel Castings. Pruiw-f= U!:::=ni: Emendnat! " % cy n=!
Fwging*,

(Appendix 1 A)

Criteria Referenced AP600
Section Criteria Position Clarification / Summary Description of Exceptions

Reg. Guide 1.14, Rev.1,8/75 Reactor Coolant Pump Flywheel Integrity

4.a AS.ME Code, Section 111 Exception The inspections and guidelines referenced m the regulatory
NB-2545 or NB-2546, guide were developed for steel ed Hi!= ::=i& flywheels
NB-2540, NB-2530 in shaft seal pumps. Inspection of the flywheel inside the

flywheel assembly following a spin test is not practical.1 The
ultrasonic inspection of the flywheel prior to final assembly is
in conformance with the requirements of the ASME Code,
Section III, paragraph ND-2574, for ferritic steel castings,
including the use of the procedures outlined in SA409

_

(ASTM-A-609) Machined surfaces of the uranium flywheel
undergo liquid penetrant inspection prior to final assembly.
The liquid penetrant inspection conforms with.' the
requirements of the ASME Code, Sction III, paragraph NB-
2576, including the use of the procedures outlined in SA 165

(ASTM-A-165).'
_

--

251.9-2
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_

Ouestion 251.10

Performance of inservice inspection of the flywheel should be considered. If the ISI procedures in Section 5.4.1.1
of the SRP is not applicable to uranium flywheels, propose alternative inservice inspection procedures with
appropriate technical justifications (Section 5.4.1).

Response:

Inservice irspection of the uranium alloy flywheel would be very labor intensive and involve significant radiation
exposure. Since the surrounding structure of the pump would contain flywheel fragments even in the worse case
fracture, inservice inspection would add little if any to the safety of pump operation. The technicaljustification of
no inservice inspection is the analysis that shows that the fragments of a fractured flywheel would not penetrate the
pressure boundary of the pump to become missiles. On this basis a flywheel fracture is an operational reliability
consideration rathm man a safety-related consideration. The use of inspections and in-process controls during
fabrication of the flywheel assembly and a opin test of the completed assembly also provide verification of the initial
quality of the assembly. The use of vibration monitoring of the pump during operation provides an indication of
rotating part stability and tims integrity. This allows any necessary maintenance to be performed as needed for
operational reliability,

As noted in the response to RAI 251.2 the design approach to the flywheel in the AP600 canned motor reactor
coolant pump is fundamentally different than that for previous shaft seal reactor coolant pump designs. The canned
motor pump design was selected for several safety related and operational reasons. Inherent in the design of a
canned motor reactor coolant pump is the location of the flywheel assembly within pressure housing and the
flywheel enclosure in contact with reactor coolant. To make the flywheel readily accessible for an inservice
inspection of marginal utility, many advantages of the canned motor pump would have to be foregone. Routine
inservice inspection of the flywheel is neither reconunended war advantageous.

SSAR Revision: NONE
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Ouestion 251.11

Section 1 A of the SSAR states that a flywheel rupture will be contained within the stator shell. Provide an analysis
and technical justifications supporting this statement.

Response:

The canned motor reactor coolant pump has an outer shell that comprises the pressure boundary. The shell is
analyzed to demonstrate that in the event of a postulated flywheel fracture, the surrounding pump structure is
sufficient to prevent missiles from leaving the pump. The analysis considers that portion of the shell, including the
flange, and motor end cap around the flywheel assembly between the top and bottom elevations of the assembly as
the barrier to missile generation. The full analysis is included in a flywheel structural analysis and is summarized
below. The pump flywheel structural analysis will be finalized by June 1,1993.

The analysis of the capacity of the surrounding pump structure to contain the fragments of a postulated flywheel
failure is done using the energy absorption equations of Reference 1. The containment of missile-like metal disk
fragments is by a two-stage process. Stage 1 involves inelastic impact and transfer of momentum to include an
effective target mass. To show that the fragments do not perforate the surrounding structure, the energy dissipated
in plastic compression and shear strain and the local impact area must be sufficient to account for the loss in kinetic
energy of the systein. For the nonperforation case, the process enters Stage 2, which involves dissipation of energy
in plastic tension strain over extended volumes of shell material. For containment, the energy dissipated in plastic
strain in Stage 2 must account for the residual kinetic energy on the system. In predictive calculations it is more
conservative to consider Stage 2.

For the AP600 reactor coolant pump analysis, the uranium inset in the flywheel assembly is assunn! to fracture
at the design speed of 125 percent of normal speed. The worst-case scenario of fragment size and number was
derived analytically, using methods in the paper noted above, to determine the mass and velocity combination that
would produce the most severe impact on the surrounding pressure boundary components, ne following
conservative assumptions are also made:

1. End plates and welds of the flywheel enclosure and the coolant surrounding the flywheel assembly have
negligible energy-absorbing capability.

2. Only the mass in the stator shell and flange and the motor end cap between the elevation of the top and bottom
of the flywheel assembly are considered to absorb energy,

3. Closure bolts and joint effects wae not considered to be affected.

4. The minimum material properties were used.

The analysis results show that the fragments impact the surrounding pump structure with a kinetic energy of less
than 10 percent of the tensile energy absorbing capability of the surrounding pump structure. Dus the components

__ __
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONALINFORMATION

around the flywheel contain the flywheel fragments with only a small portion of the energy absorbing capability
available. He energy absorbed by the flywheel enclosure is also only a small fraction of the energy-absorbing
capability available in the pump structure and is not relied on to demonstrate containment of the fragments.

References:

1. llagg, A. C., and Sankey, G. O., *The Containment of Disk Burst and Fragments by Cylindrical Shells,"
ASME Journal for Power April 1974, pp.114-123.

SSAR Revision: NONE
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NRC REQUEST FOR' ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

.

'

Question 251.12

Section l A of the SSAR indicates that a 'small" flywheel rupture or leak in the enclosure will not result in stresses |
in the pressure boundary to cause a break. Provioe information to clarify what is the intent of the term:'small*-

~

flywheel rupture. The staff is concerned with the rupture of the flywheel into large fragments of high energy.
,

Response:

The canned motor pump' design is evaluated for a spectrum of postulated uranium flywheel fractures. ; A fracture
that ruptures the flywheel enclosure is bounded by.the analysis of the worst-case fracture that shows that the
fragments are contained as noted in the second paragraph of Subsection 5.4.1.3.6.3. . A fracture that deforms the
enclosure enough to bring it in contact with the surrounding structure is bounded by the analysis described in -
Subsection 5.4.1.3.6.2. ~ A small fracture in the context of the SSAR discussion is one that may unbalance the
assembly but any resulting fragment is contained by the enclosure without sufficient deformation to result in .
interference with the surrounding structure. The discussion of these faults on the low end of the spectrum are
included for completeness of the discussion of postulated flywheel fractures.

SSAR Revision: NONE

.
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

N
Question 251.13

Section 5.4.1.3.6.3 of the SSAR indicates that ultrasonic inspection of the uranium following final machining will
be based on ASTM A388 as modified for uranium. Identify any nxxlifications to the application of ASTM A388
to the AP600 design with appropriate technicaljustifications, in addition, demonstrate that this preservice inspection
is equivalent to that in Section 111 of the ASME Code.

Response:

ASTM A388 is a standard for use of ultrasonic inspections on steel forgings. ASTM A609, which is a standard
for use of ultrasonic inspections on ferritic steel castings, will be used as the standard for ultrasonic inspection of
the uranium flywheel. Changes to the practices specified in the standard to account for use on uranium include the
use of uranium reference blocks and potential additional restrictions on the couplants used. The size and frequency
of transducers may also be different than the standard, although the inspection of a prototype flywheel casting was
done with a transducer size and frequency in the range designated in the standard. Areas of the standard that are
not dependent on the type of nuterial inspected such as personnel qualification requirements, surface conditions,
procedure, and data reporting should not have to be nxxlified. See the response for RAI 251.9 for additional
discussion of inspection of the uranium flywheel.

It is not the intent that the inspection of the uranium alloy flywheel be equivalent in every respect to inspections
required of components built to the requirementa of the ASME Code, Section 111. The requirements for the flywheel
are chosen to provide high operational reliability. There are no pressure boundary functions associated with the
flywheel assembly that require the use of the ASME Code.

SSAR Revision: NONE

i
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I

Ouestion 251.14

Demonstrate that the construction of the flywhe(l enclosure meets Section 111 of the ASME Code, including
inspection (Section 5.4.1).

Response:

Since the flywheel enclosure is not a pressure boundary and is not relied upon to contain fragments from a
postulated flywheel fracture, there is no requirement to meet the requirements of the ASME Code, Section 111 for
construction of the enclosure. Additionally, the enclosure contributes only a small portion of the energy in a
rotating flywheel asserably. The function of the enclosure is to isolate the uranium alloy from the reactor coolant
circulating in the reactor coolant pump. A leak in the enclosure could result in an out+f-balance condition for the
flywheel assembly or, over the long term, the possible introduction of depleted uranium into the reactor coolant.
Neither of these events represents a catastrophic failure and both would be addressed by other systems. Sensors
in the pump detect vibration of the pump and the chemical and volume control system includes provisions to reduce
contaminants in the reactor coolant. The uranium would be detected by periodic sampling of the reactor coolant

by the primary sampling system.

'Ile welds connecting the pieces of the enclosure are seal welds and are not relied on to contribute to the strength
of the enclosure. The ASME Code, Section 111 criteria for structural welds are used to establish welding
requirements and inspection requirements for the enclosure. As noted in the ninth paragraph of SSAR Subsection
5.4.1.3.6.3, the welds are subject to dye penetrant and radiographic tests. The ASME Code Subsection NG stress
limit criteria are used as guidelines to evaluate the stress in the ench>sure components and the seal welds for normal
and design speeds. The use of the ASME Code, Section 111 to establish design, fabrication, and inspection
requirements was selected to provide operational reliability and availability.

SSAR Revision: NONE
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E
Ouestion 251.15

Demonstrate that the design overspeed of the flywheel is at least 10% above the highest anticipated overspeed

(Section 5.4.1).

Response:

The requirement for the AP600 is that the design speed (125 per cent of normal speed) be greater than or equal to
anticipated overspeed conditions due to electrical faults and overspeed conditions due to postulated pipe breaks.
Anticipated overspeed conditions are those due to electrical faults including turbine overspeed events. Because of
design of the turbine control system (see SS AR Subsection 10.2.2.3), reactor roolant pump overspeed resulting from
an electiical fault is expected to be less than the design speed. See the response to RAI 251.8 for a discussion of
flywheel overspeed due to postulated pipe rupture.

Since the basis for safe operation of the pump with respect to flywheel integrity is the containment of flywheel
fragments by the pump structure rather than the prevention of fracture (see the responses to RAls 251.2 and 251.11)
a 10% margin between calculated overspeed and the design speed is not required to assure safe operation.

SSAR Revision: NONE
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Ocestion 251.16

Show that the combined stresses for the uranium flywheel at the normal operating speed, due to centrifugal forces
and the interference fit of the wh ei on the shaft, is less than 1/3 of the minimum specified yield strength (Section

5.4.1).

Response:

The flywheel structural analysis verifies that the primary stresses in the uranium duc to centrifugal forces at the
normal operating speed are less than one-third of the minimum yield strength. The combination of primary and
secondary stresses is evaluated using stress limits in the ASME Code, Section 111, subsection NG. The secondary
stresses are due to the interference fit of the uranium on the shaft. The allowable stress values developed applying
ASME Oxle, Section Ill, factors (Appendix 111) to the mechanical properties of uranium are satisfied for analyzed
stresses at normal operating spt,J.

SSAR Revision: NONE
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Ouestion 251.17

Discuss how the limit in Q251.16 is met for the Dywheel enclosure and asmciated welds (Soction 5.4.1).

Response:

he evaluation of the flywheel encloture does not use the limit of one third of minimum yield strength as a enterion
for nortral operating speed. De flywheel enclosure prevents contact of coolant with the uranium flywheel. No
credit is taken in the analysis of the flywheel missile generation for the retention of the fragments by the enclosure,
and the flywheel enclosure contributes only a small portion of the energy in a rotating flywheel assembly, he
evaluation of the stress in the flywheel enclosure comp (ments and the seal welds connecting the components for
normal and design speeds uses the criteria in Subsection No of the ASME Code as a guideline. The A%iB Code
limits are satisfied for analyzed stresses at the normal operating speed and the design speed.

SSSAR Revision: NONE

l
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Ouestion 251.18

Show that the combined Stresses for the uranium flywheel at the design overspeed, due to centrifugal forces and the
interference fit, is less than 2/3 of the minimum specified yield strength (Section 5.4.1).

Response:

The flywheel structural analysis verifies that the combined stresses in the uranium flywheel due to centrifugal forces
and the interference fit at the design speed of 125 percent of normal speal are less than the limit of two-thirds of
the minimum yield strength. The combination of primary and secondary stresses is also evaluated using stress limits
in the ASME Code, Section lit, Subsection NO. The secondary stresses are due to the interference fit of the
uranium on the 1, haft. The allowable stress values developed applying ASME Code, Section III, factors (Appendix
111) to the mechanical properties of uranir ; are satisfied for analymi stresses at the design speed.

SSAR Revision: NONE

251.184
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Question 251.19

Discuss how the limit in Q251.18 is met for the flywheel enclosure and associated welds (Section 5.4.1).

Response:

The evaluation of the flywheel enclosure does not use the lindt of two-thirds of minimum yield strength as a
criterion for design speed conditions. The criteria in the ASME Code, Section 111 Subsection NO, are used as
a guideline for stress lindts. The ASME Code limits are satisfied for analyud stresses at the design speed. See
the response for Q251.17.

SSAR Revision: NONE

,
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i

Question 251.20

Demonstrate that the shaft and the bearings supporting the flywheel will be able to withstand any combination of
loads from normal operation, anticipated transients, the design basis of loss +f-coolant accident, and the safe
shutdown carthquake (Section 5.4.1).

Response:

ne containment of fragments from a postulatcd fracture of the flywheelis not dependent on the suppn1 of the shaft
and flywheel by the larings. Postulated failures of the bearings and shaft would result in the rotating assembly
being slowed to a stop. Bearing or shaft failures would be indicated by vibration or temperature sensors. A-
postulated failure of a bearing or shaft that allowed excessive lateral movement would result in contact between one
or more rotating parts and the surrounding structure thereby slowing the rotation. A postulated failure of a bearing
or shaft that allowed excessive axial movement would not remove the restriction provided by the pump internals
including the impeller and suction adapter. Thus a failure that would allow exial movement would not result in
significant movement of the flywheel assembly out of the flange area.

Based a this information, the effect of Ne loads on the shaft and bearings is of interest with regard to operational
reliability but not with regard to safe oper4 tion. The shaft and bearing supports are evaluated for loada due to
seismic events.

SSAR Revision: NONE

251.20 1
W westinghouse
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Question 251.21

Identify the materials for the flywheel enclosure and associated welds. Provide technicaljustifications to show that
the flywheel enclosure and associated welds are resistant to stress corrosion cracking, especially if inconel 600 or
182 materials will be used (Section 5.4.1).

Response:

ne material of construction of the flywheel assembly construction is nickel-chromium-iron Alloy 600, ne material
for the welding filler metal is Alloy 182 which has a similar composition. Since the coolant surrounding the
flywheel assembly is normally at a relatively low temperature (approximately 165'F) compared to the bulk of the
reactor coolant system, primary water stress corrosion cracking that has been found in some Alloy 600 parts exposed
to reactor coolant at higher temperatures would not be expected.

SSAR Revision: NONE
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Ouestion 251.22

Demonstrate that the uranium flywhcci is resistant to stress cormsion cracking or other potential degradation
mechanism in a reactor coolant environment (Sxtion 5.4.1).

Response:

The uranium alloy flywheel is scaled in the nickel-chromium-iron alloy cncloure and is not in contact with ths
reactor coolant or other fluid. See the response to RAI 251.14 for additional discur.sion of the seal welds. He
uranium alloy Dywheel is heat treated by solution annealing in a vacuum furnace and slowly coolm!. His heat
treatment minimirca the potential for residual stresses. He heat treatment pmces, also removes hydrogen from the
material to neduce the potential fcr hydrogen embrittlement. Since the depleted uranium alloy is not in contact with
reactor coolant or any other fluid and operates at a relatively low temperature, degradation of the material is not
exgweted.

He fourth and ninth paragraphs of SSAR Subsection 5.4.1.3.6.3 will be revised as follows to reflect this response.

SSAR Revision:

De reactor coolant pump flywheel assembly is fabricated from a highquality, depleted uranium alloy
casting or forging. Castings are poured using a pnwess to minimize the formation of voids, cracks, or other flaws.
The forging pmcess is also controlled to minimize the formation of flaws. la-alMm, N St-tewin=! cy;!:
Subsequent to casting or forging, the flywheel is heat treated by solution annealing in a vacuum furnace and slowly
cooled. This heat treatment minimizes the potential for residual stresses. The heat treatment process also removes
hydrogen from the material to reduce the potential for hydrogen embrittlement. Welvetedelum4miled4aprevent
defa4-fmawti4m-

The uranium is sealed amtainal-within a welded nickel-chmmium iron alloy enclosure to prevent contact
with the reactor coolant or any other fluid. The enclosure minimizes the notential for corrorsion of the flywheel
and contamination of the reactor coolant with depleted uranium. The enclosure material specifications are ASTM-
B-168 and ASThl.B-564. Even though the welds of the flywheel enclosure are not extemal pressure boundary
welds., these welds are made using pmcedures and specifications that follow the rules of the AShlE Code. A dye
penetrant and radiographic test of the enclosure welds is performed in conformance with these requirements.

W Westinghollse
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONALINFORMATION

Question 251.23

Table 5.4-2 in the SSAR lists the flywheel material specifications. Provide the technical basis for these
specifications.

Response:

The rnaterial specification information including ultimate tensile strength and yield strength prt,vided in Table 5.4 2
is bared on matciial testing by the material supplier. The composition of the alloys, including the limits on the
constituent elements, is also based on the experience of the matenal supplier. The production of uranium flywhcci
is controlled to minimize the formation of voids or other defects. The heat treatment process is controlled to
provide the required material properties. See the response to RAI 251.22 for a discussion of the heat treatnwnt.
Quality assurance testing of the material verifies that the material supplied conforms to the material specification.
Ultrasonic and liquid penetrant inspection are performed on the uranium flywheel to verify the absence of
uriacceptable defects. See the response to RAls 251.9 and 251.13 for a discussion of the ultrasonic and liquid
penetrant inspections.

SSAR Revision: NONE
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONALINFORMATION

Ouestion 252.2

Section 3.6.3 of the SSAR indicates that the leak-before-break (LBB) methodology will be used to eliminate the
dynamic effects of postulated pipe ruptures from the design basis. The SSAR indicates that the scope of LBB
rpplication is high-energy ASME Cale Section 111 Class 1. 2, and 3 piping of 10 cm (4 in) in nominal diameter
or larger. Identify specific piping being considered for LBB applications (we Q210.6).

Response:

The leak-before-break methmlology is applied to the candidate high-energy lines in the nuclear island identified in
Appendix 3E. See the responw to Q210.6.

SSAR Revision: NONE
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL. lNFORMATION

Ouestica 252.12

Section 3.6.3.3 of the SSAR indicates that "part through-wall flaws * may be considered at the critical h> cations.
This is not consistent with the requirements of a LBB analysis. Provide information to clarify this statement.

Responso:

Stability is established haml on postulated part through-wall flaws when the normal condition stresses are very low
relative to the faulted condition stresses. The low normal condition stresses result in a large calculated value for the
through-wall leakage crack. This situation could occur in small-diameter piping systems (4 to 6 inches) that are well
designed for normal condition thermal expansion loading. In this case the potential for a through wall crack is very
low since the normal condition stresses are low and the use of part through-wall naws for the stability evaluation
provides a satisfactory level of safety.

SSAR Revision: NONE

252.12-1
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Question 252.13

Section 3.6.3 of the SSAR discusses feedwater and steam piping. The staff has not approved the application of LBB
for these piping for power reactors. Provide adJitional discussion relating to potential susceptibility of feedwater
and steam piping to degradation mechanisms, such as water / steam hanuner and erosion / corrosion.

Response:

The steam and feedwater piping in the AP600 plant is not susceptible to failure from the effects of
erosion / corrosion and steam / water hammer. The steam piping from the steam generator out to the containment
penetration contains a low water content, which minimizes the potential for erosion / corrosion. The steam piping
in operating plants with similar characteristics has not experienced erosion / corrosion. The AP600 feedwater piping
from the containment penetration to the steam generator nozzle is made of crosion/ corrosion resistant materials such
as S A 335 P22 or P91. The effects of steam / water hammer are considered in the design of the steam and feedwater
piping. Slow-closing check valves are used in the feedwater piping system to minimize the effects of water hammer.
The layout of the feedwater piping prevents significant backflow of steam from the steam generator by incorporating
an cibow with a downward slope at the steam generator inlet nozzle and by keeping the highest elevation of the
piping at the steam generator inlet nozzle. This layout minimizes void formation at all fluid flow levels.

SSAR Revision: NONE

W Westinghouse
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
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Question 252.14

The pressurizer surge line is potentially suweptible to thermal stratification. If the surge line is within the LDB
scope, describe the ASME Section III fatigue *cumulati., usage factor" for the surge line for the pmjected 60 year
plant design life and the considerations given to the thermal s' ratification loads in the LBB analysis (Section 3.6.3).

Response:

The pressurizer surge line is within the LBB scope. The ASME Section 111 cumulative usage factor calculation for
the pressurizer surge line includes transients caused by thermal stratification for the 60-year plant design life. This
calculation includes the effect of thermal striping caused by the oscillations of the boundary between two fluids with
different temperatures. The leak-before-break analysis includes the thermal expansion loads caused by thermal
stratification. Specifically, the leak rate calculation will be performed using lower-bound loads under normal
operating conditions, including the effects of thermal stratification. The flaw stability evaluations will be based on
the maximum loads, including the effects of thermal stratification. The SSE loads are combined with the thermal
stratification loads at normal 100 percent power.

SSAR Revision: NONE

W Westinghouse
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONALINFORMATION

Question 252.19

Recent fatigue test data indicates that the effects of the environment could significantly reduce the fatigue resistance
of materials.' ne specific concern relates to the reactor wates and temperature environment and its synergistic
interactions with strain rate. He recent data indicate that the design fatigue curves in ASME Section til Class !
requirements may not be as conservative as originally intended. Describe the procedures that explicitly account for
the effects of the environment in the fatigue analysis of components. (Cladding on base metal is not a structural
material and should not be considered adequate to isolate the base metal from the effects of the environment. This
is because the cladding rnay be breached exposing the base metal to the water environment. Further, the cladding
does not insulate the base metal from the reactor temperature.) (Section 3.6.3).

Response:

He AP600 plant fatigue design for ASME Class I components is based on ASME Code, Section Ill,1989 Edition
and 1989 Addenda. The environmental effects described in the literature are being addressed as an industry issue.
The basis of AP600 fatigue design will remain as described until a unified design approach representing the industry
and regulatory positions is derived.

SSAR Revision: NONE

1. K. lida, J. Fukakura, M. liiguchi,11. Kobayashi, S. Miyazono, and M. Nakao, " Survey of Fatigue
Strength Data of Nuclear Structural Materials in Japan," Abstract of DBA Committee Report,1988.
(Presented to the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Subgroup on Fatigue Strength, on
December 5,1988, in New York City, NY.) (Enclosure in letter, from J. Craig [NRC] to E. Griffing
[ Nuclear Management and Resources Councilj dated July 2,1991.)

2. M. liiguchi and K. lida " Fatigue Strength Correction Factors of Carbon and Low-Alloy Steels in
Oxygen-Containing liigh-Temperature Water,' Nuclear Engineering and Design, Volume 129,1991,
pp. 293-306,

3. J. B. Terrell, *Effect of Cyclic Frequency on the Fatigue Life of ASME SA-106-C Piping Steel in
PWR Environments,' Joumal of Materials Engineering, Volume 10, Number 3,1988, pp.193-203.
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONALINFORMATION

.

Question 252.21
i
|

Section 3.8.2.6 of the SSAR indicates that the containment vessel is coated to a level just below the concrete.
Provide technical justifications for not coating (N portion of the containment vessel that is embedded in concrete.

t

i

Response: '

The seals, provided at elevation 108 feet inside the containment vessel and at elevation 100 feet outside the vessel,
(prevent nx)isture and water from entering between the concrete and the steel vessel.
|

He waterproofing membrane and waterstops protect the containment vessel from exterior groundwater or fkaling.

Cavities inside the containment have drains leading to sumps, thereby avoiding accumulation of water on the floors.

He above described provisions protect the portion of the containment vessel that is embedded in concrete without
the need for surface coating.

SSAR Revision: NONE
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Ouestion 252.22

Discuss the need for cathodie protection of the containnwn! vessel to protect from ground water corrosion and stray
current corrosion. Also, describe considerations for the location and type of cathodic protection anodes, i.e., deep
bed versus mat-type anodes (Section 3.8.2).

Response:

As discumux! in Subsection 3.4.1.1.1 of the SSAR, the seismic Category I structures are protected against ihxling
by waterproofing membranes and waterstops. Cath <xlic protection is not required because water from ikxxling or
ground water is not able to enter the steel containment vessel. These measures also prevent corrosion due to stray
currents.

SSAR Revision: NONE
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

I

Question 252.23

Article NE-3121 of the ASME Code requires the consideration of corrosion in the design of the containment.
Specifically, the containment thickness is to be increased over that determined by the design formulas in the ASME
Code to account for corrosion. Provide a corrosion allowance for the projected 60-year plant design life with the

associated technical basis (Section 3.8.2).

Response:

Corrosion of the containment vessel has been addressed in S$AR Subsection 3.8.2.6. The coatings are discussed
in SSAR Subsection 6.1.2. Additional thickness has been provided in the embedment transition inne. No increase
in thickness is required in the portions of the bottom head that are fully embedded in concrete, nor in the vessel
above the transition zone, which is protected by the inorganic zine coating. This coating will h inspected and
maintained as part of the coatmg performance monitoring program descritut in Subsection 6.1.2. Containment
corrosion is also diseuned in responses to Questions 252.24 through 252.28.

SSAR Revision: NONE
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NRC REQUEST FOR. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Ouestion 252.24

Demonstrate that the containment vessel is designed and provided with access to perrnit the performance of
inspection, maintenance, and repair of all exterior and interior surfaces of the containtnent vessel, except for the
portion embedded in concrete (Section 3.8.2).

Response:

IIxcept for the portion embedded in concrete, the containment vessel has access to permit inspection, maintenance,
and repair of all exterior and interior surfaces as discussed below.

The containment mir baf ue, adjacer,t to the exterior surface of the containment vessel, is configured to permit visual
inspection and maintenance of the containment vessel as described in Subsection 3.8.4.1.3 of the SSAR. Other areas
adjacent to the exterior surface of the containment vessel provide free access to it for inspection, maintenance, and
repair.

There are no structures adjacent to the interior surface of the containment vessel that would preclude its inspection,
maintenance, and repair. The in<ontainment refueling water storage tank, which is the closest structure to the
containment vessel, is separated from it by 2'W. The operating deck, at elevation 135' 3", is 2 feet thick and is
separated from the containment vessel by 3 inches. Some llVAC ductwork and equipment are also within a few
inches from the containment vessel wall, llowever, this will not preclude inspection, maintenance, and repair of
the containment vessel wall.

SSAR Revision: NONE
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL l'4f0RMATION

$ -

Question 252.25

The exterior surface of the containment vessel nuy be expmed to weather conditions. Discuss the effects of weather

on the corrosion of the exterior surface of the containment vessel (Section 3.8.2).

Response:

The exterior of the containment vessel will be coated with an irorganic zinc coating as discussed in SSAR
Subsection 6.1.2. The use of the inorganic zine coating in conjunction with a coating performance monitoring
prograrn will maintain the corrosion resistance of the containment vessel exterior. The maintained inorganic zine
will provide corrosion protection for the msel exterior for the life of the plant.

SSAR Revision: None
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONALINFORMATION

B4
Question 252.26

Discuss the potential for corrosion of the containment sessel within the midJte annulus area of the shield building,
i.e., the area tounded above by a seal and below by concrete. For example, trapped moisture or fluid may cause
accderated corrosion of the containment vessel (Section 3.8.2).

Response:

The exterior of the containment vessel, including time middle annulus area, is coated with inorganic zine coating as
discuswd in SSAR Subsection 6.1.2. The middle annulus area is also provided with ventilation from the VAS
system as discussed in Subsectica 9.4.3.2.4 of the SSAR. These features, along with coating performance
rnonitoring, provide protection against corrosion.

SSAR Revision: NONE
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NRC REQUEST FOft ADDITIONAL IN."0RMATION

*

Question 252.27

Diwuss the potential effects of corrosion on the reactor vessel containment due to a leak in the pasrive containment
cooling system water storage tank atop the shield building (Section 3.8.2).

Response: I

Water leaking from the panive contaimi.ent cooling water tank could leak onto the containment vessel and then flow
down to the Ikor of the upper annulus. The slope of this floor would direct the flow away from the vessel and into ;

the floor drains. The inorganic zine coating on the exterior of the containment provides corrosion protection in case |
of leakage from the passive containment cooling water tank. The inorganie zine coating will be snaintained through
coating performance nxinitoring.

SSAR Revision: None ;
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONALINFORMATION j

|

Ouestion 252.39 ;

;

Discuss conformance of the control rod drive system with Regulatory Guide 1.37, ' Quality Assurance Requirements
for Cleaning of Fluid Systenu and Associated Components of Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants,' and Regulatory
Guide 1.85. Provide technical justifications for any deviations, or provido acceptable alternatives (Section 4.5.1).

Response:

Regulatory Guide 1.37 references ANSI Standard N45,2.1, which has been incorporated into NQA-2 Part 2.1. no
technical requirements rpecified in ANSI Standard N45.2.1 and NQA 2 Part 2.1 are compatible. Therchre,
compliance with NQA-2 Part 2.1 satisfies Regulatory Guide 1.37.

Regulatory Guide 1.85 addresses the acceptability of code cases for matenals under ASME Section !!! Division 1.
Compliance with this regulatory guide is discussed in SSAR Appendix 1 A.

SSAR Revision: NONE

252.39 1
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

E
Ouestion 252.41 '

Section 4.5.1.4 of the SSAR indicates that the guidance in ASME NQA-2 will be used. Ilowever, ASME NQA-2
is not listed in Regulatory Guide 1.37 or 1.28, 'Qaality Assurance Program Requirements.' Provide technical
justifications for using ASME NQA-2.

Response:

USNRC Standard Review Plan Section 17.3, Revision 0, ' permits the use of up-to-date industry consensus
-

standards." The ANSI N45.2 series of standards referenced by the current revisions of many regulatory guides have
been replaced by ASME NQA-1 and NQA 2. ANSI N45.2.1, which is referenced in Regulatory Guide 1.37, has
been incorporated into NQA-2 Part 2.1. The technical requirements specified in ANSI N45.2.1 and NQA-2 Part
2.1 are compatible. Therefore, compliance with NQA-2 Part 2.1 satisfies Regulatory Guide 1.37.

SSAR Revision: NONE
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONALINFORMATION ,

, , . .

-

-

- s

Question 252.44 ,

Section 4.5.2.1 of the SSAR indicates that only a few materials will be used for the reactor internals and core
supports. If other materials will also be ut.ed, identify them and address related concems that have been raised on ;

the control rod drive structural materials (see Q252.29 - Q252.41), if they are applicable to Ibe material used for - t

the reactor intemals or core supports. ,

!

Response:

Only stainless steels of the types 304LN, type 316 strain hardened, type 316, Nitronic 50, and 403 (Modified)
'

material are used in the reactor intemals and core support structures. Cobalt based alloys are not used as base -
material although weld deposited cobalt bstdfacing is currently used on the wear surface of the radial key, clevis t

inserts and alignment pins. Refer to R/3 252.31 for a discussion of programs to seplace the cobalt hardfacing j

materials. Refer tc RAI 252.15 for a discussion of LN grade materials.

I
SSAR Revision:

4.5.2.1 Materials Specifications

' The major core support material for the reactor intemals is SA-182,SA-479 or SA 240 Type 304LN
~

,

stainless steel.'~ ' For threaded structural fasteners the material used is strain hardened . Type 316 staintens. steel.
Remaining internals Pparts not fabricated from Type 304LN stainless stxl typically include wear surfaces such a
guide tube cards (Nitronic" 50), and hardfacing on the radial key, clevis insert, alignment pin (Stellite" 156 or low
cobalt hardfaces); dowel pins (Type 316); hold down spring (Type 403 stainless steel (modified)); and irradiation

~

specimen springs (Type 302 Stainle:ss Steel). Core support structure and threaded structural fastener materials are
specified in the ASME Code, Section 111, Appendix _I as supplemented by Code' Cases N-60'and N 4; ''' Ho
dc ;! p , Ca ::: f:5' ' ' ' r- Type 2 !' : != : ' ' - S E!.'h- :p:' ;; E Typ: 403 :" '- u'- .
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Ouestion 252.50

Section 4.5.2.5 of the SSAR indicates that the guidance in ASME NQA-2 will be used with the reactor internals
and core support structures, llowever, ASME NQA-2 is not listed in Regulatory Guide 1.37 or 1.28. Provide
technicaljustifications for using ASME NQA-2.

Response:

USNRC Standar' Review Plan Section 17.3, Revision 0, " permits the use of up-to-date industry consensus
standards.' The ANSI N45.2 series of standards referenced by the current revisions of many segulatory guides have
been replaced by ASME NQA 1 and NQA-2. ANSI N45.2.1, which is referenced in Regulatory Guide 1.37, has
been incorporated into NQA 2 Part 2.1. The technical requirements specified in ANSI N45.2.1 and NQA 2 Part
2.1 are compatible. Therefore, compliance with NQA-2 Part 2.1 satisfies Regulatory Guide 1.37.

SSAR Revision: NONE
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NRC REOUEST FOR ADDITIONAL.lNFORMATION

Ouestion 252.51

Table 5.21 of the SSAR lists * typical' material specifications for the reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB).
Specify the actual materials for staff review.

Response:

RCPB nuterials will be those listed in Table 5.21.

SSAR Subsection 5.2.3.1 will be revised as follows:

SSAR Revision:

5.2.3 Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Materials

5.2.3.1 Materials Specifications

Table 5.2 1 lists tyrkel material specifications used for the principal pressure-retaining applications in Claw
I primary components and reactor coolant system piping. Material specifications with grades, classes or types are
inclu jed for the reactor vessel compments, steam generator components, reactor coolant pump, pressurizer, core
makeup tank, and the passive residual heat renoval heat exchanger. Subsection 5.4.3 defines reactor coolant piping.
See Subsection 4.5.2 for typhel material specifications used for the core support structures and reactor internals.
See appropriate sections for internals of other components. Engineered safeguards featurca materials are includul
in Subsection 6.1.1.

Table 5.2-1 material specifications are the **pewntative-of materials used in the AP600 reactor coolant
pressure boundary and-neet+Wntemala.

The materials used in the RCPB conform to the applicable ASME Code rules.

252.51 1
atN Westinghouse
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONA1. INFORMATION

!

Question 252.52
l

Provide more details relating to the material specifications in Table 5.2-1 of the SSAR. For example, the reactor !

coolant piping is listed as SA376. Ilowever, S A376 can be further characterized by ' type' with different propertica. ]
Section 38.2.2 of the SSAR indicates that Type 316LN will be used (see Q252.15). Provide detailed information |

on RCPB materials in Table 5.2-1 of the SSAR. 1

Response:

Table 5.2-1 of the SSAR will be revised as follows:

SSAR Revision:

Table 5.2-1 (Sheet I of 4)

Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Materials Specifications

Component Material Class, Grade, or Type

Reactor hel Components

}{ead plates (other than core region) SA 533 or SA-508 GR B, CL 1 or CL 3

Shell courses SA 508 CL 3

Shell, Hange, and nonle forgings SA-508 CL 3

Noz2]e safe ends SA-182 F316LN

Appurtenances to the control rod drive SR4(44*-SB-167 andor TP690 or F3NLN,

mechanism (CRDM) SA-182 F316LN

Instrumentation tube appurtenances, upper lowee SB-K44w-SB-167 amlor TP690 or F3NLN,
head S A-182, SA312, SA376 F316LN

Closure stude, rm , : : bn rdnwe" -' '"ptees SA-540 GR B23 or GR B24,
CL3

Core-#,uppors-pmla 59-!56 r- SA 508

Mot.itor tubes and vent pipe SA-312 or SA-376 or SB- TP3NLN, TP316LN or
166, SB-167-or--SA4&2 TP690

Scal 4eJp SA416-or-SA-533

"-- ' m w w nJ & aa4; M ur SA-saa

W Westinghouse
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Table 5.2-1 (Shet 2 of 4)

l

Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Materials Specifications

Component Material Claw, Grade, or Type

Cldding and buttering Stainless Steel Weld Metal
Analysis A 8 and Ni-CR Fe
Weld Metal F-Number 43

Stearn Generator Components

Pressure plates SA-533 GR B, CL 1

Pressure forgings (including nozzles and tube SA-508 CL 3
sheet)

NouJe safe ends SA 182 stain!: ' e'er' "MJ F316LN
Mv44Analpie,4-8

Channel heads SA 508 CL 3

Tubes SB 163 TP690TT

Cladding and buttering Stainless St;el Weld Metal
Analysis A 8 and InconetNi-
GeF Weld Metal
UNSN06052 and W86152
F-Numler-43(Code Cases
2142 and 2143)

ManwayGk.e studs / nuts SA 193, SA-194 GR B7

Pressurizer Components

Pressure plates SA-533 GR D, CL 1

Pressure forgings SA-508 CL 3

NouJe safe ends SA-182 F316LN

Cladding and buttering Stainless Steel Weld Metal
Analysis A 8 and InconelNb
Ce-Fe Weld Metal
UNSN06052 and W86152F-

| Nwnbee43(Code Cases
2142 and 2143)

252.52-2 W Westinghouse
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONALINFORMATION

u h

1

Table 5.2-1 (Sheet 3 of 4)

Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Materials Specifications

Component Material Clau, Grude, or Type

ManwayCk+ure studs / nuts SA-193, SA-194 GR B7

Reactor Coolant Pump

Pressure forgings SA 182 or SA-336 F304LN, F316LN

Pressure casting SA-351 or SA-352 CF3A

Tube and pipe SA-213; SA 376 or SA-312 TP304LN, TP316LN

Pressure plates SA-240 304LN, 316LN

Bae-ndeeiale SA-479

Closure botting SA-193rSA42br SA 540 GR B7 or GR D24,CL 4
sr-SA-453

Reactor Coolant Piping

Reactor coolant pipe SA-376 TP304LN, TP316LN

Reactor coolant fittings, branch nozzles SA-376, SA-182 TP304LN, TP316LN

Surge line SA-376 TP304LN, TP316LN

RCP piping other than loop and surge line SA-312 and SA-376 TP304LN, TP316LN

CRDM

Latch housing SA-336&A-4R2 F304LN, F316LN

Rod travel housing SA-336SA-142rSA-479 F3NLN, F316LN

Welding materials Stainless Steel Weld Metal
Analysis A 8

Valtes

Bodies 'a-182 or SA-351 F3NLN, F316LN or
CF3A

Bonnets SA-182,SA-240 or SA-351 F3NLN, F316LN,
304LN,316LN or CF3A

252.52-3'
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

E
Table 5.2-1 (Slicet 4 of 4)

Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Materia!a Specifications

Component Material Class, Grade, or Type

Discs SA-182, SA-564 or SA 351 F3NLN, F316LN or
GR 630 or CF3A

Stems GA-482SA-479 or SA-564 F316, F316LN or
GR 630
.

Pressure retaining bolting SA-453 or SA-564 GR 660 or GR 630

Pressure retaining nuts SA-453 or SA-194 GR 6 or TP410

Core Makeup Tank

Pressure plates SA-533 or SA-240 GR B, CL 1 or 3NL,
304LN, 316L, 316LN

Pressure forgings SA-508 or SA-182 SA 336 CL 3 or F304L, F316L

Cladding and buttering Stainless Steel Weld Metal
Analysis A-8 and Ni-Cr-Fe
Weld Metal F Number 43

Passive Residual IIcat Removal llent
Exchanger

Pressure plates SA-240&A413 304L, 304LN

Pressure forgings SA-336&A408 F3(ML, F3NLN

Cladding and buttering Stainless Steel Weld Metal
Analysis A-8 and Ni Cr-FE
Weld Metal F-Number 43

Tubing SA-376, SA-213&B- TP304LN, TP316LN

461mid44nedumsam
aby*-wai,a**u.4

252.52-4
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

O..N. M,f.

Ouestion 252.56

Recent fatigue test data indicate that the effects of the environment could significantly reduce the fatigue resistance
of materials (see Q252.19). The specific concern relates to the reactc,r water and temperaturv environment and its
synergistic interactions with strain rate. The recent data indicate that the design fatigue curves in ASME Section
Ill Class I requirements may not be as conservative as originally intended. Describe the procedures that explicitly
account foi the effects of the environment in the fatigue analysis of components in the RCPB. (Claddir.g on base
metal is not a structurni materal and should not be considered adequate to isolate the base metal from the effects
ot' the environment. His is becsuse the cladding may be breached, exposing the base metal to the water

_.

environment. Further, the cladding does not insulate the base metal from the reactor temperature.)

Response:

The AP600 fatigue design for ASME Clar.s I compments of the reactor coolant pressure boundary is based on
ASME Code, Section III,1989 Edition and 1989 Addenda. The environmental effects described in the literature

= are being aldressed as an in/.ustry issue. The basis of AP600 fatigue design will remain as described until a unified
design approach reprew..arg the industry and regulatory positions is derised.

SSAR Revision: NONE

_
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Question 252.58

Section 5.2.3,3.1 o'the SSAR indicates that Westinghouse has conducted a test program to show that the fracture
toughness properties oflow-alloy materials are * adequate." Demonstrate that the requirements of Subsection NB
of Section Ill of the ASME Code are satisfied by the materials used in the RCPB.

Response:

Subsection 5.2.1.1 satifies to the requirements of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, for the F
design and fabrication of the reactor coolant pressure boundary (kCPB) components. Therefore, the requirements

'

,

of Subsection NB of Section 111 of the ASME Code are satisfied by the materials used for the RCPB.

SSAR Revision: NONE
,
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&
Ouestion 252.67

Grinding of austenitic stainless steel materials may introduce susceptibility to stress corrosion cracking. EPRI
Report NP-6780-L provides certain controls on grinding recommended by the industry. Describe the controls
Westinghouse recommends be imposed on grinding (Section 5.2.3),

fiesponse:

The EPRI guidelines for controls on grindins: are a,plicable to BWRs. Westinghouse does not recommend specific
controls on grinding because of other factors in the AP600 design that eliminate susceptibility to stress corrosion
cracking, i.e., LN grades of austenitic stainless stals and environment. The response to Q252.15 provides further
discussion of stress corrosion cracking suvuptibility.

SSAR Revision: NONE

_
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Question 252.73

Section I A of the SSAR discusses conformance of the AP600 design with regulatory guides. The SSAR proposes
exceptions to Regulatory Guide 1.37, * Quality Assurance Requirements for Cleaning of Fluid Systems and
Associated Components of Wate. Cooled Nuclear Power Plants." The proposed alternative to Regulatory Guide
1.37 is based on staff guidance in Regulatory Guide 1.28, "Qaality Assurance Program Requirements." Clarify
the basis for the application of ASME NQA-2, which is not discussed in Regulatory Guide 1.28. Revise Section
l A of the SSAR accordingly, if appropriate.

Response:

USNRC Standard Review Plan Section 17.3 Revision 0, ' permits the use of up-to-date industry consensus
standards.' The ANSI N45.2 series of standards referenced by the current revisions of many regulatory guides have
been replaced by ASME NQA-1 and NQA-2. ANSI N45.2.1, which is referenced in Regulatory Guide 1.37, has
been incorporated into NQA 2 Part 2.1. The technical requirements specified in ANSI N45.2.1 and NQA-2 Part
2.1 are compatible. Therefore, compliance with NQA-2 Part 2.1 satisfies Regulatory Guide 1.37.

He " Clarification / Summary Description of Exceptions," discussion for Regulatory Guide 1.37 in SSAR Appendix
1 A will be revised as follows:

SSAR Revision:

The ANSI N45.2 series of standards that are referenced by the current revisions of the Quality Assurance
Regulatory Guides have been replaced by ASME NQA-1 and NQA-2. Rd: ' the Regubbry Guide 1.2S ;M6ea,
ANSI N45.2.1, which is referenced in Regulatory Guide 1.37, has been incorporated into NQA-2 Part 2.1.' The
technical requirements specified in ANSI N45.2.1 and NQ A-2 Part 2.1 are compatible. Therefore, compliance with
NQA-2 Part 2.1 satisfies Regulatory Guide 1.37.

T Westinghouse
*
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Ouestion 252.74

|
Section I A of the SSAR indicates conformance with the guidance in Regulatory Guide 1.43, " Control of Stainless '

Steci Weld Cladding of IAw-Alloy Steel Components.' Discuss how Regulatory Position C.3 will be met.
Specifically, clarify that a procedure qualification will be established in accordance with Regulatory Position C.2
even though Regulatory Position C.1 is not applicable. Describe whether Regulatory Position C.3 will be met if
the production welding procedure does not conform to the qualified procedure. Revise Section I A of the SSAR |
accordingly.

Response:

To meet the requirements of Regulatory Position C.3. Westinghouse requires that vendor welding procedures and
procedure qualification records be submitted for approval before they are used for manufacturing. Vendor plants
and operations are regularly audited and monitored for compliance in accordance with the Westinghouse N-Stamp
Quality Assurance Plan. All noncompliances are reported to Westinghouse for disposition. The disposition will'
necessarily comply with all ASME Code and Regulatory Guide requirements.

It is not the intent of Westinghouse to impose the conditions of Regulatory Position C.2 on either its vendors or
itself since only fine grain materials are being used for the AP600.

SSAR Appendix 1 A will be reviAd as follows:

| SSAR Revision:

Reg. Guide 1.43, Rev. O,5/73 - Control of Stainless Steel Weld Cladding of Low-Alloy Steel Couponents

C.1-3 N/A The AP600 material, specifically ASME SA-533 and SA-508
Class 3 made to a fine grain practice, is not subjected to the
controls in this regulatory guide.

[ WOStingh0US0
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Question 252.75

Section I A of the SSAR proposes exceptions to Regulatory Guide 1.44, " Control of the Use of Sensitized Stainless
Steel." Provide technical justifications for not following the guidance in Regulatory Guide 1,44 or propose an
acceptable alternative.

Response:

Appendix 1 A of the SSAR will be changed to reflect that the criteria in Regulatory Guide 1.44 will be met.

SSAR Revision:

Reg. Guide 1.44, Rev. O., 5/73 - Control of the Use of Sensitized Stainless Steel

C.1-6 Conforms

W85tiflgt10US8
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Ouestion 252.82

Table 5.3-1 in the SSAR gives the same percentage of residual elements for the reactor vessel beltline forging and
welds. Provide technical justifications for not lowering the residual element contents for the welds.

Response:

Maximum limits are specified for the copper, nickel, phosphorus, and vanadium contents in the reactor vessel welds
(see the response to Q252.83). Using the existing trend curves, the maximum projected end of life,54 EFPY,
ART is 24*F. Further reductions in alloying elements are not considered necessary for irradiation and may alter
the properties of the weld.

SSAR Revision: NONE

W85tiligh0USS
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h

Ouestion 252.83

When the copper content of the reactor vessel beltline material is reduced, the susceptibility of the material to
neutron irradiation may become dominated by other elements. Discuss the effects of not lowering the contents of
nickel, phosphorous, and vanadium (Section 5.3).

Response:

Maximum limits are specified for the nickel, phor.phorus and vanadium contents of the reactor pressure vessel
beltline material, i.e., places where the fluence exceeds 1 x 10"n/cm at the end of life. Using the existing trend2

curves and the maximum projected end of life,54 EFPY, ART, is 23'F. Further reductions in alloying elements
are not considered necessary for irradiation and may alter the properties of the steel.

SSAR Table 5.3-1 will be revised as follows:

SSAR Revision:

Table 5.3-1

Maximum Limits for Elanents of
the Reactor Vessel

Elanent Beltline Forging (%) As Deposited Weld Metal (%)
Copper 0.03 0.03

Phosphorus 0.012 0.012
Vanadium 0.05 0.05

Sulfur 0.015 0.015
_

Nickel 1.0 1.0

3 W85tingh0USB
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i .

Question 252.85

Provide infornution to show that the reactor vessel materials will be heat-treated to achieve a fine grain
microstructure (Section 5.3).

Response:

The reactor vessel material, SA508 Class 3, for the AP600 is supplied in a quenched and tempered condition to
meet the minimum mechanical properties required by the ASME SA508 specification, The quenched and tempered
condition of SA508 Class 3 material has a fine grain microstructure.

SSAR Revision: NONE

l

|
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Ouestion 252.86

Table 5.3-3 in the SSAR shows the value for "RTns" required by 10 CFR 50.61, " Fracture Toughness
Requirements for Potection Against Pressurized Thermal Shock Events." Provide details for this calculation,
including assumptions and margins. The calculation should be based on the projected 60-year plant design life.

Response:

In 10 CFR 50.61, the NRC staff selected a conservative, uniform method for determining plant-specific values of
RTn, at a given time in plant life.

For comparison with the screening criteria, the value of RTns for the reactor vessel must be cakulated for each
weld and plate or forging in the beltline region using the following methodology:

RTn, = initial RTsur + M + ARTn,

where:

Initial RTsur = the initial reference temperature of the unitradiated material

M= Margin to be added to cover uncertainties in the values of initial RTsur, copper and nickel contents,
fluence, and the calculational procedures

ARTn,= (CF) * t'" ' ' '5 *

where:

CF = chemistry factor

[

| f= EOL (54 EFPY) surface fluence

The following assumptions were uwd in the analysis: -

f for the forging is 1.632 x 10" n!cm' (E > 1.0 MeV)| *

2f for the Icwer girth weld is 2.1 x 10'8 n/cm (E > 1.0 MeV)*

Wt. % Cu for the forging and weld metal is 0.03%*

Wt. % Ni for the forging and weld metal is 1.0%*

The initial RTsur for the forging and weld metal is -20*F*

'Ihe following margins were used in the calcuhtions:

For the forging:

W Westinghouse
'
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M = 34*F for base metal with measured values of initial RTuur
M = 48'F for base metal with generic values of initial RTsur

Thus, since there is no actual measured data, the margin value chosen for the calculations was the generic value
of 48'F.

For the lower girth weld:

M = 56'F for welds with measured values of initial RTsur
M = 66*F for welds with measured values of initial RTsur

Thus, since there is no actual measured data, the margm value chosen for the calculations was the generie value
of 66*F.

Based on the 60-year design life (54 EFPY), the endmf-life (EOL) RTns calculated values are:

Forging EOL RTns = Sl'F

Lower girth weld EOL RTn, = 70*F

SSAR Table 5.3-3 will be revised as follows:

SSAR Revision:

Table 5.3-3

End-of-Life RTNDT and Upper Shelf Energy Projects

Unirradiated End4)f-life 54 EFPY

RTNDT USE RTNDT (*F) USE (ft-lb) RTyrs
(* F) (ft-lb) 1/4T ID 1/4T lb (O'F)

Beltline -20 > 75 < 270 > 50 51

Head 10 N/A < 270 > 50 N/A

Flange 10 N/A < 270 > 50 N/A

Weld 10 N/A < 270 > 50 N/A

Forging 51

Lower girth 70

weld

252.86-2
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Ouestion 252.87

Westinghouse uses the guidance in Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 2, " Radiation Embrittlement of Reactor Vessel
Materials," to estimate the extent of neutron embrittlement. However, there are uncertainties in neutron
embrittlement prediction procedures. For example, Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 1, would predict a reference
temperature shift of 30"C (54"F) based on the phosphorous content, which is not addressed in Regulatory Guide
1.99, Revision 2. Thus, in calculating the shift in the reference temperature, Method I or Method 2 (as discussed
below) should be used, whichever is more limiting:

Method I:

A shift should be cakulated based on Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 2, " Radiation Embrittlement of Reactor
Vessel Materials."

Method 2:

A shift should be calculated accounting for the phosphorous content and technical justifications for the
methodology should be provided. Or, as an alternative. a shift may be estimated using the following equation:

[ 40 + 1s00 ( %Cu - 0.08 )A =

+ 5000 ( W P - 0.008 ) ] [ f / 10" ] '
where

predicted shift,'FA =

2f = fluence, n/cm (E> 1 MeV)

% Cu = weight percent of copper
(If %Cu f,0.08, use 0.08.)

%P = weight percent of phosphorus
(If % P f. 0.008, use 0.008.)

Describe how this approach in estimating the reference temperature shift is met (Section 5 3),

i
'

Response:

The susceptibility of reactor pressure vessel steel to neutron irradiation has been monitored through surveillance
programs. Trend curvea are used to project the change in material properties as a function of irradiation fluence.
Originally, these trend curves were based on data from test reactor simulations. As more in-plant surveillance data
became available, the trend curves were modified to include the additional data. ASME SA 508 pressure vessel

I

252.87-1
; W Westingh00S0
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material is included in a number of operating plant surveillance capsule programs; thus, irradiation data is included
in the current trend curves. Therefore, the curient trend curves will be representative of the AP600 reactor pressure
vessel. Thus, these trend curves should be used to project the change in vessel properties with accumulated fluence.
it is expected that these projections, using the existing trend curves, will conservatively bound the actual change
in properties.

Furthamcre, Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 1, is a guide that describes the general procedures acceptable to the
NRC staff on an interim basis for predicting the effects of residual elements of copper and phosphorus on neutron
radiation damage to the low-alloy steels currently (1977) used for light-water-cooled reactor vessels, Regulatory
Guide 1.99, Revision 1, also states, "Research and construction experience with low-residual-element compositions
of these steels is accumulating rapidly and is expected to provide a firm basis for acceptable procedures in the near
future."

Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 2, was based on the latest available data as of 1988 and includes considerably more
data obtained fmn actual operating plants than was available at the time Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 1, was
developed. Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 2, data indicates that the copper and nickel contents of the material
are the dominant cor.tributors when projecting the shift in RTsur of the material.

The Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 1, calculation requires an assumption that the lowest wt. % of copper in the
material is 0.08 percent. Ilowever, the maximum allowable amount of copper is 0.03 percent in the AP600 beltline
materisd, If t!is calculation is performed by using the value of 0.03 weight percent copper, the adjusted-reference-
temperature predicted by Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 1, is 13"F.

The Regulatory Guide 199, Revision 1, calculation is also based on the assumption that the temperature shift in
the Charpy V-notch curve for the irradiated material relative to that for the unitradiated material is measured at the
50 foot-pound energy level or measured at the 35-mil lateral expansion level. If these calculations are to be
compared to the current calculational methods of Regulatory Guide 1.P9, Revision 2, it would require an additional
assumption that the adjustment of the reference temperature at the 30 foot-pound level is equal to the adjustment
at the 50 foot-pound level and is also equal to the adjustment at the 35-mil lateral expansion level defined in
Revision 1. In 1977 this was not believed to be the case as evidenced by Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 1, which
stato "The ' shift' of the adjusted reference temperature is defined in Appendix 0 as the temperature shift in the
Charpy V-notch curve for the irradiated material relative to that for the unitradiated material, measured at the 50-
foot-pound energy level or measured at the 35-mil lateral expansion level, whicheyer temnerature shift is creater."

Thus, Westinghouse believes that the current Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 2, methodology, waich is now part
of 10 CFR 50, is the most reliable method to use when predicting the shifts in R'!*" for the AP600 reactor vessel
beltline material. Therefore, enly results obtaired by calculations using Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 2, will

. be reported.

SSAR Revision: NONE

252.87-1 W Westingflouse
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Question 252.89

Section 5.3.2.4 of the SSAR discusses conformance with regulatory guides. The applicant should also discuss
conformance with Regulatory Guide 1.37.

Response:

Section 5.3.2.4 will be revised. See also the response to Q252.73 for discussion ou conformance with Regulatory
Guide 1.37.

SSAR Subsection 5.3.2.4 will be revised as follows:

SSAR Revision:

Welding of ferritic steels and austenitic stainless steels is discussed in Subsection 5.2.3. Subsection 5.2.3
includes discussions on the degree of confornumce with Regulatory Guide 1.44. Section 1.9 discusse. the degree
of conformance with Regulatory Guides, including 1.31 and 1.34 (if applicable), as well as 1.37,1.43,1.50,1.71,
and 1.99.

2s2.a u
W westinghouse
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AP6C]

Question 252.92

The reactor vessel nuterials surveillance program depends on the estimated shift of the reference temperature
according to ASTM E185-82. For establishing the surveillance program, estimate the shift in the reference
temperature using the following methods:

(i) Method I discussed in Q252.SO.

(ii) Method 2 discussed in Q252.80.

(iii) A shift should be assumed to be greater than 56"C (100"F) but less than Ill"C (200'F).

The shift estimate should be based on item (i), (ii), or (iii), whichever results in the largest temperature shift.

Because of uncertainties in current methods in estimating neutron embrittlement, the staff has established a minimum
shift estimate it. Item (iii)in developing a surveillance program for design certification. The staff concludes that
the reactor vessel materials surveillance program plan should be based on a reaumably conservative estimate of the
temperature shift. This is because it may be technically difficult to backfit an existing surveillance program should
the actual temperature shift he higher than that estimated.

Describe how this approach in estimating the shift in the reference temperature for the surveillance program is met

(Section 5.3).

Response:

Items (i) and (ii) reference Q252.80. This should he Q252.87. Based on the response to Q252.87, the methodolo;;y
given in Regulatory Guide 1.99 Revision 2 will be used to calculate ARTS and ARTNDTs f 3r the beltline materials.

Based on Regulatory Guide 1.99 Revision 2 and the current available data, the maximum predicted ARTum of the
beltline material is 24*F at EOL (54 EFPY). This calculated ARTum would require the use of the withdrawal
schedule given in ASTM E185-82 for a predicted transition temperature shift at the vessel inside surface of $
100'F, which requires the withdrawal of only three capsules over the life of the vessel,

flowever, since ASTM ElRS-82 was intended to cover only a 40-year design life and the preliminary nature of the
available data, the withdrawal schedule for the surveillance program will be based on the requirements in ASTM
E185-82 for a vessel with a predicted transition temperature shift > 100'F but 1200'F as suggested in item (iii)
of the question.

SSAR Revision: NONE

'
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Ouestion 252.93

Appendix H to 10 CFR Part 50 requires the reactor vessel materials surveillance program to meet ASTM E185-82.
ASTM E185-82 has been applicable to plants designed for 40 years, i.e., 32 effective full-power years (EFPYs)
at end-of-Ilre. Thus, the staff finds that the schedule in ASTM E185-82 should be maintained for 40 years (32
EFPYs).

Further, the schedule in ASTM E185-82 should be supplemented to address the period between 40 and the projected
60 yea,s for the AP600. Propose a capsule withdrawal schedule beyond 32 EFPYs to demonstrate compliance with
Appendix H of 10 CFR Part 50 to the end of the AP600's proposed design life of 60 years. One option may be
to maintain the time interval between the last two capsule withdrawals within 32 EFPYs throughout the rest of plant
design life, or at the end of the proposed 60-year plant design life, whichever is earlier.

For example, if a design certification applicant estimates that the reference temperature shift is greater than 56*C
(100"F) but less than Ill*C (200"F) using the procedures discussed in Q252.85, the capsule withdrawal schedule
in ASTM E185-82 would require one capsule each to be withdrawn at 3,6,15, and a2 EFPYs, along with certain
restrictions on fluence levels. This schedule should be followed for up to 32 EFPYs. In addition, propose a
schedule beyond 32 EFPYs to the end of the proposed 60-year plant design life (Section 5.3).

Rcsponse:

Based on Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 2, and the current availab!e data, the maximum predicted ARTuor of
the beltline materialis 24*F at EOL(54 EFPY). This would require only the use of the ASTM E185-82 withdrawal
schedule for a predicted transition temperature shift of s 100*F at the vessel inside surface. If thic withdrawal
schedule were to be followed, it would require that only three surveillance capsules be tested through EOL of the
AP600 reactor vessel.

Since ASTM E185-82 was intended to cover only a 40-year design life and since available data is only preliminary,
the withdrawal schedule for the AP600 surveillance program will be based on the requirements in ASTM
E185-82 for a reactor vessel with a predicted transition temperature shift > 100*F but 1200*F. In addition, to-
be even more conservative, the program will schedule five capsules to be withdrawn instead of four.

The AP600 surveillance capsule program will consist of eight surveillance capsules and be governed by the
following withdrawal schedule:

CAPSUll WITHDR AWAL TIME
IST When the accumulated neutron lluence of the capsule is 5 x 10" n/cm .2

2ND When the accumulated neutron fluence of the capsule corresponds to the
approximate EOL lluence at the reactor vessel 1/4T location.

3RD When the accumulated neutron lluence of the capsule corresponds to the approximate
EOL fluence at the reactor vessel inner wall location.

W Westinghouse
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4TH When the accumulated neutron fluence of the capsule corresponds to a fluence not less
than once or greater than twice the peak EOL vessel fluence.

STH EOL
6TH Standby
7Til Standby
8Til Standby

The preceding schedule may be implemented regardless of a 40- or 60-year reactor vessel design life and will meet
the requirements of ASTM E185-82 and Appendix 11 to 10 CFR 50.

SSAR Revision: NONE

252.93-2
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Ouestion 252.94

Provide information on the inclusion of standard reference materials in its surveillance capsules (Section 5.3).

Response:

According to ASTM E185-82, the inclusion of correlation monitor materials in a reactor vessel surveillance program
is optional. Rus, correlation monitor materials will not be included in the AP600 reactor vessel surveillance
program.

SSAR Revision: NONE

252.94-1
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Ouestion 252.96

Describe the * lead factors" for the surveillance capsules (Section 5.3).

Response:

The lead factors are based on an AP600 DOT 3.5 R-Theta reactor internals heat gener-tion rate analysis.

The surveillance capsule lead factor (LF) is defined as:

| LF = [The Surveillance Capsule Fast Neutron Flux (E > 1.0 MeV)] +
'

[ne Pressure Vessel Maximum Fast Neutron Flux (E > 1.0 MeV)]

Based on the following assumptions the surveillance capsule lead factors will range from 1.2 to 3.0;

2The pressure vessel maximum fast neutron flux = 9.58E+09 n/cm -sec.*

The radial location of the pressure vessel maximum fast neutron flux is 199.7 centimeters (pressure vessel inner*

surface).

The azimuthal locations of the pressure vessel maximum fast flux is i 23.2* about the center of the reactor| *

core flats.

The surveillance capsule center is at a radius of 73.31 inches.*

The R-Theta model does not include the surveillance capsule or the capsule holder geometry.*

| The range of surveillance capsule lead factors (1.2 to 3.0) defined herein is based on a non-modeled capsule / holder
I analysis. Standard plant analyses 'show a 25 percent increase in fast neutron flux with the surveillance

capsule / holder modeled. An analysis will be performed for the combined operator license application with the
| capsule / holder modeled in order to more accurately delme the surveillance capsule lead factors and azimuthal

hxations.

SSAR Revision: NONE

.964
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Ouestion 252.101

The staff's concern relating to the environmental effects on fatigue has been discussed in Q252.19 and Q252.49.
This is applicable to all materials. Address this concern for the reactor vessel materials (Section 5.3).

Response:

The .AP600 fatigue design for ASME components of the reactor vessel is based on ASME Code, Section 111,1989
Edition and 1989 Addenda. The environmental effects described in the literature are being addressed as an industry
issue. The basis of AP600 fatigue design will remain as described until a unified design approach representing the
industry and regulatory positions is derived.

SSAR Revision: NONE
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Ouestion 252.102

Discuss design considerations for facilitating an in-place reactor vessel thennal annealing treatment should this
become necessary (Section 5.3).

Response:

The feasibility of annealing a commercial nuclear reactor pressure vessel was first addressed by Mager et al L U
Similar studies were reported by Server.' Guidelines for an in-situ thermal annealing treatment of nuclear reactor
pressure vessels are given in ASTM E509.8 These five documents form the basis of the design considerations for
facilitating an in-place reactor vessel thennal annealing treatment of the AP600 should this become necessary. 4'
These are discussed in more detail below.

ANNEALING DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AP600 DESIGN

General insitu annealing feasibility Feasibility established in references 1 through 4.
Since the vessel configuration / shape of the AP600 is |
similar to the genetic vessels investigated in these
studies, the general conclusions are similar for the
AP600. These studies evaluated vessel designs,
effects on the vessel nuterials, insulation, concrete,

RCS piping and associated equipment supports,
internals and fuel storage capabilities, personnel
radiation exposure, vessel integrity through
thermal / stress analyses, and safety concerns. -

2 s2., o 2.,
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| Knowledge of :

1. reactor vessel nuterial chemical composition 1. Known and documented for AP600.
2. mechanical properties 2. Known and documented for AP600.
3. fabrication techniques 3. Known and documented for AP600.
4. fabrication history 4. Known and documented for AP600.
5. nondestructive test results 5. Known and documented for AP600.
6. anticipated stress levels in high fluence mnes 6. Known and documented for AP600.
7. neutron fluence 7. Responsibility of license

holder during service,
estimated neutron fluence
for design life documented
for AP600.

8. fluence rate energy spectrum 8. Responsibility of license
holder during service,
estimated fluence rate
energy spectrum documented
for AP600.

9. expected operatingtemperature 9. Design expected operating
temperature documented for
AP600.

10. power history 10. Responsibility of license holder,
11. initial RTym 11. Known and documented for AP600.
12 initial Charpy upper shelf 12. Known and documented for AP600,

energy for materials of
concern in the beltline
region

.

Available sample materia) from For the AP600, archive material from heats of
heats of base metal, weld metal , and heat-affected material located in the reactor vessel beltline will be
zones located in reactor vessel beltline for additional available in sufficient quantity to fabricate two

| surveillance capsules. additional capsules if it should become necessary.

Surveillance program in accordance with For the AP600, the surveillance program conforms
requirements of ASTM E-185, to ASTM E-185-82.

Transition temperature and upper shelf Charpy For the AP600, Regulatory Guide 1.99, Rev. 2 and
energy level data versus neutron irradiation. the material surveillance capsule program are used.

Accessibility to the reactor vessel to allow For the AP600, inspections and temperature
inspection and temperature monitoring. monitoring can be done on the inside and outside of

the reactor vessel, if it should become necessary.

~

W Westinghouse
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Degree of material properties recovery for the For the AP600, sufficient material (either
specific materials in the beltline of the vessel. surveillance program materials or archive materials)

are available for determining material properties
recovery, if it should become necessary.

Radiation exposure of personnel for annealing. Reference 3 documentr an annealing procedure
which quantifies and minimizes the radiation
exposure of personnel. For the AP600, a similar
procedure would be applicable, if it should become
necessary.

Detailed annealing procedure. References 1,2, and 4 provide annealing
procedures. For the AP600, similar procedures
would be applicable, if it should become necessary.

Detailed thermal and structural analysis to References I and 4 document thermal and stress
demonstrate acceptable: analyses which conclude that in-situ annealing is
- dimensional stability feasible and that vessel integrity and associated
- thermal stress gradients structures are not a problem if proper annealing
- residual stress equipment design and temperature control features
- concrete temperatures. are instituted. Based on the AP600 similarities with

the vessels used in these studies a similar conclusion
is reached.

Storage of core, internals, and coolant. For the AP600 storage of the core, internals, and
coolant will not impact an annealing operation, if it
should become necessary.

Annealing verification. Material available from the AP600 surveillan:e
capsule program and archive materiais can be used
to determine annealing ef fectiveness, if it should
become necessary.

Annealing equipment laydown area. SufGeient space is available in the AP600 design for
annealing equipment assembly, maintenance, and
disassembly.
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T, R. Mager and R. D. Rishel, NP-2493: Development of a Generic Procedure for Thermal Annealine8

an Embrittled Reactor Vessel Usine a Dry Arnealine Method, EPRI Research Project 1021-1, Interim

Report, July 1982.

T. R. Mager et al., NP-2712: Feasibility of and Methodoloey for Thermal Annealine an Embrittled Reactor2

Vessel. EPRI Research Project 1021-1 Final Report, November 1982.

T. R. Mager et al., NP-6113: Thermal Annealine of an Embrittled Reactor Vessel - Feasibility and'

Methodoloev, EPRI Research Project 1021-1 Final Report, January 1989.

W. L Server, NUREG/CR-4212: In-Place Thermal Annealine of Nuclear Reactor Pressure Vessels,*

Prepared for office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1985.

ASTM E 509-86, " Standard Guide for in-Service Annealing of I.ight-Water Cooled Nuclear Reactor5

Vessels"

SSAR Revision: NONE
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Question 252.104

There are uncertainties in neutron embrittlement prediction procedures. Thus, for establishing the reactor vessel
pressure-temperature limits prior to the availability of valid plant specific surveillance data, estimate the shift in the
reference temperature using either Method I or 2 as described in Q252.80, whichever is more limiting. The
reference temperature shift should be based on the proposed design life of 60 years. The COL applicant will be
requested to commit to reviewing the continued applicability of the pressure-temperature limits when plant specific
surveillance data become available. Provide information to show that this approach in establishing pressure-
temperature limits is met (Section 5.3.3).

Response:

The reference to Q252.80 should be Q252.87. Based on the response to Q252.87, the methodology given in
Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 2, will be used to estimate the shift in the reference temperature.

The applicability of the pressure-temperature limits to a specific plant will be reviewed by the combined operator
license holder as creditable surveillance capsule data becomes available.

SSAR Revision: NONE
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Ouestion 252.105

Provide details for the pressure-temperature limit calculations, including assumptions and margins. Estimate the
shift in tha reference temperature according to Q252.97. Further, identify any deviations from the recommended
calculationa! procedures in Section 5.3.2 of the SRP (Section 5.3.3).

Response:

The reference to Q252.97 should be Q252.87. Based on the response to Q252.87, the methodology given in
Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 2, will be used to estimate the shift in reference temperature.

He heatup and cooldown limit curves were calculated using the most litniting value of the adjusted s. irence
temperature (ART). The methodology used to calculate the ART is given in the Regulatory Guide 1.99, hevision
2. A description of the methodology and assumptions used in the analysis follows:

ART = Initial RTym + ARTuu + Margin

where

Initial RT,nr = reference temperature of the unirradiated material

ARTwor = (CF) *' f*" 6* a

CF = chemistry factor, a function of copper and nickel content

f = f,, * (e")

2f,s = neutron fluence at the inner wetted surface of the vessel (10'' n/cm , E > 1.0 MeV)

X = depth into the vessel wall measured from the vessel inner surface (inches)

Margin = 2 * [(a,)2 + (a )2)"23

ai = standard deviation for the initial RTsur

a3 = standard deviation for ART m3

The assumptions used in calculating the 1/4T and 3/4T ARTS at the end of the 60-year design life (54 EFPY) for
the forging and lower girth weld cre as follows:

21) f,,, for the forging is 1.632 x 10'' n/cm (E > 1.0 MeV)

[ WBStiflgh0llSe
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22) fu for the lower girth weld is 2.1 x 10'' n/cm (E > 1.0 Mev).
3) reactor vessel thickness at the beltline region is 8 inches.
4) weight percent Cu for the forging and lower girth wcld metal is 0.03 %.
5) weight percent Ni for the forging and lower girth weld metal is 1.0%.
6) ne initial RTwor for the forging and lowei girth weld metal is 20*F.

The shift in the reference temperature at 1/4T and 3/4T for the forging weld metal is discussed in the response to

Q252.104.

The " Margin" is the quantity, 'F, that is to be added to obtain ennservative, upper-bound values of adjusted
reference temperature. If a measured value of initial RTsur for the material in question is used, a, may be taken
as zero. If a generic value is used, 6 should be obtained from tFe same set of data. The standeal deviations from
Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 2, for ARTwor, a, is 17'F for base metal and forgings and 28'F for weld meal,
except that a, need not exceed 0.50 times the mean value of ARTsur. De value of the initial RTuur is an estimated
value. For this reason, a value of 17*F is used for ai for both the forging and the weld metal. Thus, the following
margins were used in the calculations:

; M = 39'F @ l/4T location of the forging
M = 37*F @ 3/4T location of the forging
M = 39'F @ 1/4T location of the lower girth weld
M = 36*F @ 3/4T location of the lower girth weld

The calculated end-of-life (54 EFPY) 1/4T and 3/4T ARTS for the forging and weld metal are as follows:

ART @ 1/4T of forging = 40*F
ART @ 3/4T of forging = 32*F
ART @ 1/4T of lower girth weld = 38'F
ART @ 3/4T of lower girth weld = 28'F

j Allowable pressure-temperature relationships for various heatup and cooldown rates are calculated using methods
' derived from Section Ill of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. The calculational procedure employed is

described in detail in Reference 1, which is in accordance with the USNRC Standard Review Plan. Mechanics of
the OPERLIM code which is used to develop the allowable pressure-temperature relationships for normal heatup

| and cooldown rates, including criticality limits, are contained in Reference 2.

References:
l. Westinghouse Proprietary Class 3 Report *Besis for Heatup and Cooldown Limit Curves," WCAP-7924A.

<

| 2. Westinghouse Proprietary Class 2 Report " Documentation and Verification of the OPERLIM Computer Code,"
WCAP-9186.

SSAR Revision: NONE
!
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Ouestion 252.106
i

j Demonstrate that its pressure-temperature limits are in accordance with Appendix G to 10 CFR Part 50. For
: example, verify that the limit for the closure flange is satisfied (Section 5.3.3).

Response:

The current pressure-temperature limit meets Appendix G flange requirements as follows:

When the core is critical and when the pressure exceeds .20 percent of the preservice system hydrostatic test*

pressure, the temperature of the closure flange regions that are highly stressed by the bolt preload must exceed
the reference temperature of the raterial in those regions by at least 120*F (67'C) for normal operation.

Ur:ng a 60-psig pressure margin and a 10*F temperature margin for instrumentation errors, the limiting*

pressure and temperature for the flange region are Limiting Pressure = 561 psig for normal operation and
Limiting Temperature = 140*F for normal operation.

Details of the overall approach used to determine heatup and cooldown curves and to meet all the fracture toughness
requirements outlined in Appendix G are contained in Reference 1.

References:

1. WCAP-7924 A, ' Basis for Heatup and Cooldown Limit Curves," Westinghouse Proprietary Class 3.

SSAR Revision: NONE

W Westinghouse
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Ouestion 252.110

Section 5.4.2 3.3 of the SSAR discunes flow-induced vibrations with special empharis on fluid clutic vibration.
Provide the results of prototype tests and calculations to support the discussion.

Response:

%e floe Nduced vibration analysis of the AP6CO steam generator using final design information, including suppoit
configurau n and tube bundle fluid flow actes, is not complete. Ilowever, extensive testing and evaluation of the
tube bundle designs for tt e Model F and Delta 75 steam generators have been performed. He hiodel F tube bundle
has the same nire tubes en a 6quare pitch. The Delta 75 steam generator has the same tube bundle configuration,
including tube size and triangular pitch, as the AP600 steam generator. The analytical models used to evaluate tube
vibration have been validated with a number of flow tests using various tube sizes and pitch geometrica.

The following discussion outlines testing and analysis performed for the hhlel F and Delta-75 steam generators
that support the AP600 steam generator tube bundle configuration and are used to evaluate the potential for flow-
induced vibretions, fwo regions are of greatest interest in the evaluation of flow-induced vibration of steam
generator i . The first of these is the inlet area at the bottom of the tube bundle where the water flowing down
the antulus e meen the shell and wrapper turns and enters the tube bundle. The second area of interest is the U-
bend region at the top of the tube bundle. in both of these regions the fluid is more or less in cross flow over the
t'ses. A summary of the testing and analysis for each of these regions follows.

One of the items of interest in the inlet area is the effect of the flow distribution baffle on the flow fields and
therefore on the vibration response. Ilasic vibration response to the flow distribution baffle was studied in cold flow
tests with tube bundle sectors, including several tubes instrumented with both strain gages and accelerometers. Field
'ests of operating steam generators instrumented with accelerometers in the same region (References 1 and 2)
cerified that already acceptable straight-leg vibration levels in tube spans above the first tube support plate ira
conventional hiodel 51 steam generators had been reduced by an additional factor of 4 in hiodel F units with the
flow distribution b.ffle.

Cold ficw vibration tests were conducted on a 49-tube test model in water with flow oriented 45 degrees to the
square pattern to quantify tube response and qualify analytical models used to predict response to cross-flow in the
inlet region both with and without the riow distribution baffle. Rese tests provided measured tube vibration
response to simulated inist cross-flow from 10 to 200 percent of nominal full-power conditions and verified
analytical predictions of frequencies and vibration amplitudes for this region of the steam generator. Reduction in
vibration levels by more than a factor of 4 for tubes with flow distribution baffle contact versus tests without flow
distribution bafile tube interaction was also demonstrated in these tests. The absence of tube response to either of

the potential vortex shedding or fluid-clastic mechanisms supported the design bases.

Subsequern cold-flow tests were conducted on a 15-degree sectar of the lower tube bundle region of the hiodel F
steam generator. This model had seven times more tubes and concentrated on flows in the 100 to 140 percent of
tominal full-power range. Test series were done with tube arrays oriented for flow at 0 to 45 degrees through the

252.110 1
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square pattern, and tubes were configured both with and without support at the How distribution baffle. He nmdel
induded the next two support plates. Tube vibration amplitudes, secondary fluid vehicities, and dynamic forces
at two support plates were measured for incremental flows ranging from 10 to 140 percent of nominal. Frequencies
and vibration amplitudes were again consistent with analytical predictions. Tube dynamic characteristics at the
support plates also indicated that the sitential for tube degradation in this region is small at expected flow rates.

Reduced tube vibration ressmse in the periphery of the intet region, where flow excitation is generally higher, is
a conequence of the shorter span between tube contacts with the flow distribution baffle in place. The Delta 75
haa a similar spacir g, and it has an increased probability of support due to slightly reduced clearances in the
broached holes relative to toth the tested and prior conventional design.

Correlations and empirical constants used in analyses of vortex shedding, Guid-clastic excitation, and turbulence had
been derived bawl on years of laboratory testing at the Westinghouse Scieme and Technology Center. Vortex
shedding is theoreticahy possible for the outermost tubes in the inlet cross flow region. This had been demonstrated
previously in carefully c4mtrolled laboratory tests when flow through the square array was staggered 45 degrees
from the inline orientation. Two discrete Strouhat numbers that envelops! open literature predictions characteriwd
tube ressmse in the first and fifth tube rows in this orientation. No vortex shedding ressmse was evident even in
the carefully controlled laboratory environment for the inline flow configuration.

Periodic tube response characterizal by a moving peak in the resp nse spectrum as vekrity increased could not be
found in the 49 tube inlet cross-flow model for the full range of 10 to 200 percent of full power nominal flow rates
even when tested in the 45-degree, staggered flow orientation. Tube response to vortex shedding, if present, was
therefore too small to be observed over small, random turbulence effects. This was true for tests both with and
without the flow distribution baffle in place. This is consistent with analyses based on expected fluctuating dynamic
lift coefficients ar.d correlation lengths chsracteristic of the steam generator flow distribution.

Both the potential for vortex shedding in carefully controlled tests, and its absence for full-size steam generator
operating conditions are also applicable for triangular arrays (References 3 and 4]. Thus, in addition to extensive
Westinghouse experience with square arrays, it is generally noted that vortex shedding is only a potential design
problem in the peripheral tube rows of large arrays in liquid flows (Reference 4). Conservative tule ressmse
calculations are typically made assuming that vortex Shedding occurs in the inlet region even though such response
is not expected.

Root mean square tube displacements from the 49-tube water flow tests were consistent with measurements from
an operating plant (Reference 1) and with analytical predictions, which were made using empirical constants that
envelope the magnitude of tube response to the random turbulent force spectrum typical of operating steam
generators. These constants had been derived earlier by Westinghouse based on single cylinder data from Y. C.
Fung (Reference 5). Appropriate constants for toth peripheral and interior tubes were demonstrated to be
conservative.

Fluid clastic tube vibration did not occur in any of .he 49-tube model tests. This is consistent wi'h analyses based
on threshold instability constants determined from previous laboratory tests. Instability constants are a function of
the tube array pattem and spacing, and appropriate values have also been determined from similar laboratory tests

252.110 2
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for triangular configurations similar to the Delta-75. Conservative reference values for use with the gap pitch
vehicity (area ratio times upstream vekicity) were defined for both arrays with a 1.42 pitch-to-diameter ratio.
Results are consistent with data available from literature. For the pitch-to-diameter ratio of interest, triangular
arrays are more stable, so that operating experience is conservative relative to fluid-clastic response. Tube
vibrations in the straight leg region are therefore known to be small arid predictable using conventional approaches
along with empirical constants determined from tests appropriate to the stearn generator design configura hn.

Boundary conditions for vibration analyses are obtained from qualified three-dimensional thermal-hydraulic codes
such as AT1105 (Reference 6).

Effects of the wrapper inlet, tube lane blocking devices, flow distribution baffle central cutout, flow distribution
balfle broached flow areas, tube support plate trifoil flow areas, annular flow area between plates and wrapper, and
tube array geometry are included in the straight-leg portion of the overall model. Resulting vehicity and density
distributions are used to scale forcing functions and set boundary conditions for evaluation of the limiting vibration
mechanisms. Vibration analyses are conducted using qualified finite element analytical models using approaches
derived from extensive testing at the Westinghouse Science and Technology Center (Refernces 7, 8, and 9).

j Three potential secondary flow-excitation mechanisms are addressed: 1) vortex shedding, 2) turbulence, and
| 3) fluid-clastic excitation. He first is typically not a practical concern, except possibly for the outer few rows of

tubes in the inlet region of steam generators for which nonuniform, two-phase turbulent flow exists throughout most
of the tube bundle. Backup analyses are conducted for these outer-row tubes even though experimental results and
field experience indicate that there is no vortex shedding response even here (probably due primarily to close tube
spacing with high inlet turbulence and nonuniform veh> cities over the inlet spara). Strouhal numbers covering the

|
range of values determined from curefully controlled laboratory experiments and external literature yield a range

| of potential synchronization frequencies. Correlation over the entire inlet flow span is then assumed, and tube
res,ponse is esiculated using an upper tound lift coefficient following methodology outlined by Connors (Reference
9). Calculated vibration amplitudes are typically less than the small calculated turbulence amplitudes, which are
consistent with measured amplitudes in operating plants with years of operation without measurable tube wear.
Resulting tube bending stresses are more than two orders of magnitude below ASME Code limits. Tube resporee
to uncorrelated wake shedding in the bundle interior is covered by esaluation of random turbulence excitation.

Secondary flow tmbulence throughout the bundle produces random tube displacements in a narrow frequency band
that includes the natural frequency of the tube for the existing support configuration. Tube motions at locations that
contact support plates are typically characterized by small amplitude displacements without liftoff, so that small
fretting wear mefficients apply.

Fluid-clastic tube vibration is potentially more severe than either vortex shedding or turbulence because it is a r. elf-
excited mechanism: relatively large tube amplitudes can feed back proportionally large driving forces if an
instability threshold is exceeded. Tube support spacing incorporated into the design of the tube support system
provides tube response frequencies in such a way that the instability threshold is not exceeded for secondary fluid
flow conditions. A factor of at least 2 is used as a guideline in establishing support spacing. This is typically
imposed by requiring that the calculated stability ratio (effective velocity / threshold vek> city) be 0.5 or less. His
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spproach provides margin against initiation of fluid-clastic vibration for tubes effectively supported at nominal
locations.

Fluid-clastic instability analyses are performed for straight leg tube spans using fluid flow conditions from qualified
thermal-hydraulic analyses. The methodology follows that of Connors (Reference 9) using the appropriate threshold
instability constant for the Delta 75 array. Typical stability ration are much less than unity, indicating ample
margins against initiation of fluid-clastic vibration in straight leg tube spans.

Instability is not predicted even when conservative support conditions covering unexpected loss of contact at any
one support location are postulated. Analyses for steam generators with square arrays subjected to similar flow
excitation yield results consistent with laboratory tests, which did not produce any fluid-clastic response (see above),
and with field experience, which has shown no cddy current test indications attributed to wall thinning at any support
hication of Model F-type steam generators for operating times up to 10 years. Greater design margins apply to the
Delta 75 as a result of the higher instability constant obtained from tests with the triangular array.

Analyses are also performed for other postulated support conditions to demonstrate margin against instability even
if dense corrosion pn> ducts are postulated to form in the tube / support clearance. (This is a conservative assumption
based on tests and operating experience with broached 405 SS Supports.) In the limit this is assumed to result in
the tube twing " clamped * or ' fixed * rather than ' pinned * so that the positive damping of the tube is reduced,
thereby possibly reducing the margin against initiation of fluid-clastic instability (frequency is simultaneously
increased). Appropriate reduced damping values are used following the same analytical approach defined by
Connors (Reference 9).

Results of vibration a talyses are used both to assess satisfaction of tube stress limits and to demonstrate adequate
rnargins against unacceptable wear. Static stresses resulting from interaction with the tube sheet, flow distribution
baffle, and tube support plates are also included when evaluating the tube. Maximum pressure plus thermal
interaction effects are considered when calculating tube sheet rotation (bowing) and differential expansion
contnbutions. Flow distribution baffle / tube interaction stresses are acceptably small because of design tolerances

and special fabrication alignment procedures. Typical tube responses to Cow induced excitation in the straight-leg
region of feedring steam generators are benign, and vibrations have small effects on margins against tube stress and
fatigue limits.

Antivibration bars ( AVBs) maintain tube-to-tube spacing, stiffen the tube bundle, and restrain vibration of the tubing
U-bends above the top tube support plate. hey are assembled in an advanced design configuration that was
developed during a comprehensive program conducted over the past several years (Reference 10).

He advanced design configuration program was undertaken to climinate the small percentage of tubes with moderate
wall thinning in the U-bend region attributed to tube vibration and wear after 5 to 8 years of operation in some
conventional operating steam generators with .875' OD x .050' T tubing and two sets of chromium-coated nickel-
chromium-iron Alloy 600 AVBs. The mechanism leading to tube /AVB wear was established (fluid-elastic rattling
within tube-to-AVB gaps), and design changes have been incorporated into the advanced configuration to provide
enhanced margins against vibration-induced tube wear. These changes include a tighter tube-to-AVB fitup by both
design and assembly, s[wifying the AVB material to be the same as the 405 stainless steel used in the Model F

252.110-4 3 Westinghouse
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steam generator straight leg tube supports, and increasing the width of the AVB consistett with tube dryout and
leak before break constraints. Nineteen steam generators incorporating some (four steam generators) or all (fifteen
steam generators) of the advanced features have been fabricated (with the eight in service).

De basic objective of the advanced features is to avoid or minimize the consequences of fluid-clastic rattling (so
called fluid-clastic vibration in the " support inactive mode,* or * double-span behavior") between loosely fit AVBs
in the U-bend region. Similar conclusions were reported by KWU relative to U-bend tube wear in a KWU steam
generator configuration with relatively loosc tube / support strip fitup. His mechanism is also the focus of ongoing
studies described by typical literature from the Unitud Statea (Reference 11), France (Reference 12), and England

(Reference 13).

Extensive vibration testing has been conducted during the past 10 years to refine conventional design approaches
and to support development of advanced U-bend /AVB design configurations. Basic design information for tube
vibration in prototypic steam-water flow was generated during Model Boiler 2 (MD-2) tests in a 0.01 power scale
model of the Model F steam generator. There was no evidence of periodic vortex shedding in these tests, which
also provided a threshold instability constant when tested with AVDs removed (tubes were fluid clastically stable
with AVDs installed). Turbulent tube response characteristics in the U bend region with AVBs in place were
enveloped by calculations using the same force spectra scaling factors qualified for the straight-leg region.

A quarter scale 12-row a 8-column square array of aluminum U-bends was tested in the wind tunnelin the same
fluid-clastic vibration regime as steam generators with steam-water Bows. These tests provided additional
information, especially in establithing threshold fluid-clastic instability constants for various support conditions in
the U bend region. Results were consistent with MB 2 values for loose support conditions but were lower for
various tight-fitup conditions. A lower bound value for U-bend analyses which is not the same as that for straight-
leg response was derived from these tests. Tube /AVB dynamic interaction correlations were also established as a
function of flow and fitup conditions.

Subsequently, a similar r.eries of tests was conducted on a triangular anay of the same size tubes in the same basic
test rig, which has eight rows and nine columns of tubes configured to match the Delta 75 orientation in the U-bend.
Results confirmed that this triangular array has an increased margin against instability in the U-bend region as it
does in the straight-leg region.

Two series of wind turmel experiments were conducted on cantilever tubes designed to simulate the response of
curved U-bend tubes. A 7-row x 5-colunm array of full-size tubes moumed in such a way that orthogonal
stiffnesses differed to match U-bend response provided two kinds of information. Basic fitup effects on tube
response to both fluid-clastic and turbulent excitation were determined first. Contact with an AVB on one side of
a gap with zero or very small preloads was effective in suppressing fluid-clastic tube response for low rates up to
the maximum tested value that produced a stability ratio of four when tested without contact. Preloads on the order
of 0.1 pound eliminated all impact / sliding motions with liftoff, which would otherwise result from both turbulence
at d fluid-clastic excitation for the tested diametral clearances. Both the threshold instability constant and turbulent
tube response correlations were consistent with those derived from earlier tests. Then the test rig was modified and
used to refine basic fluid-elastic driving force correlations for use in properly controlling mechanical shaker tests
of full-size steam generator U-bends.

252 m
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Mechanical excitation tests followed on full size 0.687* OD x 0.040* T U bends to characterize the wear-producing
forces and motions at tube /AVB intersections. Parametric testa covered a range of fitup conditions subject to
simulated out-of plane fluid-clastic excitation, in-plane turbulence, and out-of-plane turbulence. Initial tests with
four AVB intersections led to t'ic fundamental conclusion that out-of-plane fluid-elastic vibration within tube /AVB
gaps is the likely explanation for wear that had been observed in some operating steam generators. Subsequent tests
with six AVB intersections simulated the excitation forces and fitup conditions characteristic of advanced design
configurations. Wear producing forces and motions were determined and recorded in the form of work rates for
use in wear calculations (Reference 14). These work rates wese verified by independent testing on the sarne full size
tube using a simulated negative damping feedback loon (Reference 15) in addition to the original effective sinusoidal
force simulation. A semiemperical wear calculO nd; . J veloped (Reference 16) in which measured work rates
from these tests are scaled to pertinent operating co iW =ag appropriate parameters from the thermal-hydraulic
report and vibration analyses.

Hermal-bydraulic and tube vibration analyses follow the same general approach in the U bend region as for the
straight-leg region. Effects of the AVDs on flow distributions are obtained frmn qualified thermal hydraulic models
with explicit treatment of their size and location. There is no potential or flow peaking near the bend region of
AVDs (involving small-radius tubes not supported by AVDs) in advance .i design configurations as has been observed
in some operating steam generators with conventional design and f thrication bases. (This is a consequence of
explicit control of insertion depth during assembly.)

Basic vibration analyses employ the same qualified analytical models following a modal decomposition approach
similar to that used for the straight-leg region. Threshold instability constants and scaling factors for rendom
turbulence response are derived from results of testing summarized above. Analyses cover the range of possible
titup conditions deternuned by inspection of tube bundles during and after fabrication.
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Question 252.120

Section I A of the SSAR indicates that the guidance in Regulatory Guide 1.50, ' Control of Preheat Temperature for
Welding of Low-Alloy Steel," will not be applied to ASME Code Class 2 and 3 components in the AP600. Provide
technical justifications for not following this guidance or provide acceptable alternatives to this guidance. In
addition, provide confirmation that prehest requirements in the ASME Section !!! Code will be satisfied. Revise
Section I A of the SSAR accordingly.

Response:

Westinghouse requires that all welding procedures for class 2 anj 3 components be qualified in accordance with
Section IX and the appropriate Subsection of Section III. This includes preheat and post weld heat treatment
requirements. Where low alloy steels are used for Class 2 and 3 components, all ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code requirements for welding of these materials are imposed. The use of low hydrogen welding materials is also
required. These controls, have in the past, been adequate to assure the integrity and reliability of these components.
These controls are also adequate for the AP600.

SSAR Sxtion I A under Reg. Guide 1.50 will be revised as follows:

SSAR Revision:

Reg. Guide 1.50, Rev. O,5/73 Control of Preheat Temperature for Welding of low Alloy Stee!

General ASME Code, Sections til N/A The gu'delines of this regulatory guide are
and IX followed during the initial fabrication of

low-alloy steel components of the AP600.

This regulatory guide is considered as applicable
: to ASME Code Section 111, Class 1,

|
componcats. The AP600 practice for Class 1

| components is in agreement with the guidance of
this regulatory guide except for Regulatory
Positions C.l(b) and 2. For AP600 Class 2 an<I
3 components, the guidelines provided by this
regulatory guide are not applied. however all

| sequirements of the ASME Boiler and Pressure
| Vessel Code are imposed.

|

|

252,120 1.
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Question 252.122

Indicate conformance with Regulatory Guides 1.7, ' Control of Combustible Gas Concentrations in Containment
Following a Loss-of-Coolant Accident," and 1.54," Quality Assurance Requirements for Protective Coatings Applied
to Water {ooled Nuclear Power Plants,' as related to Section 6.1.1 of the SRP. Provide technical justifications
if the guidance contained in these documents will not be followed, or provide alternatives with bases to demonstrate
the equivalency (Section 6.1.1).

Response:

The first part of the question deals with Regulatory Guide 1.7, " Control of Combus'ible Gas Concentrations in
Containment Following a less-of-Co lant Accident." He combustible gas that will be involved with respect to
the corrosion of coatings inside containment is hydrogen. The hydrogen control system is described in SSAR
Subsection 6.2.4. It complies with Regulatory Guide 1.7 or, in some cases, utilizes more conservative assumptions
consistent with advances in ALWR design, such as the source term. Additional conformance details are provided
in SSAR Appendix 1 A.

The second part of the question deals with Regulatory Guide 1.54, " Quality Assurance Requirements for Protective
Coatings Applied to Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants." llegulatory Guide 1.54 imposes ANSI N101.4 for the
quality assurance (QA) of coatings since ANSI N101.4 is used to implement 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B for
coatings. The following paragraphs are taken from ANSI N101.4

1.2.2 The standard, N101.4, specifically applies to protective coatings and theit 2pplication to surfaces
for nuclear facilities as listed in ANSI N101.2 and/or ANS! N5.9 and comprises requirements applicable

to Class I and Class 11 service levels.

1.2.2.1 Class I service level applies to those systems and components of nuclear facilities which are
essential (1) to prevent postulated accidents which could affect the public health and safety or (2) to

_

mitigate the consequences of these accidents. The quality assurance for Class I service level shall conform
to the requirements of this standard.

1.2.2.2 Class 11 service level applies to those systems and components of nuclear facilities which are
essential to the attainment of the intended normal operating performance. The quality assurance and/or
documentation for Class 11 service level is not mandatory and shall be used only to the extent required by

the project specification.

SSAR Subsection 6.1.2.1.5 justifies why containment coatings in the AP600 are classified as non-safety-related,
ne designation as non-safety-related means the coatings are not Class I as described in ANSI N101.4. This
classification of coatings as non-safety-related does not require implementation of a QA program for coatings per
Regulatory Guide 1.54. Even though the coatings function is not safety related and does not require a QA program
to be implemented, many measures are being taken so that the coatings are qualified for use and are properly applied
and inspected. Furthermore, the performance of the coatings will be monitored and they will be maintained.

^
W Westinghouse
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Subsection 6.1.2.1.5 of the SSAR thoroughly discusses this issue. The AP600 position on Regulatory Guide 1.54
is given on Page I A-27 of the SSAR.

SSAR Revision: Nono

-

252.122-2
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N
Ouestion 252.125

Provide a corrosion allowance for the materials usal in the engineered safety features of the AP600 for the projected
60-year plant design life along with the technical basis to support the allowance (Section 6.1.1).

Response:

The engineered safety features described in Section 6.0 are fabricated from materials best suited for that system's
purpose. Severa! systems are air handling systems, which do not have corrosion concerns. Other systems are
fabricated from stainless steel. The systems with corrosion allowances are listed below.

C<mtainment: Corrosion potential of the containment is discussed in Questions 252.22 through 252.28.

Passive Containment Cooling System: The pipes and valves of this system are fabricated from stainless steel, which
does not require corrosion allowances.

Containment flydrogen Control System: This system does not have components that contain fluids.

Passive Core Cooling System: The pipes and valves of this system are fabricated from stainless steel, which does
not require corrosion allowances. The Ni supply line to the accumulator is carbon but does not require a corrosion
allowance.

Main Control Room Emergency liabitability System: The valves and tanks that are part of this system contain air,
which does not require corrosion allowances.

Fission Product Control: The retention of fission products is accomplished by the containment described above.

Containment Isolation System: Each system that penetrates the containment has valves and a section of pipe of Class
B quality level. The penetrations are of different materials and contain different fluids or gases. The required
corrosion allowances follow:

Systems penetrations with stainless steel components, corrosion allowances not required:
PSS, RNS, SFS, PXS, CVS, FHS, WLS, DWS

Systems penetrations containing air or nitrogen not requiring corrosion allowances:
CAS, VFS, VWS, CNS, PXS

,

| SGS penetrations: Corrosion control of this system is discussed in Q252.139
CNS peaetratione Controlled water chemistry and low velocities in this system do not require corrosion

allowances.
FPS penetrations: Wall thickness of this pipe is much greater than required for the pressures. This

provides adequate corrosion allowance.

SSAR Revision: NONE
|

l

|
| 252. . z5-1
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Question 252.127

Section 6.1.1.6 of the SSAR indicates that the AP600 design conforms to Regulatory Guide 1.37, ' Quality
Assurance Requirements for Cleaning of Fluid Systems and Associated Components of Water-Cooled Nuclear Power
Plants. " flowever, Section I A of the SSAR indicates that Wes,tinghouse is proposing exceptions to Regulatory
Guide 1.37. Provide information to clarify your intent. Revise Section I A of the SSAR accordingly.

Response:

Subsection 6.1.1.6 will be revised. See also the response to Q252.73 for clarification of intent.

SSAR Subsection 6.1.1.6 will be revised as follows:

SSAR Revision:

C+mp.m4-*y,4*,n ' ;!eded4n4he++ginn,hk4y-(waa,-elommt-in+mfwnm,w -w9h-Ryda4*ry
Gui&447, See Subsection 1.9.1 for a discussion on the provisions of Regulatory Guide 1.37 for the cleaning of
components and systems."

|
,

1

252.127-1 |
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Ouestion 252.132

Identify where Inconel 600 and 182 are applied in the ESFs. Operating experience indicates that these nr.terials
are susceptible to cracking. If these materials will be used, discuss any special rneasures to be taken to reduce the
susceptibility to cracking and provide test data tu demonstrate that the materials are not susceptible to cracking for j

the projected 60-year plant design life (Section 6.1.1). )

Rosponse:

There are no inconel 600 not 182 components in the ESFs. |

|
.

SSAR Revision: NONE j
,

1

|

|
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Ouestion 252.133

Recent fatigue test data indicate that the effects of the environment could significantly reduce the fatigue resistance
of materials (see Q252.19). The specific concerns relate to the reactor water and temperature environment and its
synergistic interactions with the strain rate. Describe the procedures that explicitly account for the effects of the
environment in the fatigue analysis of materials used in the ESFs (Section 6.1.1).

Response:

Th: AP600 fatigue design for engineered safety features components in based on ASME Code, Section 111, 1989
Edition and 1989 Addenda. The environmental effects described in the literature are being addressed as an industry
issue. The basis of AP600 fatigue design will rennin as described until a unified design approach representing the
industry and regulatory positions is derived.

SSAR Revision: NONE

2s2a33a
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Ouestion 252.142

Recent fatigue tcst data indicate that the ef fccts of the environtnent could significantly reduce the fatigue resistance
of materials (see Q252.19). He specific concerns relate to the reactor water and temperature environment and its
pynergistic interactiore with the strain rate. Dex ribe the procedures that explicitly account for the elfects of the
environment in the fatigue analysis of materials usal in the steam and feedwater system (Section 10.3.6).

Response:

ne AP600 steam and feedwater systems are not ASME Class 1. The ASME portions of these systems are designed
to section NC or ND of the ASME Code, Section 111,1989 Edition and 1989 Addenda. He environmental effects
described in the literature are being addressed as an industry issue. The basis of AP600 fatigue design will remain
as described until a unified design approach representing the industry and regulatory positions is derived.

SSAR Revision: NONE

3 Westingh0use
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Ouestion 281.2

Section 5.2.3.2.1 of the SSAR discusses the primary water chemistry for AP600. Is the RCS water chemistry
consistent with the guidelines of EPRI Reports NP-6780-L and NP 7077, 'PWR Primary Water Chemistry
Guidelines: Revision 2.* November 1990 that are identified in Chapter 1 of the ALWR Utility Requirements
Document for passive plants, Volume 1117 Identify differences 'octween the primary water chemistry of the AP600
and these guidelines, and providejustification for the deviations.

Response:

The AP600 primary water chemistry guidelines are consistent with the guidelines of the EPRI reports. There are
no dif ferences between the AP600 guidelines and those recommended in the EPRI reports. In addition, Table 5.2-2
includes more parameters (i.e., requirernents) than are included in the EPRI reports.

SSAR Revision: NONE

\
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Ouestion 281.4

Discuss coatings in Section 6.1.1 of the SSAR in accordance with Acceptance Criterion II.B.4 of Section 6.1.1 of
the SRP.

Response:

The coatings inside the containtnent are not r.afety-related as explained in the response to Q252.122. Even though
they are not e.afety related, the coating natcrials will still be qualified, applied, and inspected in accordance with
stringent specification requirements. SS AR Subation 6.1.2.1.5 addresses steps that will be taken so that coatings
perfonn as intended even though they are not r.afety-related.

SSAR Revision: NONE

W Westinghouse
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Question 281.7

Discuss confornumee protective coatings (organic materials) with the guidance in Regulatory Guide 1.54 and provide
technical justifications for any deviations (Section 6.1.2).

Response:

See the response to Q252.122. _

SSAR Revision: NONE

281.7 1
W Westinghouse
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Ouestion 281.8

Provide technicaljustifications for not using ANSI Standard N101.2 or propose an acceptable alternative (Section
6.1.2).

Response:

Coatings will be DBA tested in accordance with ASTM D 3911. That ASTM document was prepared as a
replacenvent for the DBA testing requirements contained in ANSI Standard N101.2. ANSI Standard N101.2 has
been withdrawn and ASTM standards were prepared to replace the ANSI staridsrd. SSAR Subsection 6.1.2.1.5
addresses " testing and application" and references the applicable ASTM test standards.

SSAR Revision: NONE

W Westinghouse
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Question 410.42

Two lines are routed from the IRWST to each of the PXS compartments. De six inch line is routed to PXS-A and
the 10-inch line is routed to PXS-B. What is the purpose of these lines? Why are these lines sired differently?
What is the effect if the PXS compartment overflows (Section 3.4.1)7

Response:

See the response for Q410.10. Questions 410.10 and 410.42 are identical.

SSAR Revision: NONE

_
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Question 420.2

Section 7.2.2.1 of the SSAR states that the probabilistic risk assessment, in lieu of a failure modes and effects
analysis, provides a quantification in terms of system unavailability for the failure of the protection systems.
R.O.1.70 * Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Report for Nuclear Power Plants' states that the
applicant should submit a failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA) for the protection systems and components.
General principles of reliability analysis of nuclear power generating station protection systems (IEEE STD 352)
emphasize that the FMEA is a qualitative analysis. The probabilistic risk assessment does not provide the same
level of detailed information as provided by the FMEA. Provide the FMEA for the protection systems and
components of the AP600 I&C systems.

Response:

In accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.70 and IEEE Standard 352, a FMEA for the AP600 protection system will
be provided. Completion is planned for April 1993. The FMEA will be submitted as WCAP-13594, " Advanced
Passive Plant Protection System FMEA.*

SS AR Subsections 7.2.2.1 and 7.3.2.1 will be revised, and a reference to WCAP 13594 will be added as follows:

SSAR Revision:

(7.2.3 References)

1. WCAP 13594 (P), ' Advanced Passive Plant Protection System FMEA.*

7.2.2.1 Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA)
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Ouestion 435.8

Section 8.3.1.1,1 states that the diew) generator is capable of being raanually paralleled with the preferred power
supply for periodic testing. Discuss the design provisions for the diesel generator control to handle a simultaneous
loss of off6 ire power.

Response:

Generally, periodic diesel generator testing is performed, one diesel generator at a time, during normal plant
operation. During this testing, the main generator is synchronized with the offsite power source and sup%ies the
plant auxiliaries via the unit auxiliary transformers. Should offsite power be lost during this operation mode, the
main turbine generator has the capability to withstand 100 percent load rejection and continues to supply the plant
auxiliaries. If the onsite standby diesel generator periodic testing is in progress during an offsite power loss under
the stated conditions, additional design controls are not required. He periodic testing may be terminated using the
standard test procedure without causing any adverse effects on the onsite standby power source.

For a postulated loss of offsite power concurrent with the main turbine generator trip while a diesel generator .is
undergoing periodic testing, the following loading scenario will take place.

The system loads required for the normal plant operation that are fed from the permanent non-safety-related bus
would immediately overload the associated diesel generator. This excessive loading condition would cause a drop
in generator frequency. The following design features protect the diesel generator from adverse effects.

Should the diesel generator frequency drop below the set frequency value (the frequency setpoint determined on the
basis of vendor-specific data for the selected diesel generator), a signal would be generated to trip the diesel
generator breaker. He underfrequency tripping would take place only when the following additional permissives
are satisfied simultaneously: a) Diesel generator is in a * TEST * mode, b) Diesci generator is operating and is
connected to the associated permanent non safety-related bus as signiful by ' diesel generator breaker closed
position.'

When the diesel generator breaker trips, the diesel generator is isolated from the bus load, but is still maintained
in a "no load running" condition via the operation of the governor controls. With no power source at the permanent
non safety-related bus, all designated load breakers and the normal power source incoming breaker would be tripped
via the bus undervoltage relay operation. He diesel generator test mode would be reset. Since the generator is
still producing power at the rated voltage and frequency, the diesel generator breaker would be reconnected to the
associated dead bus and, operation of the automatic load sequencer would be initiated to supply the defense-in-depth
systems loads.

SSAR Subsection 8.3.1.1.1, eighth paragraph, will be revised as follows:

W Westinghouse
a
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SSAR Revision:

The onsite standby power system powered by the two onsite standby diesel generators supplies power to wiected
loads in the event of a loss of normal, and preferred ac power supplies. Those loads that are priority loads for
investment protection based on their specific functions (permanent non-safety loads), are assigned to annex building
buses Est and ES2. These plant pernunent non-safety loads are divided into two functionally edundantload groups
(degree of redundancy for each load is described in the uctions for the respective systems). Each load group is
connected to a separate bus ESl and ES2. Each bus is backed by a non-Class IE onsite standby diesel generator.
In the event of a loss of voltage on these buses due to a turbine generator trip concurrent with a loss of preferred

power source, the diese* ':nerators are autonutically started and connected to the respective buws. The source
incoming breakers on sWtchgear ESI and ES2 are interkicked to prevent inadvertent connection of the onsite
standby diesel generator and preferred /rnaintenance ac power sources to the 4.16 kV buses at the same time. The
diesel generator, however, is capable of being manually paralleled with the preferred power supply for periodic
testing. Design provisions protect the diesel generators from excessive kmding beyond the design maximum rating,
should the preferred power be lost during periodic testing. He control sebeme, while protecting the diesel
generators from excessive loading, does not compromiw the onsite power supply capabilities to support the defense-
in-depth loads. See Subsection 8.3.1.1.2 for starting and load sequencing of standby diesel generators.

_

-
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Ouestion 435.26

'lle specific requirements for monitoring the de power systems are derived from the generic requirements in Section
7.4 of IEEE Standard 946-1985. In summary, these general requirements state that the de system (batteries,
distribution systems and chargers) shall be monitored to the extent that it can be shown to be ready to perform its
intended function. Accordingly, the guidelines used in the staft's review of the de power system designs are that
the following indications and alarms of the Class IE de power system should be provided in the control room:

battery current (ammeter-charge / discharge)*

battery charger output current (ammeter)*

de bus voltage (voltmeter)e

battery charger output voltage (voltmeter)*

hattery discharge*

de bus undervoltage and overvoltage alarm*

de bus ground alarm (for ungrounded systems)*

battery breaker (s) or fuse (s) open alarm+

battery charger trouble alarm (one alarm for a number of abnormal conditions which are usually indicated*

locally)
amp-hour discharge meter for safety-related batteries that are required to provide de power for 72 hours*

an alarm whenever the charger goes into a current limiting conditione

a temperature indicator to measure the battery room arnbient temperature*

.ndicate the provisions for the monitoring of the Class IE power systems. Justify any proposed deviations from
the above list.

Response:

The AP600 Class IE de power syrstem design conforms to the indication and alann requirements recommended in
Section 7.4 ofIEEE Standard 946-1985 for the control room. Section 7.5 of the SSAR describes the AP600 design

philosophy for providing the safety-related display information in the control room. The control room functionai-
based task analyses (see SSAR Subsection 18.8.2.1.2) will determine the means by which the information is
presented to the operator.

SSAR Revision: NONE

c5264
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Question 435.27

The staff recognizes that standard molded <ase ac breakers can be used in de circuits. Ilowever, the de interrupting
rating will generally be one-half to one third of the ac value. Many manufacturers publish no de application data
at all for these breakers. Verify that the molded case breakers will have adequate de interrupting rating.

Response:

The limitation of the availability of molded <ase circuit breakers with a high de interrupting rating is known in the
industry. Ilowever, there are manufacturers who can supply molded case circuit breakers with UL-listed
interrupting ratings for de circuits. A description of the application of molded-case circuit breakea in the AP600
de distribution system follows.

AP600 design generally utilizes fusible disconnect switches in the Class IE de system. If a molded-case circuit
breaker is used in a particular circuit, it will be sized to nret the de interrupting rating requirement. Proper
docurnentation will be obtained to ensure that the molded <ase breakers have adequate de interrupting rating.

The non-Class IE de power nystem has molded-case circuit breakers. These breakers will have UL-listed currtnt
interrupting ratings for de applications.

SSAR Revision: NONE

W Westinghouse
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Question 435.28

State if the AP600 design conforms to the following regarding the adequacy of safety-related de power systems:

The position of circuit breakers or fused disconnect switches associated with the battery charger, battery anda.

de bus supply should be monitored to conform to the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.47, ' Bypassed
and Inoperable Status Indication for Nuclear Power Plant Safety Systems."

b. ne voltage cariation for an associated battery bus during any expccted accident mode of operation should be
within des gn specifications.i

Response:

The AP600 design conforms to the recommendation of Regulatory Guide 1.47, ' Bypassed and Inoperable Statusa.

Indication for Nuclear Power Plant Safety Systems." He position of the fused disconnect switches associated
with the battery charger, battery, and de bus supply will be monitored to provide information to the alarm
system. See also Appendix 1 A of the SSAR.

b. The operating range for the safety-related de power system is 105 to 140 vde, as stated in the last paragraph
of SS AR Subsection 8.3.2.1 His voltage range envelopes the design basis accident conditions and the batteries
have been sized to provide adequate voltage at the end of the battery duty cycle.

SSAR Revision: NONE
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Ouestion 435.29

State if the battery charger has sufficient capacity to operate all non-accident shutdown loads assuming the battery

is not available.

Response:

The AP600 battery chargers have suff eient capacity to operate the non-accident shutdown laads without the ___

associated battery.

SSAR Revision: NONE
,
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Ouestion 435.38

Section 8.3.2.1.1.1 of the SSAR states that the AP600 battery monitoring system detects battery open circuit
conditions and monitors battery voltage. It does not mention other conditions, such as the open-circuited intercell
connectors, high terminal resistance, sulfated plates, or any condition involving abnormally low (or high) terminal
voltage. As a safeguard against these no-fault conditions, it may be preferable to use a battery condition monitor
with these capabilities. lias Westinghouse considered using such a monitor? Discuss the use of such a monitor in
the AP600 design.

Response:

The AP600 battery monitoring system detects the battery orn ;ircuit conditions including the open-circuited
intercell connectors. It also monitors the battery high and low ,rminal voltage. Continuous monitoring of the
battery parameters such as voltage and current will provide the pre-programmed alarm for high terminal resistance.
Checking sulfated plates or other anomalous conditions requires periodic inspections, which will be covered in the
plant procedures to be prepared by the combined license applicant.

SSAR Revision: NONE
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Question 435.51

Section 8.3.2.1.1.1 of the SSAR states that a single battery bank with a spare battery charger is provided for the
Class IE de and the UPS systems. In the case of a failure or unavailability of the normal battery bank and the
battery charger, permanently installed cable connections allow the spare to be connected to the affected bus by using
a plug-in type disconnect. Explain how the AP600 design will maintain the electrical and physical separation
between the redundant safety systems when a system is powered from the backup de source.

Response:

Separate cables a e permanei'ly installed between each of the four divisions and the spare battery bank w;th twist-
lock, plug in connectors (male) at each end.

Each division and the spare battery include a fused transfer switch between the battery and the switchboard. These
transfer switches include a twist-lock, plug-in connector (female).

To connect one division to the spare battery, the permanently installed cable for that division is plugged into its
associated connector at one end. The other end is plugged into the connector for the spare battery.

Since the spare battery transfer switch has only one plug, it is possible to connect only one division's cable at a
time. When the spare battery is connected to a given division, it becomes that division, and only the cable of that
division is energized. The cables associated with the other divisions will remain disconnected at both ends. Thus,
electrical and physical separation between the redundant safety systems will be maintained w hen a system is powered
from the spare battesy.

SSAR Revision: NONE
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Question 435.61

Provide a description of the design of electrical penetration protection to address the following guidance (see
RG 1.63):

The system shall, with precision and reliability, automatically disconnect power to the penetrationa.

conductors when currents through the conductors exceed the established protection limits,

b. All primary and backup breaker overload and short circuit protection systems shall be qualified,
including seismically, for the service environment. Ilowever, the seismic qualification for non-
Class IE circuit breaker protection systems should, as a minimum, assure that the protection
systems remain operable during an operating basis earthquake.

The circuit breaker protection system trip set points and breaker coordination between primary andc.
backup protection shall have the capability for test and calibration. Provisions for test under
simulated fault conditions should be provided. For %su as where protection is provided by a
combination of breaker and a fuse or two fuses in o ries, administrative control should be
exercised to check the sizes and types of fuses and thei. proper application. Operating experience
has shown that wrong sizes of fuses were used for t s protection of the circuits in many plants.

d. No single failure shall cause excessive currents in the penetration conductors which will degrade
the penetration seals.

Where external control power is needed for tripping breakers, the ci.cuitry for tripping primarye.

and backup breakers shall be independent, physically separated, and powered from separate
Sources.

Response:

The AP600 design will conform to the requirements in Regulatory Guide 1.63, which endorses IEEE standards 317-
1983 ar.d 741-1986 with the exception that the AP600 will use the latest (IEEE 741-1990) version of the industry
standard.

The following is an item-by-item response:

Each penetration conductor will be protected with primary and backup protective devien ' Thea.

protective devices shall be set to trip and disconnect the power source when current thrxgh the
penetration conductor exceeds the established limit before causing any damage.

b. The primary and backup protective devices used to protect penetration assembly for Class IE
circuits will be qualified for the service environment.

W h05tinEh0USB
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For non-Class IE circuits, IEEE 741 states * Designs which use dual protection for penetration
circuits provide adequate assurance that the protection will function acceptably under all plant
conditions. Since the plant design basis is that a seismic event will not cause a lossef<oolant
accident (LOCA) or high energy line break (HELB) inside containment, seismic qualification of
protective devices for non-Class IE circuits that penetrate the containn ent is not required.'

Therefore, the protective devices for non-Class IE circuits that penetrate the containment are not
required to be seismically qualified.

c. The AP600 medium voltage and 480V load center breakers are draw-out type and can be racked
out for necessary test. The 480V molded case circuit breakers can be bench tested for their
proper application including simulated fault conditions. The administrative control are the
responsibility of the Combined License applicant.

d. The AP600 penetration protection device, with primary and backup protective devices, will
prevent degradation of the penetration seals due to excessive current in the penetration conductors
caused by a single failure.

The AP600 design will provide independent and physically separate de control power sources fore.

tripping of primary and backup breakers, where required.

SSAR Revision: NONE
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Ouestion 435.70

Section 9.5.3.1.1 of the SSAR specifies the lighting systems to be composed of nortnal, emergency, and security
lighting systems. The normal lighting system is designed to meet the visual requirements for all areas of the plant
to permit personnel to perform all required tasks. The system is part of the plant permanent non-safety systems.
'Ihe power supply is provided from non-Class IE ac power distribution system at 480/277 V and 208/120 V levels.
The normal lighting system is powered from diesel-backed buses and the lighting load is distributed between the
two onsite standby diesel generator buses. The lighting circuits from the normal lighting system to the individual
lighting fixtures are staggered as much as possible, with the staggered circuits fed from separate buses, so as to
ensure that some lighting is retained in a room in the event of a bus or circuit failure. Describe whether this
lighting (including lighting fixtures and light bulbs) has been analyzed to assure that its failure during an earthquake
will not adversely impact the Class lE functions.

Response:

The intent for the AP600 lighting system design for the main control nom and remote shutdown areas is to have
a manufacturer design and fabricate a total ceiling modular system that meets the seismic Category 11 requirements.
The emergency lighting will be designed to meet the seismic Category I requirements. In other areas, the lighting
system will have seismically qualified lighting fixtures and mountings as required to prevent an adverse impact on
the adjacent Class IE equipment due to an earthquake.

SSAR Revision: NONE
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Ouestion 435.71

ne emergency lighting system is designed to provide a minimum illumination level in areas of the plant where
emergency ope:.tions require reading and control functions. These areas include the main control room and remote
shutdown panel and the emergency access / egress between vital and non-vital areas. Section 9.5.3.2.2 of the SSAR
states that the emergency lighting for the main contrc| room and remote shutdown area is supplied from the Class
IE de and the UPS system. He control room emergency lighting is integrated with normal lighting. Emergency
lighting in areas outside the main aontrol room and remote shutdown area is accomplished by 8 hour, self-contained
battery pack lighting units. In some existing nuclear power plants, the access and egress routes have been supplied
with Class IE de system and backed by de 8 hour, self<ontained battery pack units. Earlier in the design, lighting
for the access and egress routes were powered from the Class IE 120 V uninterruptible power supplies (WCAP-
13202). Justify the deviation. Also, dewribe whether the emergency lighting fixtures are staggered and fed from
the separate divisions.

Response:

The AP600 emergency lighting design is based on the criteria established in Utility Requirements Document (URD),
Volume lit, Chapter 11 Section 8.5. The emergency lighting for areas outside the main control room and remote
shutdown area is provided by 8-hour, self-contained battery pack lighting units, ne normal supply to these units
is provided from the dier.el. backed MCCs. The rationale in the URD for not powering all emergency lights from
Class IE ac and de power sources follows:

Although some plants have all emergency lights powered from emergency ac and de power sources, those methods
introduce complexity into those vital systems, increase their size, and inherently reduce their reliability,

ne emergency lighting circuits are staggered as much as practical. The staggered circuits receive power from
separate divisions.

SSAR Revision: NONE

W Westinghouse
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Ouestion 440.2

WCAP-13345, Rev. 2, 'AP600 Core Makeup Tank Test Specification," is dated November 1991. Since that time,
substantial changes have been made in both the test program and the design of the test article; these have been
communicated to the staff during meeting presentations. A revised and updated copy of the test specification, with
current information on test article design, instrumentation, test matrix, should be submitted for staff review.

Response:

WCAP-13345, "AP600 Core Makeup Tank Test Specification,* is currently being updatul and will be forwarded
to the NRC in February 1993. (See responses to Questions 440.4 and 440.5.)

SSAR Revision: NONE
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Question 440.16

The test descriptions in Sections 7. A and 7.B, and in Tables 7.1 and 7.2 of WCAP-13342, Rev. O do not include
detailed test procedures. The updated test specification requested in Q440.1I should include sufficient detail on test
methods, facility conditions, and data acquisition, including step-py-step procedures, for the staff to determine if
an adequate range of data on component performance will be provided.

Response:

When Westinghouse prepares a test specification, the detailed test procedures are not included since they are the
responsibility of the testing organization. The testing organization develops the test procedures, which are then
reviewed and approved by Westinghouse. The procedures are operator instructions on how to operate the facility
to obtain the test conditions specified in the test specification. The test specification (WCAP-13342) does provide
adequate information for the staff to determine the adequacy of the tests including infonnation on the facility initial
conditions, data acquisition, range of conditions, expected data, instrumentation and method of testing.

SSAR Revision: NONE
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Question 440.28

Technical Specification 3.9 in Chapter 16 of the SSAR sets forth limiting conditions for operation and Surveillance
Requirements for refueling operations regarding baron ccrentration, unborated water isolation valves, nudear
instrumentation, and refuehng cavity water level. Rese LCOs do not address the propoed LCOs for TS
improvements discussed in Chapter 7 of NUREG-1449. Address the following concerns:

What are the LCOs or the requirements on the confir;urations of the CVCS, NRHRS and Spent Fuel Pit Coolinga.

System, offsite and onsite ac power, and containment integrity for shutdown and low power operation
conditions.

b. Wlvt consideration has been made regarding automatic requirements to go to Mode 5, i.e., cold shutdown, to
ensure optimal RilR capability?

While LCO 3.9.2 specifies that each valve used to isolate unborated weter sources shall be secured in the closedc.
position,it also notes that valves may be opened during planned boron dilution or makeup activities. Provide
examples as to when a planned boron dilution or makeup activities will be needed during refueling operation.

Response:

Technical specifications identify the required operability of safety-related equipment during all plant conditions,a.

including shutdown and refueling. The technical specifications incorporate the proposed improvements
discussed in Chapter 7 of NUREG-1449, based on requirements for the AP600 passive safety-related systems.

The passive residual heat removal heat exchangers are required to be operable until RCS draining is iaitiated.
Once the RCS is depressurized, the ADS valves connected to the pressurizer are opened and the core makeup
tanks are isolated. The IRWST is required to be operable until flood-up of the refueling cavity is initiated.
The IRWST, in conjunction with the open ADS valves, protects the plant during mid-loop operations. The
normal decay heat removal system is lost in this condition. The IRWST is automatically actuated if a sustained
loss of shutdown decay heat removal occurs during mid-loop operations.

Because of the design of the passive safety systems, there are no requiremeets for operability of on-site and
off-site ac power, with the exception of 120-vac instrument power provided by the Class IE de and
uninterruptable power supply sysrem.

[ Westiligh0llSB
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Containment integrity is required during Modes I through 4 and during mid-loop operations. Technical
Specifications 3.6.1 and 3.6.3 address containment integrity. They are currently incomplete regarding
applicability during mid-loop operations. Rey will be revised to reflect the requirements for containment
integrity during mid-loop operations for hiode 5 and hiode 6.

Technical Specification 3.7.5 addresses the requirements to provide spent fuel pit cooling capabilities whenever
spent fuel is being stored.

There are no technical specifications for the operability of the chemical and volume control system or the
normal residual heat removal system since these systems do not provide safety-related injection or cooling
functions. Ilowever, Technical Specification 3.1.10 contains requirements for the unborated water isolation
valves in the chemical and volume control system and for containment isolation valves in both systems.

b. The AP600 Tech JN1 Specifications consider the appropriate shutdown equipment capabilities and requirements
prior to requiring a change to hiode 5. This prevents automatically forcing the operator to transition to hiode
5, when remaining in a different higher mode, such as hot standby, may provide greater plant safety.

While the plant is in hiode 6 conditions with the reactor vessel head removed, injection flow tests of both thec.
accumulators and the core makeup tanks are performed. Following the flow tests, the tanks are refilled by the
CVS makeup pumps, using a blended flow from the demineralized water storage tank and the boric acid tank.
This makeup operation requires opening certain administratively locked <losed valves.

The SSAR will be revised as follows:

SSAR Revision:

1. Technical Specification: 3.6.1 - Containment

Applicability: hiodes 1, 2, 3, 4. and 5
hiodes 5 and 6, loops not full

2. Technical Specification: 3.6.2 - Containment Air Locks

Applicability: hfodes 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
hiodes 5 and 6, loops not full

3. Technical Specification: 3.6.3 - Containment Isolation Valves

Applicability: hiodes 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
hiodes 5 and 6, loops not full

440.28-2
W Westinghouse
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Question 460.5

Provide the following information regarding solid radwastes (Section 11.4):

Estimates of solid waste volumes expected to be shipped annually for wet solid wastes and dry solid wastesa.

separately.

b. A discussion of compliance with Position 111.1 of BT? ETSB 11-3 regarding the storage capacity for
accumulated filter sludges.

A discussion of compliance with Position 111.2 of BTP ETSB 11-3 regarding storage volume for solidifiedc.
wastes (both wet and dry solid wastes) available in the plant.

Response:

Estimates of solid waste volumes expected to be shipped annually are provided below for wet solid wastes anda.

dry solid wastes. These volumes are consistent with SSAR Table 11.4-4.

Shipping or Disposal

Wet Solid Waste Volume ft'/vr

Spent Charcoal and lon Exchange Resins 314.8

Mixed Liquid Wastes 17.0

Chemical Wastes 19.8

Total Wet Solid Wastes 351.6

Dry Solid Wastes

Spent Filter Cartridges 4.7

WGS Charcoal 9.8

Compactible DAW 991.3

Non-Compactible DAW 363.4'

Mixed Solid Wastes M
Total Dry Solid Wastes 1376.7

Under normal conditions, there are no wastes generated from the secondary-plant cycle. If radioactivity
is detected in the steam generator blowdown and reaches a predetermined level (due to primary and
secondary leakage), the blowdown is diverted from the condensate polishers to the liquid radwaste system
for processing as described in SS AR Subsections 10.4.8 and i1.2.2.1.5. Thus, condensate polishing resins
are not a normal source of radwaste requiring shipping and disposal. Should plant operation continue with
leakage from the primary to the secondary side utilizing the condensate polishers, a shipping (disposal)
volume of up to 300 ft'/ month could be produced by the condensate polishing system, as indicated in SSAR
Subsection i1.4.2.1.

3 Westinghouse
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b. De AP600 plant does not include filters that generate sludge-type wastes. Also, tanks and sumps are
designed to minimize the formation of sludge deposits, and the particulate matter that can cause sludge
deposits is transported to and removed by the cartridge filters in the liquid radwaste system. Therefore,
there are no storage provisiom for accumulating sludges.

Branch Technical Position ETSB 11-3 specifies in Position 111.2. that storage areas for solidified wastesc.
should be capable of accommodating at least 30 days of waste generation at normal generation rates and
that these storage areas should be indoors. The storage durations of the storage areas in the Radwaste
Building are evaluated for four general types of waste and container categories discussed below.

Spent Ion Exchance Resins and Filter Charcoal in Hich-intecrity Contajpers (HICs)

Although the shipping or disposal volume is nearly independent of container size (based on equal filling
efficiency, e.g.,90%), the storage duration for the filled HICs is dependent on the number of containers
which is indirectly proportional to container size. To be conservative, it is therefore assumed that the spent
resins and filter bed charcoal will be dewatered in HICs that will fit into a Type B shipping cask (i.e., the
SEG 3 82B, formally HN-200). Normally, 250 ft'/yr of spent r sin and charcoal is expected to be
generated (SSAR Table 11.4-4), with an activity of 950 curies (SSAR Table 11.4-6). His resin can be
mixed to produce a uniform specific activity of 3.8 Ci/ft3. A 70-ft' HIC filled to 90% would contain about
240 Curies, well within the cask's capability. About four of these HICs are required per year. The three
onsite storage casks can each hold one of these HICs, and the resulting storage duration is about 9 months.
The two spent resin container fill stations may also be used for storage untilit is necessary to begin filling
another HIC. The two fill stations and two of the onsite storage casks (reserving o;e onsite storage cask
for high-activity filter drums) provide about 12 months of storage. These storage times are in addition to
the pre-packaging storage times provided by the spent resin tanks as described in SSAR Subsection
i1.4.2.2.1.

Hich Activity Filter Cartrid_ges in Drums

As indicated in SSAR Table 11.4-4, packaging of the CVS reactor coolant filter cartridges is expected to
normally generate 0.35 drums of waste per year. This is based on a generation rate of 2 ft' of filter
cartridges every 18 months. Based on a drum volumetric loading of 50 percent, about one-half of a drum
is filled every 18 months (2 ft'/7.55 ft' x 0.5), and about one drum is produced every 36 months. The
high-activity filter storage tube module may be used to store all filter cartridges normally generated every
18 months. Thus, af ter a drum is filled with high-activity filters, encapsulated, and sealed, it may remain
in the processing cask for about 17 months before it is necessary to begin to package the filter cartridges
stored in the storage tube module to clear space for the next batch of spent filters. Therefore, a storage
duration of about 17 months is available for high-activity filters using only the processing cask. One of
the onsite storage casks could also be used for high activity filter drum storage if necessary.

400.5-2
W Westinghouse
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Other Wastes in Drung

Based on SSAR Table i1.4-4, about i1 drums are produced each year containing wastes other than high
activity filter and mixed wastes. The Radwaste Building (Proprietary Figure 1.2-29) has a packaged waste
storage room that may be used to store both drums and boxes. Using two storage locations for palletized
drums stacked three high, 24 drums can be stored. This provides about 28 months of storage for the
normal expected generation rate. Stacking only two pallets high provides about 18 months of storage.
Without stacking about 9 months of storage is available for the normal generation rate.

Mixed wastes are accumulated in drums and are sent to a special prefabricated storage building at an
expected rate of about three drums per year.

Wastes in Boxes

Based ors SSAR Table 11.4-4, about 12.7 boxes are generated per year. Fourteen box storage locations
are available in the packaged waste storage room. Without stacking and with stacking two and three high,
about 1, 2, and 3 years of storage are provided, respectively.

Maximum tmek loading is expected to be 28 boxes. This is equivalent to the 14 storage h) cations stacked
two high. At the normally expected generation rate, it takes 26 months to produce a truck load.

In summary, indoor storage is provided for all categories of packaged wastes well in excess of 30 days, based on
normally expected waste generation rates.

| SSAR Revision: NONE
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Question 460.6

The staff concludes that the proposed seismic design of the structures that house the liquid, gaseous and solid
radwaste management systems as well as the proposed design of the applicable components of the gaseous waste
management systems do not meet RG 1.143 seismic design guidelines in the sense that the operating basis
earthquake (OBE) has been eliminated in the AP600 design (see Appendix 1 A of the SSAR). Providejustification
for the deviations or revise the design criteria for the above to meet the applicable guidelines of RG 1.143. Also,
clarify hew the AP600 design meets Position C.I.l.3 for liquid radwaste management system (Sections 11.2,11.3,

- and 11.4).

Response:

Conformance with Regulatory Guis.e 1.143 is discussed in SSAR Appendix 1 A. P;gulatory Guide 1.143, Position
C.I.I.3, specifies that " foundations and walls of structures that house the liquid radwaste system should be designed
to the seismic criteria described in Regulatory Position 5 of this guide to a height sufficient to contain the maximum
liquid inventory expected to be in the building." Equipment for the liquid radwaste sytsem is located in the
Auxiliary Building and in the high bay area of the Radwaste Building. The Auxiliary Building is seismic Category
1. The high bay area of the Radwaste . Building is seismic Category 11 (see SSAR Table 3.2-2 and Subsection
3.7.2.8) and is designed and analyzed to prevent failure under the safe shutdon earthquake. Analysis methods and
design criteria for seismic Category 11 structures are given in the response to Q230.ll. The seismic Category 11
design results in greater seismic capability than required by Regulatory Guide 1.143 for structures housing radwaste

systems.

He Radwaste Building is designed to retain the maximum contents of the detergent waste and monitor tanks, the
chemical waste tank, and the spent resin tanks. Based on SSAR Tables 11,2-2 and 11.4-12, the maximum expected
contents of these five tanks is 21,500 gallons, ne immediate retention area is the high bay area of the Radwaste
Building floor area bounded by column lines GR to llR and the north and south walls of the tank rooms. His area

The maximum flood height is about 4 feet. The threshold of the door to the tank rooms is 5'6' aboveis 745 ft2
the floor, and the pipeway to the Auxiliary Building is sealed by a seismically designed bulkhead. Water would
also flow through floor and module drain lines and through penetrations to the module area between column line
4R and the tank rooms. The floor area increases to 1050 ft , and the maximum flood level is about 2'9". The curb2

wall cast of the spent resin container fill stations along column line 4R is at least 3'0" high and any penetrations
are at least 3'0" above the floor or are sealed. Water will continue to flow through floor drains and any low

2
penetrations to the spent resin container fill stations. The flood area expands to 1250 ft , and the f' mal maximum
flood level is about 2'4* This evaluation does not take any credit for any initially empty sump volume or any sump
discharge to the liquid radwaste system in the Auxiliary Building. Penetrations to areas adjacent to these retention
areas are sealed by seismically designed bulkheads or penetrations if below the maximum flood levels.

Thresholds of all Radwaste Building extemal openings are raised at least 2 inches above the general floor area. This
is adequate to retain at least 30,000 gallons in the event of fire water system activation. This is equivalent to about 4
30 minutes of operation at 1000 gpm. This provision also allows for retention of the small volumes of J
decontamination and detergent waste in the Radwaste Building. !

W Westinghouse
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ne guard bed and the delay beds in the gaseous radwaste system are designed Ice seismic loads following the intent
of Regulatory Guide 1.143. Dese are the only AP600 components used to store or delay the release of gaseous
radioactive waste. The beds are located in the seismic Category I Auxiliary Building at elevation 66'6". Seismic
loads for this equipment will be established using one-half of the safe shutdown earthquake floor response spectra.
The equipment and supports will be designed in accordance with conunercial codes (ANSI B31.1 and AISC).

SSAR Tables 3.2-2 and 3.2-3 and the last paragraph of Subsection 3.7.2.8 will be revised as follows:

SSAR Revision:

(Table 3.2-2)

SoEl-Rakeh-Building C-!I
Radwaste Building
- Columns AR - GR NS
- Columns GR - IR C-II

(Table 3.2-3 [ Sheet 85 of 107]):

WGS htV 01 12 D ll(a) ANSI B31.1

GUARD BED

WGS hlV 02A l'2 D ll(a) ANSI B321.1
DELAY BED A

WGS htV 02B 12 D II(a) ANSI B321.1
DELAY BED B

(a) Guard and delay beds are designed using one-half of the safe shutdown earthquake floor response
spectra.

(Subsection 3.7.2.8)

The non-Category I structures that are close enough to the nuclear island that their collapse could affect
safety functions are the annex 1 and 11 buildings, the high bay area of the radwaste building (column lines
GR to IR), and the turbine building. These structures are analyzed and designed to prevent their failure
under the safe shutdown earthquake,
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONALINFORMATION

:

Question 620.2

There are no showers in the ladies' locker area and no access to the men's showers. How does the design addre.s

this need (Figure 1.2 24, p.1.2-46)?

Response:

On Figure 1.2-24, p.1.246, there is a curbed opening between rooms 40319 and 40320. The women's showers
are in room 40324. The layoct of these rooms is shown in more detail in Proprietary Volume 1, p.1.2-21,
Figure 1.2-24.

SSAR Revision: NONE

._
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

N
Question 720.1

Provide the following referenced documents:

a. *EPRI MAAP 4.0 Users Manual for Probabilistic Risk Assessment,' WCAP-13408, June 1992.

b. ' Letter Report to EPRI on the AP600 Refueling Outage Plan," NPDP-FS-0067, June 1988.

c. Westinghouse Scientific Paper 71 lE7-MSLRF-P1 (Section 10.2.6).

Response:

a. *EPRI MAAP 4.0 User's Manual for Probabilistic Hisk Assessment * WCAP-13408. June 1992
T:a EPRI M AAP 4.0 Users Manual is being prepared as an EPRI document. As such, the PHA
citation for the Users Manual is incorrect and will be revised to reflect the correct EPRI report
number upon completion. The MAAP 4.0 Code is undergoing the final phase of the independent
design review process which will be completed in February 1993. At that point EPRI plans to
finalize the draft users manual such that it should be available by early summer 1993.

b. NPDP-FS-0067." Letter Report to EPRI on the AP600 Refueline Outace Plan." June 1988
This Westinghouse internal memorandum contains the *AP600 Preliminary Refueling Outage Plan Overview
and Summary,* dated May 25,1988. The AP600 refueling plan is currently being revised. Upon completion
the PRA citations to the refueling outage plan will be updated, and a copy of the revised refueling plan will be
submitted to the NRC. In the interim, to facilitate NRC staff review, copies of the preliminary refueling outage
plan were provided to the NRC on December 15, 1992 as an attachment to Westinghouse letter
ET-NRC-92-3779.

c. Westinchouse Scientific Parser 71-1E7-MSLRF-Pl. ' Correlation of Fracture Touchness and Chamy Properties
for Rotor Steels.' July 1971

This Westinghouse scientific paper is referenced in SSAR Subsection 10.2.3.2. A review of the SSAR citation
has determined that the referenced document is not utilized as a supporting technical document. The citation
to this document can be removed with no technical impact on the SSAR content. Therefore, the AP600 SSAR
will be revised by removing the citation to this document.

Westirigtlouse
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

'Ihe SSAR and PRA will be revised as follows:

SSAR Revision:

(last sentence of the first paragraph of SSAR Subsection 10.2.3.2)

Material fracture toughness needed to maintain this ratio is verified by mechanical property tests on material taken
from the rotor, 2:d:g ce:re!: tion niethed: hi A cre-ener: on=rveuvuha+4 hat-pr x : 4 in R 0 : 4.

(Subsection 10.2.6)

40,L6-References

Wky,4,-A,," --' ' ' ylen, W A., "';ctingkee N ediMp. '' !E74tSbRF-%

PRA Revisions:

1. The AP600 PRA reference citations to the MAAP 4.0 User's Manual will be revised as follows. Following
publication by EPRI, the citations will be updated to reflect the correct report number and publication date.

(Reference 1.7-2, Page 1-5)

2. *EPRI MAAP 4.0 User's Manual '- P::hh"H!: "!:1 %=n=t," WCAP 13402 (Propektary}-end
WCAP !? !^^ (Manpropriebry), Jew 4M2 EPRI NP-xxxx, [to be published].

(Reference 7.7-2, Page 7-12)
_

2. "EPRI MAAP 4.0 User's Manual-for--AP600-PRA," WCAP 13 !08-(Propriebry) and "/CAIL43409
(Wapropei :::y), ? n: 1992 EPRI NP-xxxx, [to be published).

(Reference 10.4-1, Page 10-7)

1. *EPRI MAAP 4.0 User's Manual-for-AP6^0 PRA," WCAP 13403 (Froprietary) and "' GAP 43400
(&nprepre>=y), Jmw4992 EPRI NP-xxxx, [to be published).

(Reference 11.5-1, Page Il-5)

1. *EPRI MAAP 4.0 User's Manual 4*c-4he-AP600-PRA," "/ CAP !? 108-(Prepeietary) and "' CAP 131^^
(Waproprietaryh4en+4992 EPRI NP-xxxx, [to be published).
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(Reference 12.7-1, Page 12-3)

1. "EPRI MAAP 4.0 User's Manual fe: AP6"3 PRA,* WGAP4340S (Preprietary) :nd "! CAP 43400
(Mepardetar$r4e@2 EPRI NP-xxxx, [to be published].

(Reference 13.4-5, Page 13-3)

5. "EPRI MAAP 4.0 User's Manual-for-AP600-ProbaWW4 tid Am.e=nwety" WGAP43408-(Preprietar$
ar.d "/ CAP 1 A 19 (Mmprepeionary), Jun: 1992 EPRI NP-xxxx, [to be published].

(Reference 14.5-1, Page 14-6)

1. "EPRI MAAP 4.0 User's Manual-for-Probabiliwi: Risk Au==nent," WCAP 13 !0? (ProprietaryHnd
WCAP- 13 tM (Manpropdetary), Jun: 1992 EPRI NP-xxxx, [to be published].

(Reference 15.5-2, Page 15-3)

2. "EPRI MAAP 4.0 User's Manual-for-ProbabiliMio-Ri? ^ = ment," WCAP !HOS (Praprietary) an,!
~

WCAP 131M (%mpo.pdetary), June 1992 EPRI NP-xxxx, [to be published].

2. The following AP600 PRA reference citations will be revised to reflect the revision to the AP600 refueling
:

'plan. Following publication, the citations will be updated to reflect the correct report number and publication
date.

(Reference B.8-3, Page B-7)

3. Lette Repn:4-to-EPRkm-AP600-R+fuelmg-Outag*-Planr-NPDP-FS-0067, haw--1488 "AP600 Typical1

Refueling and Maintenance Outage Schedule," WCAP-xxxx (proprietary), WCAP-xxxx (nonproprietary)[to
be published].

(Reference F.6-3, Page F-57)

3. 12" - R ; * * ' EPRNw-AP600-Pebling-Outago-Plany-NPDP FS ("?, Juv.+4988 "AP600 Typical
Refueling and Maintenance Outage Schedule," WCAP-xxxx (proprietary), WCAP-xxxx (nonproprietary)[to
be published].
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